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FOREWORD
James R. Wait

Tucson, Arizona

As a commissioning co-editor, with Professor Alex Cullen, I am
pleased to see that the IEEE Press and aup have secured the
rights to republish this excellent monograph by Dr Phil Clem-
mow who had written a long-cherished exposition on the angular
spectrum concept. Because the original version published by
Pergamon Press did not have any' references, an annotated
bibliography by Rod Donnelly has been added.
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CHAPTER I

PRELIMINARIES

1.1. OBJECTIVE

In the pedagogy of the theory of the electromagnetic field it is
customary to pay considerable attention to the plane wave. This
is due primarily to the relative simplicity of plane wave solutions
of Maxwell's equations; their use enables some of the important
elementary physical and engineering characteristics of the electro-
magnetic field to be elucidated without appeal to other than quite
straightforward mathematics.

On the other hand, in somewhat more advanced work, such as
diffraction theory, the tradition has mainly been, in the spirit
of Huyghens and Fresnel, to think of the field as generated by a
distribution of localized sources. Also, of course, the standard
retarded potential formulation involving volume integrals over the
actual current distribution in effect simply treats each volume ele-
ment as a dipole.

There is, however, the possibility of continuing to benefit from
the simplicity of plane wave solutions by retaining them as the
bricks from which to construct whatever more elaborate type of
solution arises. This idea has a long history. Its wide exploitation,
though, is comparatively recent, as is also the explicit recognition
of its close association with the technique of Fourier analysis.

The object of this short book is to explain how general electro-
magnetic fields can be represented by the superposition of plane
waves travelling in divers directions, and to illustrate the way in
which this plane wave spectrum representation can be put to good
use in attacking various characteristic problems belonging to the
classical theories of radiation, diffraction and propagation.

It need hardly be said that in a book of this size the problems
are not treated exhaustively. To have included alternative theoreti-
cal methods, or details of the physical background, or details of

3
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(1.1)

(1.2)

the analytical, numerical or physical nature of the solutions, would
have tended to swamp the avowed didactic content.

It must also be conceded that various topics that could legiti-
mately be embraced by the title ofthe book are omitted altogether.
Most conspicuous by their absence are problems in which the plane
wave spectrum of the field is essentially discrete. Such fields arise
typically in cavities and waveguides, and these topics are so fully
covered in other books that their inclusion seemed superfluous.
Also omitted are problems involving fields in some sense" random"
in space or time; their treatment would require the introduction
of statistical concepts, which themselves are quite unconnected
with the main stream of the mathematical development here pre-
sented.

On the positive side of the balance sheet the book offers a largely
unified theory of a range of problems, solutions to all of which
are obtained in forms at least patently capable of yielding numeri-
cal results by straightforward means. The reader is assumed to be
competent at integration in the complex plane, but otherwise the
discussion is virtually self-contained; the burden of the analysis is
carried by the exponential function, and the sprinkling of Bessel
functions does not signify the need for any great familiarity with
their properties. In this way the aim is to furnish the student of
electromagnetic theory with a useful technical tool and a compara-
tively compact account of some interesting aspects ofhis discipline.

1.2. MAXWELL'S EQUATIONS

The electromagnetic fields are for the most part assumed to be
time-harmonic. The complex representations of the field vectors,
with the time factor exp(il.Ot) understood, are used in the standard
way. They satisfy the Maxwell equations

curl E = -iwB,
curl H = iroD + J.

In (1.2), J is the volume current density, and it is associated with
the volume charge density (} through the charge conservation rela-
tion

div J + iroe = O.

The divergence of (1.1) gives
div B = 0;

(1.3)

(1.4)
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and the divergence of (1.2), together with (1.3), gives

div D = e. (1.5)

Any media involved are treated macroscopically, being described
by linear constitutive relations between the field vectors, which
then denote the "average" fields that would be recorded by con-
ventionallaboratory measurements.

If the fields can be regarded as generated by a current in what is
otherwise a vacuum, then

D = £oE, B = ,uoH, (1.6)

where So and Po are the vacuum permittivity and permeability.
In this case eqns. (1.1) and (1.2) read

curl E = -iro,uoH,
curl H = iwsoE + J.

At points where there is no current density

curl E = - iw,uoH,
curl H = iW80E ,

which imply

(1.9)
(1.10)

div H = div E = O. (1.11)

By eliminating one of E, H from (1.9), (1.10), and using (1.11),
it follows that each cartesian component of E and H satisfies the
time-harmonic, homogeneous wave equation

where
\J2rp + 14q; = 0, (1.12)

14 = ())2S 0P O• (1.13)

It is sometimes convenient to appeal to the converse of this last
statement, namely that any divergence free vector each of whose
cartesian components satisfy (1.12) can legitimately be identified
with either E or H to specify a vacuum electromagnetic field. It
is also worth noting that from any solution of (1.9) and (1.10)
another can be deduced at once by the transformation

E -. H, H -. -E, 80 +-t-po. (1.14)

Difficulties associated with the vector character of eqns, (1.7)
and (1.8) are significantly eased in the idealized case in which the
field is two-dimensional, being independent of one cartesian
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coordinate, z say. For the equations then separate into two
independent groups, namely

aEz • H oEz • Hoy = -IlOilo x' ox = IlOilo y,

oHy iJHx •ax - --a;- = lOO8oEz + s.. (1.15)

and
oH:z · E J--ay- = 1ro80 x + ;x, aHz • E J- ax = llOBo y + )',

(1.16)

(1.17)

iJE" _ iJE;x = _ iro/l-oH .ox oy z,

and any two-dimensional field can therefore be regarded as the
superposition of an E-polarized field, in which Ez , Hx , H 7 , and J,
are the only non-zero field components, and an Il-polarized field
in which Hz, Ex, E" J% and J7 are the only non-zero field compo-
nents. The identification of E; with any solution of the two-
dimensional, time-harmonic, homogeneous wave equation

j)2q; o2q; 2

iJx2 + iJy 2 + koqJ = 0,

completely specifies an E-polarized field in a current free region;
the other non-zero field components, H% and H7 , follow at once
from a knowledge of E; through the first two equations of (1.15).
The identification of Hz with any solution of (1.17) likewise speci-
fies an H-polarized field in a current free region.

When isotropic media are considered it is assumed for the sake
of simplicity, what is commonly the case in ·practice, that the per-
meability differs negligibly from the vacuum permeability Ito. The
constitutive relations are thus taken to be

D = eE, B = ,uoH, J = uE, (1.18)

where e and a are the permittivity and conductivity respectively,
and J in (1.18) of course signifies the conduction current. The
substitution of (1.18) into (1.1) and (1.2) gives, at points where
there is no impressed current source,

curl E = - ilO/JoH ,

curl H = iOJ(e - ialw) E;

(1.19)

(1.20)
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(1.23)

(1.24)

so that the use of the complex representation has the advantage
that the effect of conductivity can be readily allowed for by work-
ing in terms of the single parameter

e - ialo», (1.21)

which is sometimes called the complex permittivity. The appear-
ance of to in (1.21) indicates explicitly what may often be the major
dependence of the complex permittivity on frequency, but it must
not be forgotten that e and (1 are themselves certainly frequency
dependent, albeit possibly in effect constant over an appreciable
range of frequencies.

Anisotropic media are' not treated extensively in this book, but
some consideration is given to media that can be characterized, for
time-harmonic fields, by the linear constitutive relations

D = eo-'fE, B = ,uoH, (1.22)

where .Yt is a tensor. The tensor form of the relation between
D and E means that the two vectors are in general no longer
parallel. The relation takes account of all current due to the average
motion of the charged particles constituting the medium, in the same
sort ofway as (1.21), and.Yt canbe frequencydependentandcomplex.
For a lossless medium.Yt is Hermitian; that is, its i, j element "'J
is identical with the complex conjugate ": of the i. i element.
This result follows from a statement of energy balance, consequent
on Maxwell's equations, which deserves brief mention.

The interpretation as power flux density of the Poynting vector
E 1\ H, where E and H momentarily stand for the actual electric
and magnetic fields, is well known. For time-harmonic fields it is
commonly only the time-averaged power flux density that is of
interest, and this is conveniently obtained in terms of the complex
representation of the field from the form Re!E A H*. With
(1.22), eqns. (1.1) and (1.2) read

curl E = - ico,uoH,
curl II = iroeo.YtE.

Thus the mathematical identity

div (E A H*) = H* . curl E - E . curl H*

gives

div (E " H*) = - iro,uoH • H* + iroeo (Jf"*E*) . E. (1.25)
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Now in a lossless medium the time-averaged power flux has zero
divergence at any point where there is no impressed current source;
that is, the real part of (1.25) is zero. The necessary and sufficient
condition that this be so is evidently that E be real; or,
introducing suffix notation and the summation convention, and
equating the expression to its complex conjugate, that

,,:E/*s, = 'X,) .
If on one side of this relation the dummy suffixes i and j are inter-
changed, it appears that the condition is indeed 'Xj l = ":.

1.3. FOURIER INTEGRAL ANALYSIS

There are many ways of expressing the integral representations
associated with the names of Fourier and Laplace; these differ in
degree of generality, in outlook, in interpretation and in notation.
The purpose of this section is merely to record the particular for-
mulation adopted in this book, introducing only those few simple
examples that are required subsequently.

The basic concept is the representation of any runctionf(E) of a
real variable Ein the form

()()

f(E) = f
-00

(1.26)

(1.27)
00

F('fJ) = in f ftE) dE·

The path of integration is initially presumed to run along the real
axis, although distortions permitted by the rules of contour inte-
gration may legitimately be introduced later. The spectrum func-
tion F('1}) must therefore at least be defined for effectively all real
values of'1}, and the essence of the Fourier theorem is that for such
values

-00

The case of paramount importance in the present context is
1

F('fJ) = 2n.( ) · (1.28)
I 1]-rjo

Suppose, first, that '1Jo has a non-zero imaginary part. Then the
path of integration in (1.26) can be closed by an infinite semicircle,
above the real axis when E> 0 and below when E< 0, without
altering the value of the integral. The behaviour as ("II -+ 00 of the
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(1.29)

exponential factor in the integrand ensures that there is no contri-
bution from the semicircular part of the path, a standard result
which it is not difficult to establish rigorously. Once the path has
been closed the value of the integral can be written down from
Cauchy's residue theorem; then (1.26) gives

{
o for E< 0,

= e''1ol for > 0,

when the imaginary part of '70 is positive; and
_ { for E< 0,
- 0 for > 0, (1.30)

when the imaginary of 'I/o is negative. It requires but a trivial
direct integration to confirm that the substitution of (1.29) or
(1.30) into the inverse formula (1.27) does indeed correctly recover
(1.28).

These results need only be expressed in a slightly different way
to cater for the case when 'I/o is real. It is then necessary to indent the
path of integration in (1.26) so that it avoids the pole at 'fJo. If the
path is chosen to pass above 'I/o, then I(E) is given by (1.30); if
below, by (1.29). Several immediate deductions from this case are
now listed.

By putting '70 = 0 it is established that the unit step function

f(E) = {O for < 0, (1.31)
1 for E> 0,

has spectrum
1

F('1) = 2nirJ '

with the '1/ path of integration passing below the origin.
A trivial generalization of (1.31), (1.32) is that

f(E) = {O for E< Eo,
1 for E > Eo,

has spectrum function

(1.32)

(1.33)

F('1) = 2nirJ ' (1.34)

with the '1J path of integration passing below the origin.
By subtracting the unit step function (1.33) for which Eo = a

from that which for = -a it is established that the rectangular
2 ]II'
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pulse {O for E< -a
feE) = 1 for -a < < a (1.35)

o for E> a
has spectrum function

F(fJ) = sin(tl'1J) • (1.36)
n'1J

Here, of course, F('fJ) has no singularity at 'fJ = 0, and the 'fJ path
of integration runs undisturbed along the real axis.

Finally it is remarked that free use will be made of the concept
of the delta function. This is written and is as usual attributed
with the formal definition

00

= 0 for E =1= 0, J dE = 1. (1.37)
-00

(1.38)

00

= f e'EtI drJ •

On replacing feE) in (1.27) by deE) it appears that the spectrum
function ofdeE) is simply 1/(2n), so that it has the formal representa-
tion

-00

A convenient way of thinking of the delta function in the present
context is as the limit as a 0 of 1/(2a) times the rectangular pulse
(1.35), since, loosely stated, this gives a rectangular pulse of unit
area and zero width. The limit as a 0 of 1/(2a) times (1.36) of
course recovers the spectrum 1/(2n).

The correctness of the relations (1.26) and (1.27) has been readily
established for the rectangular pulse (1.35) and the associated
spectrum (1.36) It is instructive to appreciate that this result can
be made the basis of a heuristic demonstration of the validity of the
relations for an effectively arbitrary functionf{E), in the following
way. As just noted, (1.36) implies that deE) has spectrum 1/(2n). But
f{E) can be expressed as a superposition ofdelta functions; formally

00

feE) = Jf{E') - E')dE' ·
-co

(1.39)

Hence the spectrum F('fJ) off(E) is the corresponding superposition
ofthe functions exp( - iE''fJ)/'h), these being the spectra ofd(E - E');
that is, 00

F(fJ) = J e- Il '" dE'.
-00



CHAPTER II

PLANE WAVE REPRESENTATION

2.1. PLANE WAVES

2.1.1. Homogeneous Plane Waves in Vacuum

For a vacuum time-harmonic electromagnetic field of angular
frequency Q) that has space dependence only on the single rect-
angular cartesian coordinate x, Maxwell's equations for the com-
plex representation of the field vectors in a region free of current
are

H; = 0, iJEz • H oHy • E (2.1)ox = IlJJlto r» --ax = 1£080 % ;

Ex = 0, aHz • E aEy • H (2.2)-- = -lroso ax = - IWjto % •ax y,

These equations are, of course, the particular form assumed by
(1.15) and (1.16) when J and the y derivatives are zero. Here, both
E and H are transverse to Ox, and any field can be conceived· as
the superposition of two separate fields, in one of which and
By, in the other of which Hz and Ey, are the only non-zero field
components. Furthermore, the latter field, governed by eqns.
(2.2), in effect differs from the former, governed by eqns, (2.1),
only in orientation with respect to the coordinate axes. The sole
basic type of field can therefore be regarded as represented by
that in which Ez and H7 , say, are the only non-zero components.
Both Ez and H7 of course satisfy the one-dimensional wave equa-
tion

(2.3)

where
(2.4)

and the radical, here and elsewhere, is taken to be positive.
2* 11
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Since two independent solutions of (2.3) are

(2.5)

differing only in the sign of x, it is seen that the basic type of field
is in effect

where

E = (0, 0, 1) e-U,tX,

H = Yo (0, -1, 0) e-1k.x,

Yo = YSO/J.Lo

(2.6)

(2.7)

(2.8)

is the vacuum admittance, and for convenience the amplitude of
the electric field has been normalized to unity.

Equations (2.6), (2.7) represent a linearly polarized, homogeneous
plane wave travelling in the positive x-direction with speed

c = ro/ko = l/fsofto = 2·998 x 108 m sec-Ill

The wavelength is
2nlko = 2nc/ro,

and the associated time-averaged power flux is

Re!E A H* = (!Yo, 0, 0). (2.9)

The term homogeneous is used in this context to signify that the
equi-phase planes are also equi-amplitude planes; the condition
that the field be independent of y and z does not, indeed, permit
otherwise, even were some spatial variation ofamplitude introduced
by replacing the vacuum by a lossy medium. If, however, this
condition is relaxed it is easy to establish the existence of solutions
of Maxwell's equations that are still legitimately called plane
waves inthatthe equi-phase surfaces are parallel planes, as are the
equi-amplitude surfaces, but for which the two sets of planes face
in different directions. Such plane waves are designated as in-
homogeneous; they play an important part in the theory developed
in this book, and are now investigated in some detail.

2.1.2. Inhomogeneous Plane Waves in Vacuum

The most general conditions are sought under which a vacuum,
time-harmonic electromagnetic field in a current free region can
have a space variation represented by

(2.10)
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(2.13)
(2.14)

where ko is given by (2.4), r = (x, y, z) and n is some constant
vector. As explained in § 1.2, a necessary condition is that (2.10)
satisfy the time-harmonic wave equation

V2q; + = 0, (2.11)

and this will be the case if and only if

n2 = 1. (2.12)

Moreover, since obtaining a solution of Maxwell's equations is
synonymous with finding a divergence free vector whose compo-
nents satisfy (2.11), the field can be written in the form

E = Ae-11.... r,

H = Yon A Ae-1k,n.r,

where A is some constant vector subject only to the relation

D. A = O. (2.15)

When n is real its cartesian components are in effect, by virtue
of (2.12), simply direction cosines; and (2.13), (2.14) then represent
nothing other than a homogeneous plane wave, as encountered
in the previous section, travelling in the direction D, with E, Hand
D mutually orthogonal.

There is, however, no requirement that the components of n be
restricted to real values; for full generality they must be supposed
complex. Write, accordingly,

n = Dr + in" (2.16)

where Dr and D, real vectors, being respectively the real and
imaginary parts of D. The condition (2.12) then yields the two
simultaneous conditions

n:-n1=1,
Dr • 0, = O.

(2.17)

(2.18)

Relation (2.18) states that Dr and D, are orthogonal, and with
this knowledge the character of the plane wave (2.13), (2.14) is
perhaps most readily exposed by taking two cartesian axes, Ox,
Oy say, along Dr' n, respectively. Then full account is taken of
(2.17) and (2.18) by writing

Dr = (cosh (J, 0, 0), D, = (0, - sinh (J, 0), (2.19)

where p is an arbitrary real parameter, positive, negative or zero.
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(2.22)

With A = (Ax, A" Az) the remaining condition (2.15) now reads

Ax cosh P- iA" sinh fJ = 0, (2.20)

which implies that

A = (iasinhp, acosh{3, b), (2.21)

where a and b are arbitrary complex parameters.
Substitution from (2.19) and (2.21) into (2.13), (2.14) shows that

the field is formed by linear combination of the two plane waves

E, H = {(O,O, 1), Yo( - i sinh {J, -cosh (J, O)}
x e-Ie" sInh fJ e -lfcex cosh fJ ,

and
H, E = {(O, 0, 1), z; (i sinh {J, cosh (3, O)}

x e-itYslnh!l e-'Ie,xcoshfJ • (2.23)

The former results from putting a = 0, b = 1; the latter from
putting b = 0, a = Zo, where Zo = l/Yo = fpo/eo is the vacuum
impedance.

The plane waves (2.22) and (2.23) are inhomogeneous, with the
equi-phase planes, x = constant, at right angles to the equi-arnpli-
tude planes, y = constant. The speed of phase propagation is
clcosh {J, less than the vacuum speed of light. There is a field com-
ponent along the direction of phase propagation, Ox, and corre-
spondingly a component of the real Poynting vector transverse to
it. The time-averaged power flux, however, is directed strictly
along Ox; for (2.22), for example,

Re !E A H* = (tYo cosh fJ e-2keYslnhP, 0, 0). (2.24)

That the general plane wave, with phase propagation along Ox
and amplitude variation along Oy, is expressible as a superposition
of two independent plane waves, for which E and H respectively
are everywhere parallel to Oz, is symptomatic of. the fact, demon-
strated in § 1.2, that any vacuum electromagnetic field that is
independent of z can be expressed as a superposition of a field
for which E is everywhere along Oz and a field for which H is
everywhere along Oz. Evidently (2.22) and (2.23) are the respective
E-polarized and H-polarized fields obtained by taking exponential
plane wave solutions of the current free (J = 0) forms of (1.15)
and (1.16).
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2.1.3. Plane Waves in an Isotropic Medium

As explained in § 1.2, it is supposed that the medium is specified
by a certain permittivity 6 and conductivity a, which are basically
functions of the angular frequency co, though they may sometimes
be regarded as substantially independent of co; the permeability of
the medium, on the other hand, is presumed not to differ signifi-
cantly from the vacuum permeability Po.

When the medium is homogeneous, that is, when 8 and (1 are
independent ofposition, the complex representation ofany vacuum,
time-harmonic electromagnetic field yields a field in the medium
simply on replacing 80 by the complex permittivity

8 - iak», (2.25)

The most general type of plane wave in the medium is therefore
represented by a superposition of the expressions derived from
(2.22) and (2.23) by this substitution. Apart from the additional
constant phase differences between the components of E and H
consequent on the replacement of the 80 appearing in Yo and Zo,
the effect of the substitution is to modify the attenuation and phase
propagation characteristics of the waves as defined by the exponen-
tial factors. Instead of k o = ro y80PO in these exponential factors
there now appears ko!Jc, where pc is the complex refractive index,
namely V.8 1(1

/-lc = - - -. (2.26)
So roso

,On the presumption that a, but not necessarily 8, is positive, (2.30)
can be written

pc = P - tx. (2.27)

where p and X are positive, but otherwise can, at least in principle,
assume any values; for to conform to the convention regarding
ko, stated after (2.4), that branch of the square root in (2.26) must
be taken that is positive when a is zero. The space dependence of
the general plane wave in the medium is therefore specified by

e -ie(%% cosh fJ +P7 II Dh fJ) e-'k.(pxcosh fJ-'0 II nb fJ) • (2.28)

With the recollection that p is an arbitrary real parameter, it is
seen at once that the direction of phase propagation (p cosh p,
- X sinh (J, 0) makes with the direction of maximum attenuation
<x cosh (J, '" sinh fJ, 0) an angle 'Y that can take any value between
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(2.31)

(2.32)

oand in. The expression for COS" can be written

COS" = {I + [( + cosh Psinh Prr l / 2

• (2.29)

If fJ = 0, then" = 0 and (2.28) reverts to the familiar form
e-i.xx e- 1i tP X , (2.30)

which describes a homogeneous wave, analogous to that considered
in § 2.1.1, travelling with speed of phase propagation clp in a
conducting medium; in this case it is, of course, to be expected
on physical grounds that for a medium with (1 > 0 there will be
attenuation in the direction of phase propagation. As Pincreases
from zero and ultimately tends to infinity, SO" increases from zero
and ultimately tends to in.

2.1.4. Plane Waves in an Anisotropic Medium

If, at a fixed frequency, the linear dependence of the complex
representation of D on that of E has perforce to be described by
a tensor relation, say

D = BorE,

where :% is the so-called dielectric tensor, then the properties
ofthe plane wave solutions ofMaxwell's equations are more diverse
and a comprehensive investigation would be quite elaborate. For
the most part this book is concerned only with vacuum fields, or
fields in isotropic media, so the discussion in this section is con-
fined to making and illustrating certain points without filling in all
the details.

The permeability of the medium will be supposed not to differ
from Po, so the complex representations of the time-harmonic field
vectors satisfy eqns. (1.23), (1.24). If the space variation is specified
by (2.10) these equations are

o A E = ZoH,
o AH = -YorE,

and the substitution for H from (2.31) into (2.32) gives

n " (0 " E) = - rE, (2.33)
that is

o(n . E) + (:% - 0 2) E = o. (2.34)
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Equation (2.34) specifies three linear homogeneous equations for
the three components of E, and thereby determines the condition
on D under which there is a non-zero solution with space variation
(2.10). The condition is, of course, the vanishing of the determi-
nant formed by the coefficients of the components E in the three
equations. To examine this explicitly, write

n = (I, m, n), (2.35)

where no confusion will arise from the use of the same letter for
the z-component of the vector as for the vector itself, and intro-
duce the tensor

(

- m2 - n2

f =. ml
nl

1m
-/2 - m2

nm

In )
mn .

-12 - m1

(2.36)

Equation (2.34) now appears as,

(f + j()E = 0,
and the condition is

det(f + j() = o.

(2.37)

(2.38)

To take the simplest possible case as an example, suppose that

f = ! , (2.39)

where x is positive; then

1 - m2 - n1 1m In
det(f + j() = ml 1 - n2 - 12 mn . (2.40)

nl nm - 12 - m2
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which is now easily seen to give

det (."y + Jr) = (1 - 12 - ln 2 - n2
) (" - [2 - m2 - xn 2) .

(2.41)

The condition (2.38) is therefore equivalent to two alternative
conditions; either

or
(2.42)

(2.43)

Condition (2.42), n2 = 1, is identical with (2.12), obtained for
a vacuum plane wave. With regard to phase propagation and am-
plitude variation, therefore, the analysis of § 2.1.2 applies.
It should, however, be remembered that in the present case the
wave is also characterized by a rather particular polarization, as
specified by the ratios of the components of E determined by
(2.37) when (2.42) holds. In fact, it is easily deduced that, assuming
" to be neither zero nor unity, (2.37) and (2.42) imply

lEx + mEy = 0, Ez = O. (2.44)

Since the expression of H in terms of E, namely (2.31), does not
involve ", it follows that the entire structure of the plane wave is
precisely that described in § 2.1.2, but that such plane waves can
be propagated in the anisotropic medium if and only if there is no
component of E in the direction, Oz, about which the anisotropy
is symmetric.

Turn, now, to condition (2.43). ]f all the components of n are
real the space variation (2.10) can be written

(2.45)
where

(2.46)

and ii = nip, is a real unit vector; this represents a homogeneous
plane wave of uniform amplitude with equi-phase planes travelling
in the direction Ii with speed elp,. The refractive index p, has a
dependence on the direction of phase propagation determined by
(2.43); and if 0 is the angle that Ii makes with the axis of symmetry,
Oz, then nip = cos 0, and the dependence is exhibited in the form

2 _

It - sin 2 () + " cos" () ·
(2.47)
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To consider the general plane wave, however, n must be allowed
to be complex. With n = D, + in" as in § 2.1.2, and using suffices
rand i likewise to denote the real and imaginary parts of the com-
ponents (I, m, n), (2.43) yields the simultaneous relations

Ll, + m.m, + XIJ,n, = 0, (2.48)

+ m: + - (If + + = x: (2.49)

The relation (2.48) states that the direction in which the ampli-
tude decays most rapidly, -D, = (-I" - m., - n,), must be
perpendicular to the direction (I" m, xn,). In general, therefore,
it is not perpendicular to the direction of phase propagation D, =
(I" m, n,), but makes with this latter direction an angle which may
be greater or less than -in, the extent of the possible excursion
being dependent on the value of x. Moreover, this statement
concerns only the ratios of the components of the various vectors
and consequently needs no modification in the light of the additio-
nal relation (2.49), which may be regarded as simply placing a
restriction on the amplitudes that can be associated with the ratios.

The reason why the direction in which the amplitude decays
most rapidly is not perpendicular to the direction ofphase propaga-
tion is because the latter no longer represents the direction of
energy flow, an important general feature of propagation in an
anisotropic medium. In a lossless medium the direction of ampli-
tude decay would, in fact, be expected to be orthogonal to the
time-averaged power flux Re!E A H*. To conclude this section
it is shown that for any medium specified by a Hermitian dielectric
tensor this is indeed the case.

It is required to prove that
D, • (E A H*), = 0, (2.50)

where the suffix r signifies the real part. Now
n • (E A H*) = (0 1\ E) . H* ,

and from (2.31) this is ZoH. H*, which is real. Furthermore
n . (E* A H) = - (n 1\ H) . E* ,

and from (2.32) this is Yo(-'fE) . E*, which again is real by virtue
of :% being Hermitian. Hence

tn · (E A H* + E* A H) = D • (E A H*),
is real, and the statement that its imaginary part is zero is precisely
(2.50).
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2.1.5. An Example

THBOR.Y

The concept of an unbounded plane wave is, of course, an ideali-
zation. Nevertheless, in theoretical work an unbounded homo-
geneous plane wave in a lossless medium is a convenient fiction
which can be physically acceptable; scattering problems, for exam-
ple, are often treated on the assumption that the field incident on
the obstacle is such a plane wave. Unbounded inhomogeneous
plane waves, on the other hand, represent a grosser violation of
physical reality, since their exponential decay in one direction is
matched by exponential growth in the opposite direction; it is
unacceptable to allow the latter to develop without limit. It is
therefore to be expected that an inhomogeneous plane wave can
contribute to a field only throughout at most some half-space;
and whereas in the representation of general fields as the super-
position of plane waves, this feature is common to both homo-
geneous and inhomogeneous plane waves, it is also indicative of
the situation which must be envisaged if a simple example involv-
ing a single inhomogeneous plane wave is sought.

To consider such an example, let the half-space y > 0 be vacuum
and the half-space y < 0 be filled with a homogeneous lossless
dielectric of permittivity B > eo and permeability Po. In the die-
electric let there be incident on the interface y = 0 the homogeneous
plane wave

E', H' = {(O, 0, I), Y(sin a, - cos (X, O)} e-1t,c:os(lI-tl). (2.51)

Equations (2.51) display the cartesian components of the field
vectors; the xy-plane is the plane of incidence, the wave is polar-
ized with the electricfield parallel to the interface, and tx is the (real)
angle which the direction of propagation makes with the inter-
face. The polar coordinates r, 0 are given in terms of x, y by the
relations

x = r cos 0, y = r sin (),
and

To satisfy the boundary conditions at y = 0 and the conditions
at y = ± 00 there must also be, in the dielectric, a reflected wave

Er, H" = e{(O, O, 1), Y(-sin lX, -cos tx, O)} e-luCos(8+(¥), (2.52)
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and, in the vacuum, a transmitted wave

E', H' = T{(O,O, 1), Yo(sin1', -cos '}I, O)} e-1t, cOI(8- ,,) , (2.53)

k cos lX = k o cos l' . (2.54)

The reflection coefficienteis determined directly by the continuity
of impedance E"IH" at y = 0, which gives

l+e _ 1 .
Y sin lX(l - e) - Yo sin I' '

that is

where

p sin IX - sin I'
f! = P sin IX + sin l' '

(2.55)

p = Vs/so.
And the transmission coefficient or follows at once from the con-
tinuity of Ez, which gives

T = 1 + = ,2,a sin IX" (2.56)
(} P, sin lX + SIn i'

Equation (2.54) can be written

cos y = p cos lX. (2.57)

IfP cos IX 1, then" is real and the vacuum field is a homogeneous
plane wave exhibiting refraction according to Snell's law. If,
however, p cos tX > 1, which obtains if a is less than the critical
value cos- 1 (lIp), then" is pure imaginary and the vacuum field
is an inhomogeneous plane wave; for this case the identification
of !J cos tX with cosh p, where fJ is real, gives

y' = - iP ,
and shows that (2.53) differs from (2.22) only by the constant ampli-
tude-phase factor

21' sin (X.

T = ,II sin IX - i sinh P , (2.59)

What has been described is, of course, nothing other than the
theory of total internal reflection. Although there is a field in the
vacuum, away from the interface it decays exponentially, and on
average no power is transmitted across the interface. The wave in
the vacuum is commonly called evanescent; it also illustrates the
characteristics of so-called surface waves.
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2.2. ANGULAR SPECTRUM OF PLANE WAVES

2.2.1. Plane Surface Currents

Since a field generated by a bounded current distribution is, in
any direction, outgoing at infinity, it is to be expected that a single
analytic representation as a superposition of plane waves will
not, in general, be valid over more than a half-space; for a plane
wave which travels outward in one direction travels inwards along
the opposite direction, and one which decays in one direction
grows in the opposite direction. It is convenient, therefore, to set
up the theory of the representation by associating it with a surface
density distribution of current flowing ina plane.

It is well known that, in crossing any surface current density.j,
the tangential components of E remain continuous, as does the
tangential component of H parallel to j, but that the tangential
component of H perpendicular to j jumps by the amount j. These
statements, supplemented by proper allocation of sign to the
discontinuity in H, may be expressed succinctly in the form

[0 A E] = 0,
[0 1\ H] = j,

(2.60)

(2.61)

where n is the unit vector normal to the surface, and a quantity
in square brackets denotes the increment which the quantity
acquires in crossing the surface in the direction of D.

The result (2.60) follows from the integral form of (1.7), namely

,E . ds = -iroIJo JH. dS, (2.62)
, s

by taking the closed loop I, which is the rim of the surface S, to
be a small narrow rectangle whose longer sides lie tangential to,
and on either side of, the current carrying surface. Likewise (2.61)
follows from the integral form of (1.8),

fH · ds = iroso JE · dS + JJ . dS. (2.63)
ISS

The behaviour of the normal component of H in crossing the
surface current is determined by (2.60) and (1.7); it is continuous.
The behaviour of the normal component of E is determined by
(2.61) and (1.8); it jumps by the amount a/so, where a is the surface
charge. density associated with j through the charge conservation
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relation. These results are commonly derived directly from (1.4)
and (1.5) respectively, and are sometimes listed with (2.60) and
(2.61) as through they were of equivalent status. For a proper
appreciation of the basis of what is to follow it is important to
recognize that (2.60) and (2.61) alone are fundamental conditions
whose satisfaction must be ensured, in the sense that an electro-
magnetic field that is outgoing at infinity and satisfies those con-
ditions is the unique field generated by the surface current, and
cannot but exhibit the behaviour of the normal components of
E and H just described.

It may also be remarked, in parenthesis, that the deduction
of (2.60) and (2.61) from (2.62) and (2.63), respectively, depends
on the assumption that Hand E remain sufficientlywell behaved in
the vicinity of the current carrying surface for their fluxes across
S to be neglected. Since a finite surface density of current itself
represents an infinite volume density, this behaviour can hardly
be taken for granted; it can, however, readily be established, for
example, by treating the surface current as a volume density
throughout a layer whose width is ultimately allowed to tend to
zero.

Turning now to the specific case of surface currents flowing in
a plane it only remains to draw attention to the nature of the
symmetry of the field about the plane. If the plane is z = 0, then
E", E7 and Hz have the same respective values at any point (x, y, z)
as at the image point (x, y, -z); whereas H x , H, and E. have re-
spective values at (x, y, z) which are the negative of those at (x, y,
-z). The jumps in H x and H, across z = 0 are therefore, in magni-
tude, twice the values that H" and H7 respectively take just on one
side of z = 0; and (2.61) states

j,,(x, y) = -2H7(x, y, 0+), (2.64)
i,(x, y) = 2H,,(x, y, 0+). (2.65)

That (2.60) is satisfied is implicit in the symmetry of Ex and E7 •

1.2.2. Angular Spectrum in Vacuum: Two-dimensional Case

It has been seen in § 2.1.2 that the most general type of time-
aarmonic plane wave in vacuum is essentially a two-dimensional
ield; (2.22) and (2.23) depend on x and y, but not on z, For this
'eason the main features of the representation of a vacuum field
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as a superposition of plane waves are incorporated in the analysis
of a two-dimensional field. Since this case is relatively simple to
expound, and is also adequate for a number of applications, it
seems best to use it to introduce the theory, leaving the three-di-
mensional case to be set out subsequently as a straightforward
generalization.

It is supposed, then, that the field is associated with a surface
density of current flowing in the xz-plane, and that there is no
dependence on z, Resolution into an E-polarized field and an H-
polarized field is therefore possible, and each of these fields can
be treated separately.

For the E-polarized field the current density in y =°has only
a z-component, t, say. Ultimately jz is to be regarded as a vir-
tually arbitrary function of x, but consider first the very simple
case when it has some value, jo, that is independent of x. Since in
that case the field can only depend on y it must take the form of
the homogeneous plane waves described in § 2.1.1, with spatial
dependence exp( - ikoY) or exp(ikoY). Outgoing behaviour at
infinity clearly demands that only the former can obtain in y > 0,
and only the latter in y < O. Taking account of the symmetry
about y = 0 the field must therefore be

E = -!Zoio(O, O, 1) e· uctY , (2.66)
H = +!io(l, 0, 0) e=FU,,,, (2.67)

where the upper/lower sign applies for y 0, and the constant
multiplying the exponential in (2.67) is fixed by the relation be-
tween the jump in H and the current density, which now reads
(cf. (2.64), (2.65»

(2.68)

(2.69)
(2.70)

The argument used in this very simple example is also immedi-
ately applicable when i, has a harmonic variation with x. For
evidently it is then only necessary to replace the plane waves
(2.66), (2.67), which travel normal to y = 0, by plane waves
travelling at the appropriate angle (¥ to y = 0; that is

E = -!Zoio(O, O, 1) e-·t...
H = !io(=Fsin tX, cos tX, 0) e-,t... cos(8If(l) ,

where the upper/lower sign applies for y 0, and x = r cos 0,
y = r sin 8. The sole component of the associated current density
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i, = jo sin lX e-lk.xcOS(I.
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(2.71)

Now (2.71) represents a variation of current density with x
that is harmonic, with wavelength 2n/(ko cos (X). If, therefore, the
wavelength ofthe current distribution exceeds the wavelength 2nlko
of a homogeneous vacuum plane wave of angular frequency t»,

then 0(, is real and the field (2.69), (2.70) generated by the current
distribution consists of a pair of homogeneous plane waves tra-
velling away from the plane y = 0 into the respective half-spaces
y > 0, Y < o. On average, energy is carried away from the plane
y = 0, the time-averaged power flux across unit area of any plane
y = constant being

tZoliol2 sin IX.

If, on the other hand, the wavelength of the current distribution
is less than 2n/ko, then (X is pure imaginary and the field consists
of a pair of inhomogeneous plane waves. Specifically, if IX = - ifJ,
(2.69), (2.70) are
E, H = -!Zojo{(O,O, 1), Yo(=Fi sinh fJ, - cosh fJ, O)} e:w:koYs1nhP

x e-lk.xCOShP,

which for y > 0 is precisely (2.22) multiplied by the constant
amplitude-phase factor - !Zoio. The field is propagated in the
x-direction with speed c/cosh fJ identical with that of the current
density, and decays away from the plane y = 0 with decay
coefficient k o sinh p which is larger the shorter the wavelength
2n/(ko cosh P) of the current density. The time-averaged power flux
is solely in the x-direction (see (2.24», and on average, therefore,
no energy is carried away from the plane y = o.

The final step is now taken in supposing that i, is essentially
arbitrary. The only requirement is that it be expressible as a super-
position of harmonic terms, that is, as a Fourier integral. Each
harmonic term contributes to the field a pair of homogeneous or
inhomogeneous plane waves; and since each plane wave is conven-
iently characterized, in the way just indicated, by a real or purely
imaginary angle a, the complete field representation, obtained by
superposition, may properly be called an angular spectrum ofplane
waves.

To put these ideas into mathematical form it is only necessary
to note further that the expression of arbitrary i, as a Fourier
3 EF
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integral implies that cos (X, must run the full range from 00 to - 00,

so that (X, itself must cover the range defined by (a) - ifJ, as pgoes
through real values from co to 0, (b) real values from 0 to n, (c)
n + ip, as {J goes through real values from 0 to 00. The sign of the
imaginary part of (X, in (a) and (c) does not affect the value of cos «,
but is determined uniquely by the requirement that the inhomo-
geneous waves decay away from the plane y = 0; for example,
it is seen in (2.22) that this condition is only satisfied if fJ is positive.
The appropriate superposition of plane waves (2.69) and (2.70) can
therefore be written in the form

E = f (0, 0, 1) P(cos IX) doc, (2.72)
c

H = Yo f (± sin IX, - cos IX, 0) P(COSIX) e-llco" cos (8u) dIX,
c

(2.73)

with the upperflower sign for y 0, where the path of integration
C in the complex (X, plane is that depicted in Fig. 2.1. The part of
C lying along the real axis corresponds to homogeneous plane
waves fanning out over the respective half-spaces, whereas the
arms running parallel to the imaginary axis correspond to inho-
mogeneous plane waves decaying away from y = o.

In (2.72), (2.73) P(cos lX) is the spectrum/unction which specifies
in terms of amplitude and phase the "weight" attached to each
plane wave of the spectrum. It is determined directly by the Fourier

c

o

FIG. 2.1.
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analysis of the current density, for the application of (2.73) to
(2.68) gives

j:;,;{x) = -2Yo Jsin txP(cos tx) e-'koX coslS dec, (2.74)
C

which with the change of integration variable from a to

A = cos tX

is
00

jz(x) = -2Yo JP()") e-lkoXA dA.
-00

(2.75)

The formal expression for P(A) in terms of the current density is
simply the inverse of (2.75), namely

00

P(l) = - Jjz(x) e'k.x).dx .
-00

(2.76)

To complete the representation of a two-dimensional field it
remains to write down the form analogous to (2.72), (2.73) for an
H-polarized field. This is taken as

H = ± J(0, 0, 1) Q(cos (X) e-llcorcos(8.",) dec (2.77)
c

E = Zo J(-sin oc, ± cos tx,0) Q(cos tx) e-'korcos(h<¥) dec, (2.78)
c

where the upper/lower sign applies for y O. The current density
in the plane y = 0 now has only an x component, given by

j" = 2Hz(x, 0+); (2.79)
thus

jJl = 2 JQ(cos tx) e-'k.xcosD< d«,
c

Of, again taking A = cos iX,

00

i, = 2 J Q(l) e-1k.x). dl.
1"1 - A2

-co

The formal inverse is
00

Q(A) = Jix(x) e' lceAx dx ·VI - l2 .If,
-00

3*

(2.80)

(2.81)

(2.82)
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The particular form in which (2.77), (2.78) are written brings
out the mathematical parallelism between E-polarized fields and
H-polarized fields that stems from the invariance of Maxwell's
vacuum equations, in a current free region, under the tranforma-
tion E -+ H, H --.. - E, eo"1'0. A result of choosing this form is
that it is the relation between the spectrum function Q(A) and the
value of Ex at y = 0 that avoids the intrusion of the function
VI - A2 witnessed in (2.81), (2.82). Explicitly, from (2.78),

and so

00

E:lx, 0) = - z; f Q().) e-1k.xAd)',
-00

00

Q().) = - JEx(x, 0) e'k,x.t dx .
-00

(2.83)

(2.84)

The relation (2.84) gives the spectrum function as, in essence,
the Fourier transform of the value in the "aperture plane" y = 0
of the x-component of the field; and (2.76) can, of course, by virtue
of (2.68), be regarded in the same way. This suggests that, although
the discussion has hitherto been developed specifically in terms of
a current density as the source of the field, a slightly more flexible
way of thinking is available, which may on occasion be used with
advantage, by relating the plane wave resolution of a field in a
half-space to the "aperture distribution" of certain tangential
field components.

Another equivalent description is afforded by the introduction
of the fictitious concept of a surface magnetic current density im,
say, for which the relations analogous to (2.60), (2.61) are [0 " H]
= 0, [0" E] = -jm. For example, the field (2.77), (2.78) in y > 0
can be regarded as produced byjmz(x) in y = 0; and then in (2.84)
Ex(x,O) is replaced by timz(x) to yield the result analogous to
(2.76).

Finally, a point is made concerning the options tx and Aas inte-
gration variables. In addition to its more ready interpretation, the
former has this advantage: that whereas the points A = ± 1 are,
in general, branch points in the complex A-plane, as evidenced, for
example, in (2.81), the corresponding points in the complex
(X-plane are regular. The (X-plane is exploited extensively in much of
the subsequent work on two-dimensional problems. On the other
hand, the direct application of known Fourier transform results
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in order to relate spectrum function and aperture distribution
demands use of the A-plane, and it is therefore necessary to know
how the basic path of integration from - 00 to 00 avoids the
branch points at A. = ±1. This is, in fact, made clear by consider-
ing the map of the .complete A-plane on the strip of the iX-plane
between Re lX = 0 and Re a = n; the map is depicted in Fig. 2.2,

Complex ex-plane

o

FIG. 2.2.

and exhibits the way in which the A-path of integration must run
in order to keep VI - A2 = sin lX negative pure imaginary when
IAI > 1. A warning should perhaps be added, to the effect that in
the subsequent exploration of the complex (X-plane beyond the
confines 0 Re lX n the continued use of the notation P(cos (X)
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must not be taken to imply that the function is necessarily either
even in eX or of period 2n.

2.2.3. Simple Examples: Line-sources

Some simple examples are now considered. Suppose, first, that
the source of the field is an actual line current I cos(wt) flowing
along the z-axis. The complex representation, leaving the time
factor exp(irot) understood, is simply I; and this is expressed as
a surface current density Ux, jz) flowing in the plane y = 0 by
taking

i, = 0, i, = (2.85)

The delta function in (2.85) ensures that the current is zero every-
where but on the z-axis, and that the total current is I.

The field is, of course, E-polarized. The spectrum function is
given by (2.76), and using (2.85) the integration is immediate,
with the result .

P(A.) = _ koZoI .
411;

(2.86)

The plane waves of the spectrum therefore all have equal ampli-
tudes, and are in phase at r = 0; specifically, from (2.72),

s, = - koZoI !e-'korCOS(8=F(X) doc,
411;

c

(2.87)

(2.90)

(2.89)

In conjunction with this result it is interesting to consider solu-
tions of the two-dimensional time-harmonic wave equation (1.17)
that depend only on distance r from the z-axis. In this case the
equation is simply

d 2q; 1 tkp 2
dr2 + r dr + koqJ = 0; (2.88)

that is, Bessel's equation of order zero and argument kor. The
solution of (2.88) that represents an outgoing wave at infinity is
the Hankel function of the second kind, (kor); for

V2 er"...
Hg.>(kor) I'J - e1,n

n tko'
as r -+ 00. If the identification

Ez =
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is made, it may be asked what is the source of the E-polarized
field so defined. The source must be located at r = 0, that is along
the z-axis, since everywhere else the homogeneous equation (2.88)
is satisfied by Ez ; furthermore, it must be a current flowing along
the z-axis, since the field is E-polarized. It only remains to find
the amount of current. This can be done by evaluating the integral
(cf. (2.63»

f H · ds,
I

(2.91)

where the loop I is a circle in the plane z = 0, with centre the origin
and vanishingly small radius B. EVidently

H . ds = BH(J dO ;
and since

(2.91) is

H iYo es, - ·v E H(2)'(k )
8 = - -- -- - -1.1. 0 0 0 or,k o or (2.92)

(2.93)

and it is required to find the limit of this expression as B --. O. Now
the Hankel function behaves like the logarithm of its argument
as its argument tends to zero, and the derivative of the Hankel
function therefore behaves like the inverse of its argument.
Specifically

(2.94)

and the substitution of (2.94) into (2.93) gives the total current

-4YoEolko• (2.95)

It may be remarked that (2.92) can also be written

H(J = (2.96)

It has, then, been established that a current (2.95) flowing
along the z-axis generates the E-polarized field defined by (2.90).
Correspondingly, a current I gives

s, = (2.97)

This must be identical with (2.87), and hence

= Je-' t o" C08 (h ,¥) a«. (2.98)
c
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In fact (2.98) is one of the standard integral representations of the
Hankel function.

As a second example, closely connected with the first, take the
problem of a slot in a conducting surface, idealized in the following
way: suppose that a perfectly conducting sheet covers the entire
plane y = 0 except for a slot of infinitesimal width cut along the
z-axis, and let an actual voltage V cos(rot) be maintained across
the slot. Then the resulting field is H-polarized, and can be deter-
mined by noting that the distribution of Ex in the plane y = 0 is
given by the complex representation

Ex(x, 0) = (2.99)

For the substitution of (2.99) into (2.84) gives

Q(l) = _ kO;: V , (2.100)

which in turn goes into (2.77) with the result

Hz = + ko;:V Je-'Ic.,. cos (hcc) doc = (2.101)
c

In (2.101) the upper/lower sign applies, as usual, for y 0, and
the discontinuity in Hz in crossing y = 0 specifies the current
density i, that flows by virtue of the voltage maintained across the
slot. Apart from constant factors, the solutions (2.87) .and (2.101)
are, of course, related by the transformation E -. H, H -. - E,
Eo" 1'0·

The latter example illustrates that it may not always be most
convenient to work directly in terms of the current distribution.
If there is sought a current line-source that gives rise to an H-pola-
rized field, it is necessary to postulate a current density

ix = p6(x) , i, = 0; (2.102)

this is a line dipole ofstrengthp(amp metre) per unit length (metre)
of the a-axis. Then (2.82) gives

Q(l) = Vt - l2, (2.103)

that is

Q(cos IX) = sin IX; (2.104)
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whence, from (2.77),

H = ± kop JSiDtX e-ilc,," cos (8:w:(¥) doc,
:r 4n

c
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(2.105)

The integral in (2.105) is ±i times the derivative with respect to
koY of the integral in (2.98). Thus

Hz = tikop sin OJl<;)'(kor) = -iikop sin 8H?)(kor). (2.106)

2.2.4. Angular Spectrum in Vacuum: Three-dimensional Case

The principles involved should now be sufficiently clear for
the plane wave spectrum representation of the vacuum field of a
general time-harmonic distribution of surface current density
flowing in a plane to be stated with no more than a few explanatory
comments on the particular way it is written. The plane containing
the current distribution is now taken to be z = 0, and the chosen
form of the representation is

00

H =If [±p, ±Q, IP + mQ ]VI - 12
- m2

-co

X e'Ic,['X+,"7.yI"="ll'=m'S]dl dm, (2.107)
00

E = z If [Imp + (1 - 1
2
)Q

o YI _ 12 _ m2 '
-00

_ (1 - m
2)p + mlQ ,+ (mP _ IQ)] etk,[IX +my =F yr::l"=iii'z] dl dm ,

VI - 12 - m2

(2.108)
with upper/lower sign for z o.

The following points are noted. First, that the directions of
propagation of the plane waves of the spectrum are expressed in
terms of(possiblycomplex) directioncosines -1, - m, .±f 1-/2 - m 2 ,

rather than in terms of two (possibly complex) angles; this
is because such angles of necessity enter in a' somewhat unsymme-
trical way, so that the paths of integration need rather careful
examination; any gain from ease of physical interpretation or
removal of branch points seems outweighed by this complication,
at least in so far as the initial statement of the general theory is
concerned.
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The second point is that, for a general representation, there can
be chosen just two independent spectrum functions associated
with two of the six components of E and H, the spectrum functions
of the remaining four components being then determined from
Maxwell's equations; this is merely equivalent to the fact that any
plane wave travelling in a given direction can be expressed uniquely
as a superposition of two given independent plane waves travelling
in that direction. Here the two independent spectrum functions
P(l, m), Q(l, m) have been associated directly with H" and H7 ,

the tangential components of H; that is, in effect, with the com-
ponents of current densityi; This choice accords with the point
of view adopted in the introduction to the theory, and is the most
convenient for present purposes. The spectrum function for Hz
follows at once from div H = 0, and those for the components of
E are then obtained from curl H = iroeoE.

The explicit relations between P and Q and the current density
come from (2.64) and (2.65); they are

00

j,,(x, y) = - 2JJQ(l, m) e' k•U" +III" ) dl dm,
-00

00

j,,(x, y) = 2JJpel, m) e'k•U" +III" ) dl dm,
-00

(2.109)

(2.110)

These double Fourier transforms can be thought of as repeated
single Fourier transforms. The inverses are

00

pel, m) = ;:2 JJj,,(x, y) e-1leU" +IIIY) dx dy,
-00

(2.111)

00

Q(l, m) = - JJj,,(x, y) e-1ko
(l" +IIIY) dx dy. (2.112)

-00

The plane waves corresponding to those parts of the paths of
integration for I and m on which 12 + m2 > 1 are, of course,
inhomogeneous, and correct behaviour at infinity demands that
-VI - 12 - m2 is then negative pure imaginary.

Finally it may be remarked that if the current plane z = 0 is
situated not in a vacuum but in an isotropic medium as specified
in § 2.1.3, then the required modification of (2.107) and (2.108) is
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formally quite trivial. It is only necessary to replace each radical
VI - 12 - m2 by - 12 - m2 ; to replace the factors 1 - 12

and 1 - m2 multiplying Q and P in the spectra of Ex and E, by
- 12 and - m2 , respectively; and to replace Zo in the ex-

pression for E by The representation of'H in the plane z = 0
is unaltered, and equations (2.111), (2.112) for the spectrum func-
tions in terms of the current density continue to hold.

2.2.5. Simple Example: Dipole Source

A simple example of the three-dimensional spectrum is afforded
by the fundamental point-source of the electromagnetic field,
namely the electric dipole. In general this would be defined by the
volume current density

J = p l5(x - xo) - Yo) - zo), (2.113)

where the dipole is located at (xo, Yo, zo), is directed along p, and
has "strength" p (amp metre) ..In the present context it is treated
as a surface current density UXt j,) in the plane z = 0; and if, for
convenience, it is located at the origin and directed along the
x-axis, then

(2.114)

Substitution from (2.114) into (2.111) and (2.112) gives the
corresponding spectrum functions

pk2

P = 0, Q = - · (2.115)

The field vectors follow from (2.107) and (2.108). In particular
00

H- - If [0 +1 m ]- 8n2 , - , VI - [2 - m2

-00

(2.116)

To relate the double integral in (2.116) to the conventional
expression for the dipole field it is perhaps simplest to note that
(2.116) can be written

H" = 0, HJ' = ikoYo Hz = -ikoYo a::, (2.117)
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(2.119)

00

Z I" 1M = _l!..-2.. j e'1c,[lx+mYlFYl-1i-m1z] dl dm.
8J't2 "VI - 12 - m2

-00

(2.118)

Now (2.117) is H = ikoYo curl M, with M = (M, 0, 0). M is
therefore the electric Hertz vector, and the standard result is

ipZo e-1ker

M=-----4n kor·

The identification of (2.118) and (2.119) gives
00

e-1k,r If 1mi-- = e'''o[lx+my:w: t'r::1"=in'z] dl dm,
kor -VI - 12 - m2

-00

(2.120)

The formula (2.120) is important, whether regarded as the
representation of a spherical wave by a superposition of plane
waves, or as the evaluation of a double integral. It is equivalent
to another standard result which, since it is required later, is
conveniently established here.

Make the change of integration variables

I = or cos 1p, m = or sin "p,

and at the same time write

x = ecos X, y = e sin X•

Then the right-hand side of (2.120) is, for z > 0,
00

f f -re-'''ozYI-Ti
e'''eQTCOS (,,-x) dtp dt .

VI - 1;'2
o 231

ran,o

Now the 'fJJ integral is mJo(koeT) (cf. (2.98)), so (2.120) states that

(2.121)

which is the result in question.
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2.2.6. Angular Spectrum in an Anisotropic Medium

In this section brief consideration is given to the new features
that arise when the current density in z = 0 is radiating into a
homogeneous anisotropic medium specified by a dielectric tensor
as in § 2.1.4. In the present description, for the sake of simplicity,
it is assumed that the anisotropy is such that the nature of the
symmetry ofthe field about z = 0 is the same as that for the vacuum
field, described in § 2.2.1.

It is convenient to retain as close contact as possible with (2.107)
by introducing plane waves specified by

H = (±p, ± Q, lP : mQ)e'ke(l,x+m),'f:li); (2.122)

this is the most general form compatible with the particular con-
dition div H = 0, which condition, from (1.23), still stands. Now,
however, the expression fornin terms of 1and m is given by (2.38).
This is a fourth degree equation for n, and with the present assump-
tions about symmetry is in fact a quadratic for n2 (see, for example,
(2.41» yielding two independent forms, nl and n2, say, for inser-
tion into (2.122). For each form of n the ratios of the three com-
ponents of E are given in terms of I and m by (2.37). Likewise for H.
Thus for n = nl the ratio P/Q is specified as a certain function of /
and m, and again for n = n2 as some other function of 1and m.

It appears, then, that the representation analogous to (2.107),
(2.108) can be written

(2.123)
where

00

HI = 11(±P" ± Q" lP, :,m
Q

, ) e1lc.(I ,x+lnY'fnIZ)dl dm, (i = 1, 2);
-00

(2.124)

the surface current density is
00

Ux,j)') = 2 JJ(-Qt - Q2' r, + P2) e'Ic.(fx+lnY) dl dm,
-00 (2.125)

with the inverse relations
00

(Pt + P2, Qt + Q2) = IJU)', - j,x) e-'Ic.U,x+m)') dx dy,

-00 (2.126)
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and PI' P2' Ql' Q2 are determined from (2.126) and the prescribed
ratios PI/QI' P2/Q2,.

One important point to remember is that, to satisfy the radiation
condition, for each homogeneous plane wave of the spectrum that
solution for n, must be chosen which ensures that the time-averaged
power flux Re tE A H* is directed away from the plane z = o.
For an anisotropic medium this does not necessarily mean that
the corresponding direction of phase propagation is away from
the plane z = 0; it is possible for it to be towards the plane, in
which case n, in (2.124) is negative. The nature of the relationship
between the directions of phase propagation and power flux are
liable to be quite complicated, but would have to be understood in
any particular problem under investigation.

In conclusion it may be remarked that if the medium,. or its
orientation with respect to the current distribution, are not such
that the fields above and below z = 0 are related in the way implied
by (2.124), then the dependence of n on I and m is specified by four
(in general, independent) functions n;, (i = 1, 2), say, two of
which are associated with the field in z > 0, the other two with
that in z < O. Correspondingly, there are eight spectrum functions
pr, Q:, Pi- , Qt· The four ratios P;/Q7, Pi/Q"i are prescribed, and
the remaining four equations for the determination of the spec-
trum functions comprise the two that identify ix, i, with the dis-
continuities in Hy , H; across z = 0, and the two that state that Ex
and E, are continuous across z = o.



CHAPTER III

SUPPLEMENTARY THEORY

3.1. RADIATED POWER

3.1.1. The Two-dimensional Case

In the present chapter the account of the basic theory given
in Chapter 2 is supplemented by certain important developments
of a general character. The main concern is to investigate the nature
and limits of validity of the approximation leading to the radiation
field. First, however, expressions for the time-averaged radiated
power are obtained by appealing directly to the plane wave re-
presentation.

Consider the two-dimensional E-polarized field (2.72), (2.73). The
time-averaged power flux across any plane y-constant (>0, say)
is, per unit length in the z-direction,

00

Re t J EzH: dx;
-00

(3.1)

and the substitution into (3.1) of the spectrum representation gives

00

Re t Yo J JJsin* IX' P(cos IX) P*(cos IX') e-1k,xCcos«-cos«')

-00 C C

(3.2)

where it is recalled that, along the contour C, cos eX is real and there-
fore equal to its conjugate complex, but that sin lX can be either
real or pure imaginary. If the x integration is carried out, using
(1.38), (3.2) becomes

Re ff IX - cos IX') sin* IX' P(cos IX) P*(cos IX')
c C

(3.3)
39
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00

Re t JEzi: dx
-00

The delta function in the integrand means that contributions are
made to the double integral only when o: and 1)(.' are equal. Moreover
if the common value of IX and a' is real, then sin" tx' = sin «, and
the exponential factor in the integrand is unity; whereas if the
common value is complex with real part zero or n, then sin" a' =
-sin (X is pure imaginary, and the entire integrand (apart from the
delta function) with ()(, = a' is therefore also pure imaginary. Thus
(3.3) is simply n

JIP(cos tX)12 doc, (3.4)
o

The result may be interpreted by saying that the time-averaged
power radiated in any direction ()(, is (nYolko) IP(cos tx)12 per unit
angular spread, per unit length in the z-direction. That the ex-
pression (3.4) is indepedent of y could have been anticipated, be-
cause every unbounded plane y = constant subtends at x = y = 0
the full angular spread st, The expression (3.4) gives the power
radiated into the half-space y > 0, and is therefore half the total
power radiated. With y = 0, the initial expression (3.1) is the same
as the form

for the total power radiated.
An entirely similar calculation applies to the H-polarized

field (2.77), (2.78). In this case the power radiated into each half-
space, per unit length in the z-direction, is

n

JIQ(cOStX)12 dtX •
o

(3.5)

(3.7)

It is instructive to apply (3.4) and (3.5) to the simple examples
of § 2.2.3. For the case in which current I flows along the z-axis,
the substitution of (2.86) into twice (3.4) gives radiated power

lZok oI2, (3.6)

per unit length in the z-direction. This can be checked against the
more conventional method in which the radiation field is used.
From (2.97) and (2.89),

1 V2 e-'t.r'E, '""J - 4 - Zokol el'n ,r;:--:: ,
n rkor
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and this, ofcourse, is also the value in the radiation field of - ZoHe.
The corresponding expression for the outward radial power flux
density is

R -.1E xr« /"ttJ Z okoI 2
e z :zne 16nr· (3.8)

The total radiated power follows from integration over unit
length of the surface of a circular cylinder, axis the a-axis, radius r;
and since this merely corresponds to multiplication of (3.8) by
2nr, (3.6) is at once recovered.

Again, for the voltage slot (2.99), the substitution (2.100) into
twice (3.5) gives radiated power

t YokoV2 ; (3.9)

whereas for the line dipole (2.102) the spectrum function is (2.104),.
and the radiated power is

1 k 2
16ZO oP · (3.10)

3.1.2. The Three-dimensional Case

The power radiated by an arbitrary current density flowing in the
plane z = 0 is now considered. The time-averaged power flux
across any plane z = constant (> 0, say) is

00

Re t JJ(EJCH: - EyH:) dx dy·
-00

(3.11)

If the representations (2.107), (2.108) are fed into (3.11), the x-
and y-integrations can be carried out and give delta functions; the
result, which is analogous to (3.3), can be written

00

Re JJJJtJ(1 - I') tJ(m - m')
-00

Im(PQ* + QP*) + (1 - m 2) pp* + (1 - 12 ) QQ.

YI -12 - m 2

x e-1k,:z[Yl-,i_mi- Yl-I'I_m·· ] dl dm dl' dm', (3.12)

where it is understood that P and Q each have arguments (/, m),
and that P" and Q* each have arguments (I', m').
4 BF
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The delta functions in (3.12) mean that contributions are made
to the quadruple integral only when both 1 = I' and m = m',
Moreover, if the common value of 1and I', and the common value
of m and m', are such that 12 + m2 < 1, then 1"1 - 12 - m2 is
real and the exponential factor in the integrand of (3.12) is unity;
whereas, if 12 + m2 > 1, then VI - 12 - m2 is pure imaginary
and the entire integrand (apart from the delta functions) with
1 = 1', m = m' is pure imaginary. The time-averaged power cross-
ing z = constant is therefore

2n 2Zo jjlm(PQ* + QP*) + (1 - m2) p p* + (1 - 12)QQ*

VI - 12 - m 2

,I+ml< 1

x dldm. (3.13)

Since the integration in (3.13) is over the region 12 + m 2 < 1 the
interpretation of 1 and m as direction cosines is straightforward.
With

1= -sintXcosp, m = -sintXsinp, (3.14)

(3.13) is transformed to

2'1 in

2n:ro JJ [sin" IX sin P cos P(PQ* + QP*)
fJ-o (¥-o

+ (1 - sin2 oc sin2 p) pp* + (1 - sin2
(X cos" fJ) QQ.] sin tX da d{1.

(3.15)

In (3.14) ex and fJ are, of course, the polar angles, referred to the
z-axis, that specify the direction of propagation of the plane waves
of the spectrum. Since sin (X da dP is an element of solid angle the
implication of (3.15) is that the power radiated, per unit solid
angle in any direction (x, p, is times the part of the inte-
grand in square brackets.

These findings can be illustrated by the electric dipole, for which
the spectrum functions are given in (2.115). Taking twice (3.15),
the radiated power appears as

211 in

Z k
2

2 JJ (1 - sin2 IXcos" P) sin IX d« dP;
o 0
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and with the double integral easily found to be 4n/3, this is

2 (3.16)
12n P )

the familiar result.

3.2. THE RADIATION FIELD

3.2.1. Heuristic Approach: Stationary Phase

The current source of any actual time-harmonic field can be
presumed to be contained in some region which is finite in all its
dimensions. At sufficiently great distances from such a source it
is possible to isolate a dominant part of the field, namely that part
whose amplitude falls off as the inverse of the distance; this domi-
nant contribution is known as the radiation field (or far field) of
the source. It is now proposed to substantiate this statement (and
its two-dimensional counterpart), to derive expressions for the
radiation field from the plane wave representation, and to examine
rather carefully the conditions under which the expressions do
indeed give an adequate approximation to the complete field.

In this subsection a preliminary, heuristic argument is presented,
based on what is commonly called the method of stationary phase.
Consider, first, the representation (2.72) of the two-dimensional
E-poIarized field. For y > 0,

e. = JP(costX)e-1kt'"CoS(O-a>dex. (3.17)
c

(3.18)P(cos 0) Je-1kt'" cos (O-a) d«,
c

Now at points where kor 1, the amplitudes of the inhomo-
geneous waves of the spectrum are very small, and such waves
may be neglected. Moreover, the contributions of the homogeneous
waves largely annul each other by destructive interference, since
with kor 1 the phase of the waves in general varies rapidly
with cx, in the sense that a phase change of is achieved by only
a small change in 0(.. Exceptionally, however, those waves for which
0(. is close to 0 interfere constructively, since the variation of phase
with (X, vanishes at lX = O. Thus it can be argued that only that part
of the path of integration C in the vicinity of tx = 0 contributes
significantly to (3.17), and consequently an approximation to
(3.17) is

4*
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As found in (2.98), the integral in (3.18) is (ko' )' which in
turn is naturally replaced by the form (2.89) valid for k o' 1.
Finally, then, the expression for E, in the radiation field is

- e-'k.rs, ,.., -Y2ne-l1np(cosO) ,/- , (3.19)
,ko'

representing an outgoing cylindrical wave with a "polar diagram"
specified by P(cos8).

As a check it may be observed that (3.19) leads to

nYoRe -;;£zHl =-k IP(cos 0)12

or

for the power flux density, which gives the power radiated into the
half-space y > 0 as

n

!IP(cOS 0)1 2 dO,
o

in agreement with (3.4).
The same heuristic argument can be applied to the three-dimen-

sional representation (2.107). It is easy to verify the expected
result, that at the point (x, y, z) with spherical polar coordinates
(r, 8, rp) the phase of the homogeneous waves is stationary with
respect to variations in both I and m when

I x · 0= - - = - sin cos cp, 111 =
r

y
--- -- =

r
-sinOsintp.

(3.20)

The approximation to (2.107) analogous to (3.18) may therefore
be written, for z > 0,

H = [P cos 8, Q cos 0, - sin O(P cos cp + Q sin qJ)]

(3.21)

In this expression P and Q are evaluated at (3.20); moreover, in
view of (2.120), it is obviously convenient to preserve the factor
11ft - 12 - m2 in the integrand, and it may be noted that
YI - /2 - m2 evaluated at (3.20) is simply cos O. Finally, then,
using (2.120) and transforming to the spherical polar components
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of H, the expressions for these in the radiation field are seen to be

(H" He, H,,) ,...., 2ni[O, P cos lfJ + Q sin qJ, - cos (J (P sin lfJ - Qcos q;)]

(3.22)

It is easy to check that the corresponding time-averaged power
flux density

(3.23)

yields (3.15) when integrated over the appropriate hemisphere.
For plane aperture distributions that are spatially bounded, in

the sense that they can be completely enclosed by some circle of
finite radius, the associated spectrum functions, being integrals
such as (2.111) over finite ranges, are free of singularities. The rate
of change of each spectrum function therefore remains finite over
the entire spectrum, and the method of stationary phase leading
to (3.18) and (3.21) can undoubtedly be validated by taking kaT so
large that the dominance of the explicit exponential functions in
controlling the behaviour of the integrands of (2.72) and (2.107),
in the way noted in theremarks following (3.17), is complete. This
confirms the well-known result, stated at the beginning of this
subsection, that for a given spatially bounded source there is some
finite distance beyond which the expressions for the radiation field
are good approximations to the complete field.

In practice, however, it may well be that the points at which it
is desired to evaluate the field are not sufficiently distant to be
in the radiation field, even though kaT 1. In the context of the
plane wave spectrum representation this is broadly interpreted in
the following way: the more extensive is the aperture distribution
the more "peaked" does the spectrum function become in some
part of the spectrum, with the result that, for a given value of T,

the behaviour of the spectrum function may be comparably im-
portant to that of the exponential in determining the outcome of
the plane wave superposition expressed by the integral represen-
tation.

Furthermore, it is sometimes theoretically convenient to con-
sider an infinitely extended aperture distribution, in which case the
spectrum function can have a singularity, with the result that, in
certain directions, the concept of the radiation field is inapplicable
no matter how distant the point of observation.
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Even when the concept of the radiation field is not valid it may
be possible to obtain an approximation to the plane wave represen-
tation of the field based solely on the condition koT > 1. With
this in view the method of steepest descents is next introduced,
being a procedure in some respects akin to that of stationary phase,
but leading more readily to a rigorous analysis.

3.2.2. RigoroDs Approach: Steepest Descents

The method of stationary phase accepts the integral (3.17) as
it stands, and appeals to the concept ofphase interference to justify
the assertion that when koT 1 only that part of C in the vicinity
of fX = (} contributes significantly to the integral. In contrast, the
method of steepest descents proceeds by first distorting the original
path of integration C into a new path everywhere along which
ikor[l - cos (0 - fX)] is real. Before examining the effect of this it
is worth pausing to consider what distortions of C are legitimate,
leaving it understood that proper allowance is made for the pre-
sence of any singularities that P(cos fX) may have.

If the real and imaginary parts of a are displayed explicitly thus
(X = (X, + icc, (3.24)

then

- ikor cos (cx - 0) = - ikor cos {(X, - 8) cosh (Xl - kor sin (lX, - 8)
x sinh (x, • (3.25)

It is therefore necessary for the convergence of the integral that
sin (0 - tX,) sinh lX, be negative when cx, -+ ± 00; and consequently
the extremes of any path of integration obtained by distorting C
must lie in the shaded sectors of Fig. 3.1, which are specified by

() < cc, < () + 1'& when oc, > 0,
-It + 8 < a, < () when {x, < o.

To come now to the specific possibility that a path can be found
such that everywhere on it ikor[l - cos (0 - (X)] is real, it need
only be noted that the requirement, evident from (3.25), is simply

cos (lX, - 0) cosh «, = 1. (3.26)

By comparing the graphs of cos x and sech x it is readily seen that
the path specified by (3.26) passes through tx = 0 at an angle in
to the axes, and has a, = () + in and cc, = () - tn as asymptotes;
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it is shown diagrammatically in Fig. 3.2J and is henceforth designat-
ed as S(8). Moreover, (3.26) is equivalent to

sin (lXr - 8) = tanh lX" (3.27)

and when (3.26) and (3.27) are obeyed (3.25) states

- ikor cos (tX - 6) = - ikor - kor sinh (¥, tanh lX" (3.28)

Hence on S(O) the real part of (3.28) has its maximum value, zero,
at tX = 8J where iX, = OJ and decreases monotonically to - 00 away
from a = 8 on either side. It is therefore possible, after distorting
the path to S(8), to change the variable of integration from iX to T,

where
- ikor cos (tX - 6) = - ikor - k orr2 , (3.29)
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(3.30)

and T runs through real values from - 00 to 00. Evidently (3.29)
is equivalent to

so that

(3.31)

and the explicit transformation of the integral is
00

f p (COSlX) e-fkorcos(8-tX) doc = Y2 e*'n e-1korf P(cos e-k.,"r· dt ,
1"1 - 1- IT 2

S(8) - 00 (3.32)

where on the right-hand side P(cos tX) is understood to be inter-
preted as the correspondirig function of T.

In the discussion of the previous section tx = 0 was important
as the point of stationary phase; in the present discussion it is
important as a saddle-point. That is to say, the real part of -ikoT
x cos(O - lX), and hence the modulus of the exponential of this
quantity, is stationary at tX = 0, without being either a true maxi-
mum or a true minimum. 8(8) is called the path of steepest de-
scents, implying that path along which the real part of - ikoT
x cos(O - lX) decreases most rapidly as tX proceeds away from the
saddle-point; the quantity increases most rapidly along a path ortho-
gonal to S(O) at lX = 0, and remains constant (zero) along the real
axis. The merit of the steepest descents path is basically that, when
kor 1, only that part of the path in the vicinity of the saddle-
point contributes significantly to the integral. In this respect its
importance is akin to that of the stationary phase path. It has,
however, an added advantage in securing the transformation
(3.32), since this form leads directly to the complete asymptotic
expansion in descending powers of kor, as is now shown.

An asymptotic expansion of any function fez) of a complex
variable z is defined as follows: if

11 a
fez) = : + R,.(z),

m-O Z
(3.33)

where, for all n, z"R,.(z) -+ 0 as Izi 00 for arg z within a given
interval, then

(3.34)
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is called an asymptotic expansion of fez) for the given range of
arg z,

There is no implication that (3.34) is convergent, and indeed
asymptotic expansions are often divergent for all values of the
argument. The point is that for sufficiently large values of Izi the
terms of the series decrease at least initially, and that if the series
is truncated before the smallest term the error is of the order of
magnitude -of the first discarded term.

The result to be proved can now be stated thus: if F(T) is any
function for which

(3.35)

converges for sufficiently large positive values of the parameter ",
then the asymptotic expansion of (3.35) in descending powers ofY;
is given by replacing F(T) by its Taylor series in ascending powers
of T and integrating term by term. Explicitly, if

00

F(T) = 2 asr for IT) < To,,,-0
(3.36)

TO being the radius of convergence of the Taylor series, then,
since

(3.37)

it is claimed that

(3.38)

Is the asymptotic expansion of (3.35).
The proof is as follows. It is presumed that the integral (3.35)

converges for sufficiently large positive values of", and that there is a
number d such that exp ( - tJr2) F(T) is bounded for all positive
values of T. Then, for T > 0,

IF(r) - 'J} aJlrI< KT" edT' ,,,-0
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where K is some fixed positive number. Hence
00J[F(T) - a.r] de

o
00

< K f T"e-(H-cf)-r
S de

o

= K(n 2I)! (" - d)-t(II+1),

so that (3.38) is indeed an asymptotic expansion of(3.35) in accord-
ance with the definition (3.33).

In the application of this result to (3.32) it need only be noted
that since the range of integration in (3.32) runs from - 00 to 00

the integrals of the odd terms in the development of P(cos t¥)
x (1 - tir2)-i as a power series in T vanish; the powers of koT in
the final asymptotic expansion are therefore --!-, -;, ...
The first term evidently gives the approximation

,r:::::. e- u,...f P(cos eX) e-U"cos(8-tl) d« ,...., r23't e1 fn P(cos 0)--, (3.39)
soo
confirming (3.19), and incidentally proving the asymptotic form
of the Hankel function (2.89) which was originally quoted as a
standard result. Indeed, a good illustration of the method of
steepest descents is afforded by the Hankel representation (2.98).
Since the integrand has no singularities the path C can be replaced
by 8(0) without more ado, and the representation can then be
transformed as in (3.32) with P(cos t¥) replaced by lIn; the full
asymptoticexpansionis therefore obtained by developing (1- !iT2)- i
as a power series in T and carrying out the term by term.integration.

It has, then, been rigorously established that (3.39) is the first
term of the asymptotic expansion of (3.32) in inverse powers of
fkoT. It is now necessary, as previously explained, to inquire
more closely into the question of how large koT must be in order
that (3.39) be an adequate approximation to (3.32). The answer
is to be found in the nature of the development of P(cos t¥) as a
power series in T, as may be appreciated by looking again at the
asymptotic expansion (3.38) of (3.35). Although eventually the
factor [i(s - I)]! may well become dominant, it can be said that the
condition for initial successive terms to decrease markedly is
i; a./as+1' and this is the required criterion.
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The point is well illustrated by the common situation in which
the radius of convergence To of the power series (3.36) is finite;
then broadly speaking the dependence of the coefficients a" on s
goes like and the condition is " l/itJ. For example, in the
asymptotic expansion of the Hankel function just mentioned the
power series in T is that of (1 - !-ir2)-t , which has radius of con-
vergence f2; the condition is therefore kor !-. It is clear that
for any case in which To is finite the asymptotic expansion cannot
be convergent.

It turns out that in a number of problems the spectrum function
P(cos(X) contains.a simple pole, and that this particular singularity
plays a major role in determining the nature of the field. The next
section is devoted to an examination of this important special
case.

3.3. ANGULAR SPECTRUM WITH SIMPLE POLE

3.3.1. De Complex Fresnel Integral

It will be seen shortly that the plane wave representation in
which the spectrum function has a simple pole can be expressed
in terms of a function which it is here convenient to write in the
particular form

00

F(a) = e,·1 fe-'l'l dt ·
t:I

(3.40)

Some of the properties of this function are now brieflyenunciated.
In (3.40) the argument a is conceivedas taking arbitrary complex

values, and the factor exp (ia2) has been included in the definition
of the function in order to secure boundedness as fal --. 00 when
arg a lies in the range -n to 'in, whichcoversthe cases ofphysical
interest considered subsequently.

It is also convenient to have an explicit notation for the related
function

Since

II

Fo(a) = e'G· f e-'T1 fir .
o

00 00

fe-II'I dt = 2i-:" dt = i'ic e-i 'll
-00 0

(3.41)

(3.42)
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it is evident that
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F(a) + Fo(a) =!-y; e- i 'ne'GI, (3.43)

F(a) + F( - a) = -y; e-11n e'GI• (3.44)

When a is real, Fo(a) is expressible in terms of the Fresnel inte-
grals, first introduced in the early optical theory of diffraction.
When arg a = - in, (3.40) becomes

00

F(lal e-*br) = e-*'Ir e,",a Je-Tath ,
1"1

expressible in terms of the error integral. And when arg a =
(3.41) is

1"1Fo<lal e1ln) = ei'n e-IG,IJe'rl dt ;
o

(3.45)

from which (3.43) gives

F(la/e*'II) = + -iiY;]. (3.46)

Another form of the complex Fresnel integral is provided by

J
oo e-"1'1 .

I = b 2 .b2 dt ,
T + I

-00

(3.47)

where is a real positive parameter which could be absorbed in b,
but whose retention serves a useful purpose, particularly in the
proof now to be given of the relation between (3.47) and (3.40).
Since

00

(I e-'bIH) = -b Je-(Ta+lb')H dt

-00

_ e- bcbl

= - Ynb y; ,
it follows that

00- re-lblx
'I = Yn b e'blH • -y;;; dx",

"

(3.48)

the upper limit being determined by the fact that I -+ 0 as " -.. 00;
and if momentarily b is taken to be real and positive the transfor-
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mation x' = -r2/b2 shows that (3.48) leads to
00

I = 2 Y; e'"a,. J e-1T'tk = 2Y; F(bY;) .
by;

53

(3.49)

Thus far (3.49) has been proved for b real and positive. Since
(3.47) is an odd function of b, the corresponding result for b real
and negative is

1= -2Y;F(-b}';). (3.50)

(3.52)

Furthermore, regarded as a function of b, (3.47) is obviously
regular everywhere in the complex b plane except where arg b is
either in or - in. By analytic continuation, therefore,

00

b f dt = ± 21';F(±bY;;), (3.51)
-00

where is real and positive, and where the upper sign holds for
- in < arg b < in, the lower for in < arg b < 51'/4.

Series representations of F(a) ,or Fo(a) are available. A conver-
gent expansion in ascending powers ofacan be obtained by repeated
integration by parts, starting from

a aJe- IT1dt = [T + 2;JT2 e:"' dt .
o 0

This process gives
'C' ( ) _ (2ia2

)"
ro a - a .

n-O 1. 3. 5 ... (2n + 1)

An alternative approach is simply to use the exponential series
under the integral sign in (3.41), and then to integrate term by term.
This gives

00 (-ia2)"
Fo(a) = e

,•1

a 2 '(2n 1)'
11-0 n. + (3.53)

The asymptotic expansion ofF(a) in descending powers of a can
also be obtained by repeated integration by parts. In this case the
starting point is

fOO _ T" [e-'1'1 ]00 1 Joo e-,-rl
e I th= --- -- --tiT2;-r a 2; T2 '

n a
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and the process gives

Ff ) = _1_[1 1. 3.5 ... (2m - 1)] R
\a 2- + LJ (2- 2)m +,,,

IQ nt-I - za
where

00

R = 1. 3. 5 ... (2n + 1) 141" J e-It:" dt
n ( _ 2i)"+1 e T 2,,+2·

a

When a is real and positive
00

IR 1< 1.3.5 ... (2n + 1)
n = 2"+1 T211+2

II

1. 3. 5 ... (2n - 1) 1
= 2"+ 1 a2 11+1 '

(3.54)

(3.55)

so that from (3.54)

1 ) 1 [1 1 1_ 3
Fia IV 2;a + (_ 2;a2) + (_2;a2)2 + ...] (3.56)

is indeed an asymptotic expansion. When a is real and negative
the corresponding result comes from (3.44), namely

Fi() ...r: -lin la l 1 [1 1 1. 3 ]
a IV e e + 2ia + (-2ia2) + (-2ia2)2 + ... ·

(3.57)

It is not difficult to generalize the analysis just given to show
directly that (3.56) in fact holds for -in < arg a < in, and (3.57)
for in < arg a < 5n/4. It is also instructive to note that an alter-
native derivation is available by the application of the method of
steepest descents to the left-hand side of (3.51), in precisely the
manner discussed in § 3.2.2. It is only necessary to develop
(T2 + ib2)-1 as an ascending power series in T,and then to integrate
term by term; the influence of the finite radius of convergence of
the power series in T is apparent, and the resulting asymptotic
expansion is divergent, as is indeed evident on inspection. It only
remains to note that the change from the form (3.56) to the form
(3.57) takes place on the Stokes lines, here arg a = in and arg a
= -'in, where the difference between the two forms assumes its
smallest value for a given value of lal.

The early terms in (3.52) or (3.53) give useful approximations
when fal 1, those in (3.56) and (3.57) when lal 1. Even
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when the accuracy required is not great there remains an appreci-
able gap to be bridged. Some ingenious analyticapproximations have
been proposed in the past for special applications, but more re-
cently the need has been adequately met by the tabulation for
complex values of the argument of several functions effectively
equivalent to F(a).

3.3.2. Reduction to Fresnel Integral

Consider the particular plane wave representation

f sec (IX -; IXo) e-tto/' COS (6-",) dIX,
S(8)

(3.58)

in which the only singularities of the spectrum function in the
complex ze-plane are simple poles at tx = (Xo ± (2n - I) st, n = 1, 2,
3, ... , and the path of integration is presumed already distorted
from C to S«(J), with proper allowance understood for any pole
captured in the process.

By changing the variable of integration from tx to tx - (J (3.58)
appears, as

f sec ( IX - + 0) e-tto/' cos", dIX;
S(O)

or, by now reversing the sign of a, as

f sec (IX + - O)e-tto/'cos/¥doe.
8(0)

(3.59)

(3.60)

The addition of (3.59) and (3.60), and division by two, then puts
(3.58) in the form

2COS((XO - 8) f cos (fIX) e-1t.,ocOI"'dIX. (3.61)
2 cos tx + cos (txo - 0)

8(0)

Now, following (3.30), make the change of variable

T = l"2e.....", sin (!(X).

Then (3.61) becomes
(3.62)

(3.63)
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where
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(3.64)

(3.65)

But (3.63) can be expressed in terms of the complex Fresnel integral
through (3.51). Finally, therefore,

Jsec (IX lXo) e-1ko" cos (6-«) da

S(8)

= =F4V;;e-ilne-lko"P[± f2korcos(O -; IX
O)]

,

with the upper sign for 0 - lXo between S( -n) and Sen), and the
lower sign otherwise, remembering, of course, that the expression
has period 4n in 8 - lXo.

The result (3.65) is exact, and is important as a "canonical"
formula that describes precisely what happens when, for a given
value of koT much greater than unity, the asymptotic approxima-
tion (3.39) nevertheless fails because of the close approach of one
of the poles to the saddle-point. The approximation (3.39) corre-
sponds to using the first term of (3.56) in (3.65), and the condition
for its validity is

(3.66)

The way in which the canonical formula can be used to give uni-
form asymptotic approximations to more general plane wave
representations that are characterized by spectra containing simple
poles is now described.

3.3.3. Steepest Descents with Saddle-point Near a Pole

Consider once again

f P(cos (X) e-1k,rcos(8-t") doc,
8(8)

(3.67)

and suppose now that P(cos lX) has a simple pole at lXo - n that
may approach arbitrarily close to the saddle-point 8. Suppose also
that no other singularities need special consideration; in particular,
that there are none near (¥o - n. Then for koT 1 a uniform
asymptotic approximation, that is, an approximation which
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(3.68)

(3.69)

(3.70)

(3.71)

remains valid for all values of 6 - lXo, can be obtained by writing

(
£X - lX )

P(COS IX) = Pt(COS IX) + P sec 2 0 ,

where p is independent of oc, and is so chosen that the function PI
has no pole at tXo - n. In fact

(
tX - o: )P = lim cos 2 0 P(cos IX),

c¥-+«,-n

and the resolution (3.68) simply splits off the pole in a way suggested
by the canonical result (3.65). By hypothesis, PI contains no sin-
gularities requiring special treatment, and the uniform asymptotic
approximation to (3.67) is therefore

e- 1lcer

e*'nP 1(cos 0) -:;r:===-
f kor

=+= 4 V;p e-llne-lkol'F[ ± f2korcos(O -; IXo)] ,

with upper or lower sign as in (3.65).
A slightly simpler version of this result can be obtained by a

very similar if less immediately convincing argument. Instead of
being split off as in (3.68) the pole is factored out by writing

(
tX - tX )P(cos IX) = sec 2 0 P2(cos IX).

It is then argued that since P2(COS tX) has no singularities in the
vicinity of the saddle-point it may be removed from under the
integral sign with IX equated to 6. This step can indeed be justified
quite straightforwardly by going over to the T integral as in (3.32),
and developing as a Taylor series in ascending powers of T what
remains of the relevant part of the integrand after the pole has been
factored out. The resulting approximation to (3.67) is

+.4V;e-llnP2(cosO)e-lkol'F[± f2korcos(O -; IXo)]. (3.72)

For kor 1, expressions (3.70) and (3.72) are in close agree-
ment, in that when the modulus of the argument of the Fresnel
integrals is not large the first term in (3.70) is negligible compared
with the second, and (J - lXo 1C, implying P2(COS 6) p, so that
the second term is approximately equal to (3.72); whereas when
5 HI'
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the modulus of the argument of the Fresnel integrals is large, the
approximations to (3.70) and (3.72) resulting from the replace-
ment of the Fresnel integrals by the first term of their asymptotic
expansion (3.56) are seen to be identical, because

3.4. RELATION TO OTHER REPRESENTATIONS

It is instructive to relate the plane wave representation of the
electromagnetic field to each of two other representations which
are frequently used.

Consider, first, the expression in (2.72) for the component Es of
the two-dimensional E-polarized field generated by the current
density (2.75) flowing in the surface y = O. If in (2.72) the formula
(2.76) is substituted for the function P, then the (X integration can
be effected in terms of a Hankel function, using (2.98), and the
result is

00

E. = -lkoZo Ji.(E) (3.73)
-00

where
(3.74)

Evidently (3.73) is precisely what would have been obtained by
the direct application of (2.97) to every current filament i.(E) dE,
followed by integration over all values of E. Together with the
corresponding expression for an H-polarized field it is the two-
dimensional analogue of what is probably the commonest way of
writing down the vacuum field. This latter can be recovered in .an
entirely similar manner by substituting for P and Q from (2.111),
(2.112) into (2.107). After the substitution the integration with
respect to I and m can be effected by virtue of(2.120). For example,
it is found that

(3.75)

where
R2 = (x - E)2 + (y - 'IJ)2 + Z2. (3.76)
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This and similar expressions for H, and Hz can together be written
00

1 f"r (e-,teR
)H = - 4n J j(" 'fJ) A grad -X- d, dq,

-00

(3.77)

which is recognized as the standard representation of the magnetic
vector as an integral over the current distribution, in the case when
that distribution is'a surface density of current flowing in the plane
z = 0; it puts in evidence the fact that each element dE dq is in
effect a dipole of strength jdEdq.

The other technique to be related to the plane wave representa-
tion is that based on taking the triple Fourier transform of Max-
well's equations with respect to rectangular cartesian coordinates
x, y, z.1n vacuum, for example, Maxwell's equations are (1.7), (1.8),
with transforms

where here

k A E" = -koZoH",
k A Hie = koYoE" - iJIc,

k = ko(/, m, n),

(3.78)
(3.79)

(3.80)
00

H,,(/, m, n) = JJJH(x, y, z) e-1ke<b +m)'+IIz) dx dy dz, (3.81)
-00

with El , J t similarly defined, and as before k o = c.o fBoPo, Zo
= l/Yo = fPo/so. The algebraic equations (3.78), (3.79) are readily
solved .for H t by taking the vector product of (3.79) with k and
using the fact that k. HI: = 0; this gives

· k A J k (3 2)H" = - , _ k Z • .8

The substitution of (3.82) into the inverse of (3.81) yields the
representation

00

H = - rr (I, m, n) A J" ell.Ux+mJ7+11z) dl dm dn,
8n3 JJ 1 - 12 - m2 - n2

-00

(3.83)

The case in which the current distribution is a surface density
U%,iy) flowing in the plane z = 0 is treated by writing

J = U%,i7' 0) (3.84)
5*
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Then J"z = 0 and
00

(JkX, Jky) = ff Ux,jy) e-lk.Un+my) dx dy
-00

8n2

= (-Q,P),

reintroducing the notation of (2.111), (2.112); and (3.83) becomes
00

H = - (-nP, - nQ,lP + mQ) Ik.Ux+my+nz) dl d. d
n J 1 - /2 _ m2 _ n2 e m n •

-00 (3.85)

The plane wave representation can be recovered from this expres-
sion by effecting the n-integration. When /2 + m2 > 1 the poles at
n = ±"VI - /2 - m 2 in the complex n-plane lie on the imaginary
axis on either side of the path of integration, and when /2 + m2 < 1
the path of integration must be indented so that it passes under the
pole at -1"1 - /2 - m2 on the negative real axis, and above the
pole at "VI - /2 - m2 on the positive real axis. Then according
as z > 0 or z < 0 the path is closed by an infinite semi-circle above
or below the real axis. Plainly, (2.107) is obtained.

3.5. GAIN AND SUPERGAIN

The exposition of general theory related to the plane wave
spectrum representation is now complete. So far its function has
been illustrated only with the very simplest examples, and the
present section, which concludes the first part of the book, offers a
brief discussion of a direct but rather more substantial application.
Detailed applications to problems of some breadth and depth con-
stitute the second part of the book.

In the language of aerial (antenna) theory an important feature
of the radiation field associated with the plane distribution of
surface current density, or with the aperture plane of a tangential
field distribution, is the so-called polar diagram that describes the
relative magnitude of the time-averaged power flux in any direc-
tion. More specifically, the concept of aerial gain is introduced:
for radiation into a half-space this is defined as
G(O ) = 2 power radiated per unit solid angle in direction 0, qJ

, q; 1t total power radiated '
(3.86)
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with the two-dimensional counterpart

G(O) = 3t power radiated per unit in direction O. (3.87)
. total power radiated

Thus with the representation (2.72), (2.73) it is evident from (3.4)
that

(3.88)G(O) = n (P(cos 8)12

IIJIP(cos 1X)12 dtx
o

The corresponding expression for (3.86) can be written down from
(3.15).

Highly directional radiation patterns are often required, and
it may be asked how large the gain in any particular direction can
be made.

The direct method of increasing the gain is simply to increase
the effective excitation area of the current or aperture distribution.
Take as an example the two-dimensional E-polarized field generat-
ed by the surface current density, in the plane y = 0,

j = [0, O,j(x)] , (3.89)
where

j(x) = {io for Ixl < a, (3.90)
o for Ixl > a,

jo being a constant. Then, from (2.76) (cf. (1.35), (1.36»,
a

P( 1) koZo · f It d. Zoio sin (koQl). (3.91)
I\, = - --}o e 0 x = - -- ----4,.,; 2n A '

-u
and, from (3.88),

G(!n) = n/ fn [Sin(koa cos (X)]
2

doc, (3.92)
koa cos lX

o

Consider in turn the two extremes koa 1, koa 1. In the
former the integrand in (3.92) is approximately unity, and

G(tn) 1. (3.93)

To treat the latter, put koQ cos lX = T in the integral in (3.92) to
cast it into the form

(3.94)
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The first order approximation for koa 1 is then seen to be

(3.95)

giving
(3.96)

Thus, for a uniform current strip, the gain in the direction normal
to the plane of the strip is approximately proportional to the strip
width, provided the width exceeds a wavelength.

With the recognition that there must inevitably be some restric-
tion on the effective excitation area of a current or aperture distri-
bution, it may further be asked to what extent the gain can be
increased by arranging a suitable distribution within a given area.
There is, indeed, no limit to the theoretical gain that can be achiev-
ed by ideal choice of distribution, but this result is of limited
significance where practical distributions are concerned. In fact,
for excitation areas whose linear dimensions are large compared
with a wavelength it is difficult to improve appreciably on the
normalgain,Go, given by a uniform distribution. Such improvement
is, however, readily achieved for small excitation areas. Gain that
exceeds Go is called supergain.

To amplify these statements, consider again the current density
(3.89), but now take

J
. --Ii ine Inllx/fl for Ixl < a,

(3.97)o for Ixl> a,
where all jll are constants, and i-n = jn. Then

peA) - _ Zo sin(koaA) [. _ lli 212 ( - )nin ]
- 2n A Jo oa 1"' n2n2 - Jc2o'l2A2 •

(3.98)
It is observed that

P(O) = - Zojo koa
2n

(3.99)

is independent ofil,i2' ...iN' so the- gain in the direction () = in is
maximized by choosing these parameters to make the total radiat-
ed power a minimum.

Suppose, for simplicity, that
i, = 'Y/jo, j2 = j3 = ... = iN = o.
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II

1 1 JIsin(koa cos L¥)(I cos
2

tX ) 1
2

d
G(ln) = n koa cos tX + 31:2 - Tc2ua2 COS2tX fJ tX •

o
(3.100)

It is easy to show that the value of'1J that minimizes (3.100) must be
real, and that at this value of 1/

[J
ft

sin2(koa cos tX) dtx]2
n 2

- Jc2oa2 cos2 L¥
1 _ Go = 0

G II II

Jsin2(koa COStX) thJcos2 tX sin2(koa cos tX) doc
cos" tX (n2 - Jc2oll2 cos" iX)2

o 0
(3.101)

where Go is the normal gain (3.92).
If koa 1 approximations to the integrals in (3.101) are easily

found by expanding the integrands as power series in koa. The first
order approximation is

1 - GolG t,
so that

G 3Go•

If koa 1, put koa cos L¥ = 1" to get

It.-
1 J 1:

2 sin2
1" dT:

= (koa)3 (31:2 _ -r2) 2 YI - -r2/(koa)2 '
-k,p

with the first order approximation

(3.102)

(3.103)

(3.104)

the integral in (3.104)· being evaluated by contour integration. The
same technique applied to

(3.105)
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gives zero as the first order approximation. A more efficacious
method is to write (3.105) as

(3.106)

Without altering the value of (3.106) the path of integration can be
taken as the path L shown by the fullline in Fig. 3.3. Furthermore

\
sttC-a) \

\
\

FIG. 3.3.

can be evaluated by closing the path round the poles, and is there-
fore pure imaginary. On the other hand, the factor exp( -2ikoD

x cos lX) in the remaining integral enables L in turn to be replaced by
the paths S*( -n) and S(O), shown dashed in Fig. 3.3; moreover,
the integral over S*( -n) is the complex conjugate of that over
S(O). Hence (3.106) can be written

1 f e-2 , t ellco1
(¥

Re - - da2 ,.,;2 - cos" oc ,
$(0)

(3.107)

and in this form the method of steepest descents is applicable
when koa 1. The saddle-point is at lX = 0, well away from the
poles, which are close to a = ±!n; the asymptotic approximation
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(3.109)

stated in (3.39) is therefore valid, and (3.107) is approximately

e-2 ' ktG
Re !if.. 2 2 e1'11 • (3.108)oa - n 2koa

Thus the first order approximation to (3.105) is

1 -r: cos(2koa - in)
2: rn (koa)5/2 •

The first integral in the denominator on the right-hand side of
(3.101) has already been shown to have the approximation nkoa.
The final result is therefore

1- Go ",_I_cos
2
(2koa - i n) (3.110)

G - 2n (koa) 3 ,

so that the fractional increase of G over Go is very small.
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APPLICATION
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DIFFRACTION BY A PLANE SCREEN

4.1. BLACK SCREEN

4.1.1. Formulation of the Problem

The phenomenon of diffraction was originally manifest in
optics, long before the development of electromagnetic theory
offered the chance of treating it as a boundary value problem. The
typical arrangement was a source illuminating an aperture in an
opaque screen; and for theoretical purposes the screen was con-
sidered to be infinitely thin and perfectly U black", the latter term
implying complete absorption, without reflection, of any incident
light. The concept of an infinitely thin screen that is perfectly
absorbing has (in contrast to that which is perfectly reflecting) no
clear cut formulation in electromagnetic theory. It does, never-
theless, lead to a useful approximate treatment; and this is com-
paratively simple mathematicallyjust by virtue of having to proceed
from postulated boundary values rather than from prescribed
boundary conditions.

The essence of the theory of diffraction by an aperture in a
thin black screen is the working hypothesis that in the aperture the
field is the undisturbed field of the source (that is to say, the field
that would exist there were the screen absent), whereas just behind
the screen (on the other side from the source) the field is zero.
This statement is not precise; the way in which it is made so in the
standard electromagnetic formulation is now expounded for the
special case of a plane screen, the exposition being developed in
terms of the plane wave spectrum concept.

It is supposed, for the sake of definiteness, that the source of
the time-harmonic field is located in the half-space z > 0, and
that the screen occupies the whole of the plane z = 0 apart from
a certain region (or regions) designated the aperture. In general it is
not necessary to think of the area of the aperture as finite, nor

69
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that of the screen as infinite; and if in some specific statement it
is convenient so to particularize, it should be borne in mind that
there is a simple relation between the respective fields in the two
cases obtained from each other by the interchange of the areas
occupied by screen and aperture. This relation, commonly known
as Babinet's principle, is enunciated a little further on.

The field throughout z < 0 (except close to the screen) is to be
calculated by recognizing that it is determined by the field distri-
bution in z = 0, and making an assumption about the latter of
the kind just mentioned. However, it is clear from the representa-
tion of the field as an angular spectrum ofplane waves, exemplified
by (2.107) and (2.108) with the lower sign, that in general the speci-
fication in z = 0 of just two of the six components of E, H deter-
mines uniquely the spectrum functions P and Q, and hence the
entire field in z < o. This implies, of course, that the behaviour
in z = 0 of the remaining four components of E and H is a conse-
quence of the prescription of that ofthe two selected components,
and cannot itself be arbitrarily chosen. Moreover, the question as
to which two field components should be selected for the purpose
of formulating the theory is a material one; for the assumption
to be made about their behaviour in z = 0 is bound to be inexact,
and different pairs will give different results. It might perhaps be
thought that deviations between the results would just be of the
order of the error inherent in the method, but even this is only
partly true. These points are clarified in the ensuing discussion,
which leads to a precise enunciation of the theory.

Any use of the components normal to the screen can be ruled
out as the basis of a generally applicable theory. For if the chosen
pair included E; or Hz, or both, the legitimate adoption, for the
undisturbed source field, of the particular normally incident,
linearly polarized plane wave for which the selected pair was identi-
cally zero would then lead, via the proposed theory, to the absurd
conclusion that the field was zero throughout the entire region
z < o. Attention must therefore be confined to the tangential
components of E and H; and since the orientation of the x- and
y-directions should have no significance in a general theory, this
means the admission as possibilities of the pairs H", H7 and E", E7 •

If the pair H", H, is selected, the assumption is that the field
in z 0 is matched to values of tangential H in z = 0 that are
specified in the aperture and are zero on the screen; in other words,
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the field is that produced by a surface electric current density whose
distribution is confined to the aperture. If, on the other hand, the
pair E", E7 .is selected, the field associated with the assumed bound-
ary values can be conceived as produced by a specified magnetic
surface current density whose distribution is confined to the
aperture. Each .of these procedures gives, then, a readily assimil-
able physical picture; the field in z < 0 is generated by a "second-
ary" source distribution in the aperture.

At best, it might be expected that, in appropriate circumstances,
the respective fields derived from the two procedures would be
nearly the same. They are certainly not identical. For example, the
assumption that Hz and H7 are zero on the shaded surface of the
screen by no means implies that Ex and £, are zero there. The final
point to make is that the standard form of the theory lays down
that the field be taken as half the sum ofthe two fieldsjust describ-
ed. The reason for this apparently somewhat arbitrary stipulation
is now explained.

Evidently the exact field in z < 0 could be generated by the
appropriate (unique) distribution in z = 0 of either (a) surface
electric current density i, or (b) surface magnetic current density
im, or (c) the superposition of electric current density pJ and mag-
netic current density (1 - p) j". for any constant amplitude-
phase factor p. Now surface current densities in z = 0 throw back
into the half-space z > 0 the "images" of the fields they project
into z < 0; but because i produces a discontinuity in tangential
H, whereas im produces one in tangential E, the respective fields
due to j and j", in z > 0 are of opposite sign. The choice p = i
therefore specifies the unique distribution of electric and magnetic
surface current densities in z = 0 that reproduces the given field
in z < 0, and zero field throughout z > O. It is the absence of
"back" radiation as a desideratum for the concept of secondary
sources that has led to the particular theoretical formulation of
the diffraction problem stated above. Again, though, it is to be
observed that, since in this formulation the assumed distributions
of electric and magnetic surface currents individually correspond
to different fields in z < 0, their combined field will not be exactly
zero in z > O. The residual field in z > 0 that appears in this way
probably represents nothing beyond the error in the method, and
has no relation to whatever small disturbance actually exists in
front of the screen.
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To sum up: the approximate theory of the diffraction of an
incident field E', H' by a plane black screen assumes that the
aperture carries both an electric surface current density n 1\ H'
and a magnetic surface current density - n " E', where D is the
unit vector normal to the screen pointing into the half-space,
behind the screen, in which the field is calculated.

Before proceeding to an explicit problem, two immediate corolla-
ries may be noted. The first is that, for a given diffracting plane
and incident field, the field behind a screen with two separate
apertures, AI, A2 , is simply the superposition of the field behind
a screen with single aperture At on that behind a screen with single
aperture A 2 • The second corollary is Babinet's principle, mentioned
earlier. The diffracting plane and incident field are again supposed
given, and two screens are considered that are complementary
in the sense that they fit together like a two-piece jigsaw puzzle
just to cover the entire diffracting plane. Then the principle is
simply that, behind the diffracting plane, the fields pertaining to a
screen and to the complementary screen, respectively, together
make up the incident field that would exist there in the absence of
any screen.

4.1.2. The Half-plane

One of the most important illustrations of diffraction theory
is offered by the problem in which the screen is a semi-infinite
plane with a straight edge.

Consider the two-dimensional case of the E-polarized plane
wave

E' = (0, 0, 1) e'k,cos(O-tX,> (4.1)

incident on a thin black screen occupying the half-plane y = 0,
x > O. Here x = r cos 8, y = r sin 8, as in § 2.2.2. It is convenient
to let (J run between 0 and Dr, the limiting values specifying the
illuminated and shadowed faces of the screen; and to take
o < eXo < 1C.

Now adopt, for y < 0 (n < 8 < Dr), the plane wave spectrum
representation (2.72), (2.73); specifically

s, = JP(cos eX) d«, (4.2)
c

H; = - YoJsin eX P(cos eX) e-,t",COS(O+t%) doc, (4.3)
c
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Following the prescription of § 4.1.1, the task is to find the spec-
trum function P(cos lX) first when at y =0

{
0 for x > 0,

E%=
e't.XCOSOt, for x < 0,

and secondly when at y = 0

(4.4)

for x > 0,

for x < o. (4.5)

(4.7)

(4.10)

The spectrum function for the problem is half the sum of the two
functions thus determined.

Evidently (4.4) states
00

f P(A) e-'Ic.xA dA = {O for x > 0, (4.6)
VI - A,2 e'Ic,A.x for x < 0,

-00

where it is convenient to write Ao = cos eXo. But the right-hand side
of (4.6) is just one of the simple Fourier transform results noted
in § 1.3. It follows that

peA) 1 1
f 1 - A2 = 2ni A + Ao '

where the path of integration is shown in Fig. 2.2 (A-plane), with
the addition of an indentation below the pole at A= - Ao. Thus

1 sin lX
P(cos eX) = - (4 8)

2ni cos lX + cos lXo •

Similarly (4.5) leads to
1 sin lXo

P(cos eX) = "'_,. (4.9)
cos ()(, + cos lXo

The field in y < 0 is therefore given by (4.2), with

P( )
1 sin lX + sin ()(,o

coseX = -. ;
4nl cos ()(, + cos lXo

that is, by

E = -l-ftan(tx + txo)e-1ke'"cOS(O+(¥)dlX
% 4ni 2 '

c

(4.11)

where the path of integration is indented above the pole at
()(, = n - cXo, as in Fig. 4.1.
6 EF
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The final step is to evaluate (4.11). This need be done only for
the case kor 1, since the theory is not otherwise likely to be a
good approximation to any actual physical problem. The asympto-
tic methods of §§ 3.2, 3.3 can therefore be applied.

o

Complex ee-plone

FIG. 4.1.

First, it is noted that the infinite extent of the aperture distribu-
tion has resulted in a spectrum function with poles. Now the rele-
vant saddle-point is at (X = 2n - (} (remembering that n < (} < m),
and so allowance must be made for the saddle-point lying arbitrar-
ily close to the pole (X =n - (Xo. The two coalesce when (J = n + (Xo,

and in distorting the original path of integration C to the steep-
est descents path S(2n - 0) the pole is captured or not according
as to whether (} is less or greater then n + cXo. The implication of
this last remark is readily understood: points for which (J > n + (xo

are in the shadow of the screen, where the field is for the most part
comparatively small, and points for which (} < n + (xo are in the
illuminated region, where the field is mostly not very different
from the incident field; and the dominant part of the transition
is provided by the contribution of the pole.

Explicitly,

where

{

e ft er cOS(8- ts. ) for 7t < (J < 7t + IXE. _ 0,

z - 0 for n + cXo < (} < 2n,

(4.12)

(4.13)
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(4.14)

is the "geometrical optics" field, and

Ed = _1_ f tan(O& + 0&0) e-'k.,.cos(8+i¥) da
z 4ni 2

san-8)

is the "diffracted" field. Now (4.14) is of the form (3.67), (3.71),
with 2n - f) replacing 0, 2n - 0&0 replacing lXo, and

P2(COSIX) = - sin (IX IX
O

) . (4.15)

Hence, from (3.72),

E: = + -;lXo )e-1ko? F[± f2korcos(8 -;lXo)], (4.16)

with the upper/lower sign for 8 S n + lXo.

Since F(O) = i yn exp ( - lin) it is immediately confirmed that the
discontinuity in (4.16) at () = n + lXo balances that in (4.13). In
the vicinity of 0 = n + lXo (4.16) is comparable with the incident
field, and when superposed on it gives rise to the well-known
" fringes" in the illuminated region. In the shadow region (4.16)
is the only term contributing to the field, which thus falls off mono-
tonically, for a fixed value of T, or of)', as () increases from n + (Xo.

The asymptotic expansion (3.56) of the Fresnel integral can be
used when, as stated in (3.66),

-; IX
O )/» 1. (4.17)

From the first term of the expansion the approximation to (4.16) is

d e- 11n (() - lXo )
E. = - tan 2 ,rL'"": ' (4.18)

2 r2n f kor
which is, of course, the result that is obtained on replacing the
entire factor tan [t(O& + lXo)] in the integrand in (4.14) by its value
at the saddle-point <X = 2n - () (cf. (3.39»). Equation (4.18) is the
"edge-wave" approximation, and from (4.17) is valid outside
some parabola

r cos (0 - lXo) + r = constant, (4.19)

whose focus is at the diffracting edge and whose axis is along the
shadow line of geometrical optics.

Finally it may be noted that since 0 enters the solution only
in the combination 0 - lXo, diffraction on this theory is purely an
edge effect.
6*
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4.1.3. The Slit

APPLICATION

(4.20)

(4.21)

A brief discussion of the two-dimensional problem of diffraction
by a parallel sided slit in a black screen now follows. The object
here is to illustrate the part played by the finite width of the aper-
ture.

It is supposed, then, that black screens occupy the half-planes
y = 0, x > Q and y = 0, x < - Q. The incident field is again taken
to be the plane wave (4.1), with x = T cos 0, Y = r sin 0; but to
simplify the algebra only the case of normal incidence, (xo = in, is
treated explicitly.

It is, of course, possible to write down the answer immediately
in terms of two expressions like (4.16), since the field on the far
side of the screen is obviously just the difference between the
respective fields of two half-plane problems. However, the form
of solution which this procedure gives does tend to obscure the
fact that at sufficiently great distances from the slit the field can be
represented in all directions as a (cylindrical) radiation field, there
being no singularities in the plane wave spectrum function. It is
instructive, therefore, to consider the direct approach.

With the help of the Fourier transforms (1.35), (1.36) the stages
of § 4.1.2 that led to (4.10) are now easily seen, with lXo = tn, to
yield the spectrum function (cf. (3.91»

P( ) 1 (1 · ) sin (koQ coscos o: = -2 + SIn oc •
1t cos tX

Since (4.20) is free of singularities, the representation (4.2) can
certainly be approximated, without restriction on 0, by the asymp-
totic form corresponding to (3.39), provided only that kor is suffi-
ciently large. The outcome is

e1 b l sin (k cos 8) e-1ker
E (1 · 0) oa

I""J -- - SIn
Z y'2n cos () Ykor •

On the other hand, the expansion of P(cos (X), which is the basis
of the derivation of the asymptotic development, as shown in
§ 3.2.2, now depends on koa; and it appears that the inequality
required to validate (4.21) is

koT (koa)2. (4.22)

With koa 1, (4.22) is a much more severe restriction on the
proximity to the slit of the inner boundary of the radiation region
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than the more obvious conditions koT » 1 and T » Q. The ratio
of the square of a characteristic linear dimension of a diffracting
object to the wavelength is known as the Rayleigh distance; and as
is seen here in a special case, the radiation field is only developed,
for objects with dimensions exceeding a wavelength, at distances
greater than the Rayleigh distance.

What if kor »1, but the inequality (4.22) does not hold? In
that case help must be sought from the Fresnel integral form of the
solution. A certain amount of algebra is involved in distinguishing
the various cases, and here it is merely pointed out that (4.22) is
effectively the condition for points of observation at all values of
x in the region Ixl < ato be sufficiently far from the slit for the
arguments of both Fresnel integrals to be small.

4.2. PERFECTLY CONDUCTING SCREEN

4.2.1. Babinet's Principle and the Cress-seetlon Theorem

The theory of diffraction by an infinitely thin screen presents
a well-definedboundary value problem if the screen can be assumed
to be perfectly conducting. This case is now considered.

Two exact results of a rather general kind are available; one
is an analogue of Babinet's principle, the other a relation between
the transmission or scattering cross-section and the value of the
radiation field in the forward direction. These are described in
turn.

When an electromagnetic field E', H' is incident on an infinitely
thin, perfectly conducting, plane screen, surface electric currents
are induced in the screen, and it is useful to think of the total field
as the incident field together with the "scattered" field that is
generated by the induced currents. Specifically,

E = E' + E', H = H' + H'. (4.23)

It is emphasized that the incident field is the field that would be
produced by the specified source, werethat source alone in unbound-
ed empty space. If, for example, a source in z > 0 were confront-
ed by a perfectly conducting sheet filling the entire plane z = 0,
then according to the viewpoint expressed by (4.23), the reason why
there is no field in z < 0 is because in that region the scattered field
is precisely the negative of the incident field; and this, of course,
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by virtue of the symmetry of the scattered field as discussed in
§ 2.2.1, is consistent with the fact that the scattered field in z > 0
represents the image in z = 0 of the given source.

Let the aperture region in a plane screen be designated A and
the perfectly conducting region S, so that A and S together make up
the entire plane. Then the fundamental boundary condition is

E: + E: = 0 on S, (4.24)

where the suffix t denotes the tangential component. It is also most
useful to state explicitly

H: = 0 on A. (4.25)

Admittedly (4.25) is only a particular expression of the type of
symmetry possessed by the scattered field; saying, indeed, just
that the aperture carries no surface current. On the other hand, in
conjunction with (4.24) and the outgoing' behaviour of the waves,
it does determine completely the field in the half-space behind the
screen; and in this way the problem is presented as a half-space
boundary value problem.

Consider, next, the complementary screen, in which A designates
the conducting region, and S the aperture region. The boundary
conditions are then

= ,0 on A,

H: - = 0 on S,
(4.26)

(4.27)

where the dash is used to distinguish this field from the previous
one, and the conditions have been written in terms of the total
field E', H' for a reason which will be apparent in a moment.

Suppose, finally, that the incident fields in the two cases are
connected by the relation

H 'L= YoEL. (4.28)

Then a comparison of (4.26) with (4.25), and (4.27) with (4.24),
makes it evident that, in the half-space behind the screen, where
the total as well as the scattered field is outgoing,

(4.29)
or equivalently

E + 2 0H' = E /. (4.30)

The close connection between (4.30) and the statement of Ba-
binet's principle at the end of § 4.1.1 hardly needs pointing out,
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except perhaps to stress that whereas the theory behind the latter
rests on assumptions that can only be approximately correct, the
former is derived from an exact treatment based on Maxwell's
equations and well defined boundary conditions.

The second general theorem is now considered, that relating to
the cross-section. The transmission cross-section aT of an aperture
of finite area is defined as follows: an incident monochromatic,
homogeneous, plane wave is specified, and aT is the ratio of the
time-averaged power transmitted through the aperture to the
time-averaged power carried by the incident wave alone across
unit area normal to its direction of propagation. The scattering
cross-section (1s of a plane conducting sheet of finite area is simi-
larly defined: with plane wave incidence, (Is is the ratio of the
time-averaged scattered power to the time-averaged power flux
density in the incident wave. The latter definition is, of course,
applicable to any finite scattering obstacle; the case of an infinitely
thin, perfectly conducting, plane sheet is special in that power is
radiated equally on either side of the sheet, so that las can be cal-
culated by considering only the field in the half-space on one side
of the plane of the sheet.

To show most simply the nature of the theorem and its proof,
consider the E-polarized plane wave

E' = (0, 0, 1) e'ke"cos(8-tXt) (4.31)

incident on a perfectly conducting screen which lies in the plane
y = 0 and contains a slit (or slits) of finite width, with infinite
edges parallel to the z-axis. Then the time-averaged power trans-
mitted through the slit is

00

Re - -1 JE%H: dx, (4.32)
-00

evaluated at any given y 0. Ify is taken zero, (4.32) can be written

Re 1': sin (X J E e-'ktXCoStX. dxzoo % ,

aperture

(4.33)

since Ez is zero on the conductor and H; = in the aperture.
But when the field in y < 0 is expressed in terms of the spectrum
function P(cos eX), as in (4.2), then

peA) = ko fE e'k,xA. dx (4.34)VI - A2 2n % ,
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and (4.33) is seen to be proportional to the real part ofP(-cos (Xo).
In fact, division by the time-averaged power flux density in the
incident wave, t Yo, gives

2n
(IT = Re k

o
P(-cos c¥o). (4.35)

Now (4.35) can in turn be expressed in terms of the radiation
field in the forward direction, that is, in the direction of propaga-
tion of the incident wave, () = n + lXo. For since the aperture is
of finite width, the far field at () = n + lXo is given by

e-'Ic".
(4.36)E,; = F (; ,

where
F = f2nlko e*':! P( -cos lXo). (4.37)

Hence
(IT = 1m ei ,nf 2nlko F. (4.38)

The content of the cross-section theorem is represented by the
connection shown in (4.36) and (4.38) between the cross-section
and the amplitude of the far field in the forward direction.

It is easy to confirm, in the two-dimensional case, that the result
just proved does in fact apply to the incidence ofany homogeneous,
linearly polarized plane wave with electric vector E' of unit ampli-
tude and arbitrary direction. Formula (4.38) is of general validity,
it being only necessary to interpret F as the quantity which identi-
fies the right-hand side of (4.36) with the component of E, in the
far field, that is parallel to E'.

The three-dimensional case follows just the same lines. For a
perfectly conducting screen in the plane z = 0, with aperture A
of finite area, the time-averaged transmitted power is

Re ! ff (- + dx dy .
A

Without loss of generality the incident wave can be written

Ei = (cos y, -n sin y, m sin y) e'k.(my+ftz),

Hi = Yo( - sin r, -n cos r, m cos y) e'k.<m7+lIz),

(4.39)

(4.40)

where x = 0 is chosen as the plane of incidence, y is the arbitrary
angle which E' makes with the x-axis, and n = fl - m". Then
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(4.39) at z == 0 is

Re!YolJ(Exncosy - Ey siny) e-Ikem"dxdy. (4.41)
A

The representations (2.107), (2.108) are now used; in particular,
the inverse of (2.108) with z = O. Evidently (4.41) can be expressed
in terms of pea, m) and Q(O, m); and after division by tYo to get
the transmission cross-section, it appears that

4n2Z

(IT = Re Tro 0 (nP sin y + Q cos y).

But from (3.22) the far field in the forward direction, q; = 3nf2,
cos 0 = -n, is

e-'Ic.,.
(E(j, E,,) Zo(H", - H 8) 2niZo( - nP, Q) -k- ,

or

so that the far field component of E parallel to E' is
e- 1ko1'

Ell F-- , (4.43)
r

where

F = 2ni (nP sin y + Q cos y).

Thus (4.42) states that
(IT = Im(2n/ko) F.

(4.44)

(4.45)

It only remains to observe that virtually identical results apply
for the scattering cross-section, as, when a homogeneous, linearly
polarized plane wave, with electric vector of unit amplitude, falls
on a plane conducting sheet of finite area. It is easy to see from the
exact form of Babinet's principle, expressed by (4.30), that, in the
two-dimensional case,

as = -Ime1'n2 f 2n/k oF, (4.46)

and in the three-dimensional case

as == - Im(4nfko) F, (4.47)

where F now specifiesthe complex amplitude in the radiation region
of the component parallel to E' of the electric vector Es of the
scattered field, and the reason for the extra factor 2 has already
been mentioned.
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4.2.2. The Half-plane

The specification of the problem now considered differs from
that of the problem treated in § 4.1.2 only by having a perfectly
conducting rather than a perfectly absorbing screen.

Electric surface currents parallel to the z-axis are induced in the
half-plane y = 0, x > 0 through the action of the incident plane
wave (4.1). The scattered field Es, Hoi is represented as an angular
spectrum of plane waves precisely as in (2.72), (2.73). It is recalled
that in this representation the continuity of E, across y = 0 is
automatically ensured. The boundary conditions from which the
spectrum function P(cos (X) is to be determined are therefore (4.24)
and (4.25). In the present context these are, in reverse order,

00J peA) e-1t.Jc), d). = 0, for x < 0, (4.48)
-00

00

f peA) e-1k.x), d). = _e'k.xAe for x > 0, (4.49)
fl - A2 '

-00

where Ao = cos (xo, and the path of integration avoids the branch-
points at A = ±1 in the way shown in Fig. 2.2.

It thus appears that instead of a single integral equation for
peA), which is effectively what characterized the problem 'of § 4.1.2,
there are two integral equations, holding for different ranges of x.
Such dual integral equations can be solved when the ranges are
x < 0 and x > 0; and here, in fact, in contrast to most cases, the
solution is very simple because of the simplicity of the functions
involved.

Keeping close to the ideas of § 1.3 and § 4.1.2, it is noted that,
if peA) is of algebraic growth at infinity in the complex Aplane, then
the paths of integration in (4.48) and (4.49) can be closed by in-
finite semicircles in the upper and lower half-planes respectively.
The solution of the equations therefore requires only that peA) be
free of singularities in the upper half-plane, and that P(A)/Yl- A2

have a simple pole at A = - Ao, which the path of integration
avoids by being indented to pass above it, and be otherwise free
of singularities in the lower half-plane.

To give formal mathematical expression to these statements it is
convenient to introduce the following notation: functions free of
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singularities and zeros in the half of the complex A-plane above the
path of integration (the upper half-plane), and of algebraic growth
at infinity therein, are called U functions, and are written U(l);
and those free of singularities and zeros in the lower half-plane,
and of algebraic growth at infinity therein, are called L functions,
and are written L().,).

Then a solution of (4.48) is

peA) = U().), (4.50)

and a solution of (4.49) is

peA) 1 L(A) 1
VI - l2 = 2ni L(-lo) l + lo ·

(4.51)

(4.52)

All that remains, therefore, is to find functions U()') and L()') to
satisfy the relation

1 LeA) 1
VI _l2' = L( -lo} 2niU(l)(l + lo} ·

Evidently (4.52) requires the explicit expression of I/fl - ).,2 as
the product of a U function and an L function; and with Fig. 2.2
in mind the two functions are seen to be I/tr="1 and 1/l'"i+l
respectively. Now lIU(A) and I/(A + ).,0) are both U functions, so
that (4.52) implies

(4.53)

where the constant factor on the right-hand side is fixed by the
fact that the left-hand side is unity when A = - Ao. Thus

P(l} = VI -lo 1"1=1 (4.54)
2nJ A + Ao '

or equivalently

P( )
I sin (!tXo) sin (!lX.)

cos ()(, = -------ni cos tX + cos cXo

= [sec ex l¥o ) - sec ( l¥ l¥o )] • (4.55)

Reference to (3.65) now reveals the delightful result that the
exact solution can be expressed in terms of Fresnel integrals. The
details are easily worked out. The spectrum (4.55) is substituted
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into (2.72), (2.73) to give the scattered field, and the path C is
distorted into the path ofsteepest descents, 8(8) for y > 0, S('bt - 0)
for y < 0, with due allowance made for possible capture of the
poles. With the help of (3.44) it is found that the electric vector of
the total field can be written

(4.56)

(4.57)

From (4.56) various approximate forms of the field can be deriv-
ed, depending on whether koT is large or small and whether (J is
or is not close to either of n ± lXo. Remarks analogous to those
made in the paragraphs of § 4.1.2 following (4.16) are applicable,
save for the fact that (J does not enter (4.56) solely in the combina-
tion () - lXo.

The corresponding problem when the incident plane wave is
H-polarized can be solved in a virtually manner; alter-
natively the solution can be deduced from that Just obtained by
appeal to the exact form of Babinet's principle. The magnetic vec-
tor of the total field turns out to be

Hz = {F [ _ V2korcos (
0

-; )]

+ F[ - V2kor cos (
0

lXo )]} e:"... ,

which differs from (4.56) only in the sign in front of the second
Fresnel integral.

4.2.3. The Wide Slit

Diffraction by a two-dimensional slit in a perfectly conducting
screen presents a vastly more difficult problem for exact solution
than the half-plane. Recently some progress has been made in
obtaining a solution in closed form, but the analysis is abstruse.
Here the discussion is limited to approximate treatments of the
two complementary cases in which the slit width is respectively
much greater or much less than a wavelength.
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Suppose that the two-dimensional, H-polarized plane wave
specified by

H = e,t.,. cos (8-«.> (4.58)

is incident on perfectly conducting half-planes occupying y = 0,
x > 0 and y = 0, x < -d; and assume without loss of generality
that 0 ;i cXo -In. In the case kod 1 it is to be expected that, if
cXo is not too small, the current distribution in each half-plane will
be approximated by that which would exist were the other half-
plane absent. The aim, therefore, is to cast the analysis into a form
in which this zero order approximation appears naturally, and
from which successively better approximations can be obtained
by some sort of iteration.

y

-d o
Flo. 4.2.

(x.y)

x

To this end, let T, 0 and s, rp be polar coordinates measured from
the respective edges of the half-planes, as illustrated in Fig. 4.2,
and write the field scattered by the right half-plane as

H't = + JP (COStX) decz - 1 ,
C

and that scattered by the left half-plane as

H:2 = ±JP2(COS IX) e,teScoS(f/.") dec,
c

(4.59)

(4.60)

where in each case the upper/lower sign applies for y o. Since H;l
must be zero for 0 = st, and H:- must be zero for ffJ = 0, both
Pl().,)/fl _).,2 and P2().,)/YI _).,2 are taken to be U functions.
The complete scattered field is the superposition of (4.59) and (4.60).
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The boundary condition that the component Ex of the total
field vanish on y = 0, x > 0 gives

00

f [Pl(l) e-Jl'er" + P2(l) e'1.<4+r)"] dl = yt - (4.61)
-00

where Ao ::;: cos lXo; and the same condition on y = 0, x < - d
gives

00J[P1(l)e
fl:<S+4)" + P2(l)e- fl:oS"] dA = YI - -.

-00 (4.62)

These simultaneous integral equations for PI and P2 can be
cast into a form suitable for solution by successive approximations
when kod 1 by the following device. Write

00 00

JP2(l) e' ko<4+r)" dl = - JQ2(l) e-1kor" .n, (4.63)
-00 -00

where

and the path of integration in (4.64) passes above the pole at
p, = -A. Then (4.61) appears as

00

J[P1(l) - Q2(l)] e-11or" dl = YI - e'ker"'. (4.65)
-00

But (4.65) is precisely the equation that describes the correspon-
ing isolated half-plane problem, with Pl(A) - Q2(A) replacing
Pl(A); for, by design, Q2(A)/YI - A2 is also a U function. The
solution is (cr. (4.54»

P (l) _ Q (A) = __1_ VI + ;to 1"1+1 (4.66)
1 2 2ni A + ;'0 •

Thus (4.61) yields

P (A) = __1_ VI + Ao l'I+1
1 2ni A +Ao

1"1+1 foo P2(P) Ikotlp d. • (4 67)+ 2ni + l) .errr au; ·
-00
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and similarly (4.62) yields

P2(A) = __1_ yt - Ao if+1 e-'t,dA.
2ni A - Ao

if+1 Joo Pl(P)+ lted,..2ni yt _p (P + A) e dp..
-co

87

(4.68)

(4.69)

Equations (4.67) and (4.68) are in the required form. Apart from
the case of nearly grazing incidence (Ao 1), the first terms on the
right-hand side of each equation give the zero order approxima-
tions, that is, the isolated half-plane solutions. Correction terms
are then obtained by substituting these zero order approximations
for PI and P2 into the integrands in the second terms, and it only
remains to evaluate the resulting integrals.

Consider the integral in question in (4.68).Leaving a multiplying
factor to be reinstated later, it is

IIc,dp d
+ A) (P + Ao) e 1-',

-00

where the path of integration is shown in Fig. 4.3. The branch
cut through p, = -1 can be taken parallel to the positive imaginary
axis, and the path of integration 'can be wrapped round it. If, then,

It = -1 + i-,;2,

the new' integration variable T runs from - 00 to 00, and (4.69) is

Complex ..., - plane

Flo. 4.3.
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(4.72)

(4.73)

(4.71)

With kod 1, and provided A and Ao are not too near unity, the
asymptotic expansion in inverse powers of kod may be written
down by developing the non-exponential part of the integrand as a
power series in T 2 and integrating term by term (see § 3.2.2). The
first term gives the approximation

-lin 1 e-'''ed
- r1n e (1 - Ao) (1 - A) (kod)3/2 •

In this way (4.67) and (4.68) yield the approximations

P (A) = __1_ VI + Ao i1+1
1 2ni A + Ao

_ e-1ln e- Ikod'" 'VI - Ao i1+1 e-I"od

4n V2n (1 + Ao) (1 - A) (k od)3/2 ,

P (A) = _ _1_ 'VI - Ao i1+1 -I""''''
2 2ni A _ Ao e

e-!-In VI + Ao l"l+1 e-''''''
4n (1 - Ao) (1 - A) (k od)3/2 '

valid when kod 1, provided A and Ao are not too near unity.
The analysis also requires that 1 + Ao be not too near zero, but
this is inherent in the assumption that «0 is between 0 and in.

Now the magnetic vector of the complete scattered field, ob-
tained by summing (4.59) and (4.60), can be written

H: = ± ![P1(cos eX) + P2(-cos eX) e-11c,4COS4] e-liercol(8=FCI) da .
c

(4.74)

The' expression for the transmission cross-section of the slit corre-
sponding to the approximations (4.72), (4.73) can therefore be
written down from the formula

(IT = Re - [Pl( -Ao) + P2(Ao} eftA], (4.75)

which is the form that (4.35) takes in the present context, the lead-
ing minus sign arising solely from the convention adopted for the
plane wave spectrum representations for E- and H-polarization.
The first terms in (4.72) and (4.73) diverge as Atends to - Ao and
Ao respectively, but the combination in (4.75) tends to a limit. The
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(4.78)

(4.76)

result is

Id . 1 {(I - cos cXo) cos [kod(l + cos cXo) + in]
aT = SID cXo + -:::::r;:=:-

2 ym (1 + cos lXO)1

+ (1 + cos lXo) cos [kod(1 - cos lXo} + in]} 1
(1 - cos lXO)2 (kod) S/2 ,

which gives the first correction to the geometrical cross-section
d sin lXo. In particular, for normal incidence, lXo = !n,

[d - 1 + _1_ cos (kod + in) (4.77)
CIT - n; (kod) 5/2 •

The failure of (4.76) at near grazing incidence, cXo 0, is appar-
ent from the nature of the denominator of the last term. This
case is somewhat more complicated, for the following reason. As
(¥o decreases towards zero, the current distribution in the right
half-plane remains nearly the same as that which would be present
were the half-plane isolated; indeed, gets closer to it, since the
disturbing field it experiences due to the presence of the left half-
plane becomes more nearly back scatter from a thin screen view-
ed end OD. On the other hand, the current distribution in the left
half-plane departs markedly from that which would be present
were that half-plane isolated; for the disturbing field it experiences
due to the presence of the right half-plane is more nearly forward
scatter, which is comparable in magnitude to the incident wave.
Putting it more quantitatively, the previous calculation will begin
to fail when lXo becomes so small that the edge of the left half-plane
falls inside the parabola described by (4.19).

What does this mean analytically? The lowest order approxima-
tion suffices to show the change in character of the solution, and
for this the integral term in (4.67) is dropped, leaving the isolated
half-plane result for PI(A). This is then fed into the integral in (4.68),
giving, apart from a multiplying factor, the result (4.69), and in
turn (4.70). However, since now it is presumed that Ao is near unity,
the subsequent evaluation cannot follow the simple step that led
from (4.70) to (4.71). For the cross-section calculation, in fact, A
is equated to Ao, so both are close to unity and T can be set zero only
in the factor (2 - iT2)-t. When this is done the resulting approxi-
mation is

00

J
2 -t,ft'''2 -11'1 - It.,. T e dt

, e e [T2 + ;(1 _ A)] [1"2 + ;(1 - Ao)] •
-00

7 HI'
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To handle (4.78), the non-exponential part of the integrand is
written

1 [ 1 - A 1 - ito ]
- A - Ao T 2 + i(1 - A) - -r2 + i(1 - AO) ,

and (3.51) employed. The approximation to PleA) is thus readily
seen to be

e'kod)"p2(J..) = _ ii""+1
2n1 A - ito

_ e-!In ii""+1 e-'Il:odO-Ao)

n f2; A - Ao

x {"V1=1 F(Ykod(1 - A)) - ]11 - Ao F(Ykod(l- Ao))}. (4.79)

The transmission cross-section is obtained from (4.75). The
first term in (4.79) combined with the present approximation for
PI(A), which is just the first term in (4.72), yields the contribution
d sin lXo to aT, as before. To evaluate the remainder of (4.79) at
A = Ao requires the limit to be taken. With

e = fkod(1 - ito),
this limit is

e-!In Yk d ( e2 )__0_ 2 - - [F(e) - B + 2i62F(e)] e'", (4.80)
2n 1"211: e kod

The correction to the geometrical cross-section d sin tXo for aT is
therefore the real part of -2n/ko times (4.80).

If 8 1, (4.80) gives

e-
1br

ikod H-y; e-'lbr _ 2£ + i; e11"£2 + O(e3) ] .

nf2; e

where, for consistency, only the leading explicit power of d is
retained; and the contribution to the transmission cross-section
is therefore

2V::Co - Vi: e+ 0(£2). (4.81)

To order 8, the second term in (4.81) cancels the other contribution,
d sin lXo. Hence ,when tXo l/fkod,

aT = 2Vn:
o

+ 0(£2). (4.82)
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At grazing incidence e = 0, and the leading term in the trans-
mission cross-section is then proportional to the square root of
the slit width.

4.2.4. The Narrow Slit

When a monochromaticwave is diffracted through an aperture
whose linear dimensions are very much less than the wavelength
the findings of theories owing some allegiance to geometrical
optics do not constitute even a zero order approximation to the
solution. The problem can be illustrated by considering a slit in a
perfectly conducting plane, as in § 4.2.3, except that now kod 1.
The isolated half-plane solution is no longer a useful signpost, and
so the dual integral equations as given by the plane wave spectrum
representation are used without preliminary transformation. To
treat the simplest case we revert to the notation of § 4.1.3, taking
the slit to occupy y = 0, Ixl < a; and the plane wave to be E-
polarized and normally incident. With the total field in y < 0
represented by (2.72), (2.73) with the lower sign, the boundary
conditions at y = 0 give

00J e-1ktxA d)' = 0, for Ixl> a,
-00

(4.83)

00

JP(A) e-'''.xA dl = 1, for Ixl < Q. (4.84)
-00

From the symmetry of the problem P(A) is an even function of A.
If

P().) = 2 am J2 m+1(koaA.) (4.85)
VI _,l2 m-O A

is chosen as a solution of (4.83), which it clearly is by virtue of
the asymptotic behaviour of the Bessel functions as A-.. ± 00, and
their freedom from singularities in the complex A.-plane, then
substitution into (4.84) shows that the coefficients am are required
to satisfy

00

00 J 1"1 - A2 1flo am ). - J 2 tf1+1 (koa).) COS (kox).) d). = 2" ' for Ixl < a.

o (4.86)
7*
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When koa 1, the major contribution to the integrals in
(4.86) comes from large values of A, and the integrals are

00

i JJ 2 m+1(koaA) cOS(koXA) dA + O(koa)
o

= i cos [(2m + 1) sin -1(xla)] + O(koa) ,
koal'l - x2/a2

the final integration being effected by use of the Bessel function
representation quoted in (7.32).

Thus, to the lowest order approximation, (4.86) gives

koa
Do =U' am = 0 for m = 1, 2, 3 · · .

and correspondingly

P().,) koa J 1(koaA)
VI -l2 =U l

(4.87)

(4.88)

To this order the cross-section theorem gives zero for (JT. But the
time-averaged power transmitted through the slit per unit length
can be evaluated from (3.4); division by t Yo gives

n

(JT = tnkoa
2 Jtan" cos (X) doc,

o

and with koa 1 the Bessel function can be replaced by !koa cos tx
so that

4.2.5. Line-source

2
n k 3 4

(JT = 16 Oil • (4.89)

(4.90)

To conclude this chapter the case is considered of a line-source
parallel to the edge ofa perfectly conducting half-plane. The method
of solution is simply to represent the source as a plane wave spec-
trum, and to apply the known solutions for plane wave incidence.

Let the faces of the half-plane be (J = 0, (J = 2n, as before, and
let the line-source be specified by H' = (0, 0, H:), with

Vn e-lk.R
H' = - e-1'nH(2)(k R) /"'IV

Z 2 0 0 YkoR '
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where R is distance from the location of the source at To, 00

(0 < 00 < n). Then, from (2.98), the incident field is written

e-
1ln f= e-1k....cos(8.-4) e 1k", cOI(8-.. ) doc, for y To sin 80 ,

c (4.91)

where two points are worth noting: first, that the leading exponen-
tial in the integrand ensures that all the waves of the spectrum are in
phase at '0' 80 ; secondly, that the representation chosen is that
valid throughout the half-space below the source, so that each plane
wave of the spectrum is incident on the half-plane from above, in
conformity with the analysis of § 4.2.2.

It is now evident that the solution can be obtained from that
for an incident plane wave

H"' = (0, 0, 1) e'ker cos

on multiplying by the factor
e-i 1n
__ e-'ker.cos (O.-(¥)

(4.92)

(4.93)

and integrating with respect to a, Admittedly, in § 4.2.2 no thought
was given to the angle of incidence, there denoted by lXo, being
other than real; but the solution (4.57) is an analytic function of
tXo without singularities, and is thus equally applicable to complex
values. In fact, it is more convenient to use, rather than the form
(4.57) itself, the corresponding angular spectrum representation.
This can be written as the sum of the geometrical optics field and
the diffracted field (cf. (4.12»

where

f ()(, (()+{J). cos-cos
HPtl = .!..... 2 2 e:"... cos/J d{J

Z n cos ()(, + cos (0 + fJ) ,
S(O)

(4.94)

(4.95)

using for H-polarization the angular spectrum function correspond-
ing to (4.55), and with changes of notation consequent on ()(, now
being the angle of incidence.

If ()(, is complex, with real part between 0 and 1'&, the regions in
which the different expressions for H:6 hold are determined by where
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the paths S(n - 8) and S(8 - n) in the complex LX-plane lie rela-
tive to IX. In multiplying (4.94) by (4.93), and integrating over tX,

it is therefore convenient to exercise the liberty to take the initial
tX path of integration as S(Oo). This leads to the solution

Hz = + (4.96)
where

H· -6-

e-lltr[Bf">(koR) + HfJ(koS)], for 0 < 8 <st - 80 ,

V; e- l br B:f(koR) , for :n; - 80 < 8 < :n; + 80 ,

0, for n + 00 < fJ < 2n,
(4.97)

+

S being distance from the image point '0' 2n - 60 , and

Btl _ el ltr ff cos ( 80
)cos(fJ ; 8)

z - cos(tX + (0 ) + cos({J + 0)
8(0) S(O)

X do: dfJ. (4.98)

The double integral (4.98) can be simplified. First, write

= I(fJo) + I( -fJo) , (4.99)
where

el ln ff
1i(80 ) = fb,; da dP. (4.100)

4:n; 2n cos + P; 80 + 8) 11

S(O) 5(0)

Then multiply both numerator and denominator of the integrand
in (4.100) by 4 cos [!((¥ - p + 80 + 6)], and discard that part of
the resulting integrand that is an odd function of {J. This gives

/(80
) = ff{ 80 8) · fJ

cos 2 - sm 2
5(0) 5(0)

1 } cos!!... e-'t.(r.cOItl+rcOI/I) doc. dp.
(

lX + 00 + 0 ) . {J 2
cos 2 + sm 2

(4.101)
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In the second term of the integrand in (4.101) change Of, to -lX;
then

/(80) = JJ
S(O) &(0)

cos ( 0 + Ooi) cos cos!!.. e-1le<rtCosl¥+reosIJ)
222

X COSIX + cosp _ 2 _ 4 sin (80
; 8 ) sin sin + 2 cos" (80

; 8)

X da dp. (4.102)

The change of variables to E, '7 through

E= i2e-!br sin '1J = ¥2 e-l'n sin (4.103)

now gives

el'n (8 + 8)/(80) = - n f2; e-,tt<rt+r) cos 0 2

(4.104)

and the further change to (!, cp through

E= -YR1/rofl cos cp , 'YJ = fR 1/re sin cp ,

where R 1 = ro + r, yields
00

el'n (8 + 0) J/(80) = - n l'2n e-'leRr cos 0 2 eK(e) e-leRlf! de,
o

(4.105)

(4.106)

with
2ft

K(e) =J{e
2 [V COS

2
fP +V': sin

2cp

o

+ 2 sin (80
; 8)sincp coscp] + 2i if: cos" (80

; 8)}-1 dcp.

(4.107)
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Evidently K(e) can be evaluated by putting C= exp(itp), so that

K(e) = -4i f AC4 + + C ' (4.108)
unit
circle

where

A Y7 y-;:;; 2- - ((Jo + 0)= - - - - I sIn ,'0' 2

B s, 2 4- 2 (80 + 8)
= ../ . e + I cos 2 '"'0 1

C Y' V;;; 2i· (00 + 0)= - - - + sIn .
r 2

It is easily confirmed that two of the poles of the integrand in
(4.108) are inside the unit circle, and that two are outside, with the
result

K(e) = -l- (0 00)/IYe4 + 24l _ cos" (00 ; 0),
(4.109)

where, the square root is in the first quadrant. The substitution of
(4.109) into (4.106) gives

/-
/(00) = +V ei 1n e-1rc.R•

with upper/lower sign for cos [!-(Oo + 0)] o.
By adopting the form

00

1(0 ) = +V2 e1 1n e- lk•S f· e-
u1

d)' (4.111)
o n fA2 + 2koS '

with the analogous expression for I( -(Jo), and noting that
00

2- r -fAIH(2)(k R) = _, e- 1k•R e d)"
o 0 n ../)., 2 2k R '

4L r + 0
-00

(4.112)
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the total field can be written

_ { 00V2 f e-
O

•
I

H = - ei 1n e: fle.R --:=====- d)"
% 1'& fA2 + 2koR

-p

foo e-ill }
+ e- lkeS dA

-y;"2 + 2koS '
-(I

where
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(4.113)

- 2V koroT (80 - 0 )
P - R cos 2 'To + r +-2V koroT (80+0) (4.114)
q - S cos 2 ·To + r +

The form (4.113) is very similar to (4.57), to which it clearly reverts
when, after multiplication by -ykoTo exp (ikoro), To is made to tend
to infinity. It may also be noted that a Fresnel integral approxima-
tion for the diffracted field is valid provided only that koRt » 1;
for example, in (4.111) the non-exponential part of the integrand
can then be replaced by its value at the lower limit, to give the
approximation

V2 e- IIc •R1

I«()o) = += - e1hr V F{Yko(R 1 - S)}. (4.115)
n ko(R l + S)

As a final comment it is worth drawing attention to the fact
that the spectrum function P(cos lX) resulting from a plane wave
incident at angle lXo, (4.55) for example, is symmetric in lXo and a,
This is a manifestation of the reciprocity inherent in Maxwell's
equations, which in the present context signifies that the solution
for a line-source is unaffected if the location of the source is
interchanged with that of the point of observation (To T, ()o



CHAPTER V

PROPAGATION OVER A UNIFORM
PLANE SURFACE

S.I. RADIO PROPAGATION OVER A HOMOGENEOUS
EARTH

5.1.1. Reflection Coefficients for Plane Wave Incidence

When radio waves transmitted from one point on or near the
surface of the earth are received at another, there are, of course,
many factors affecting the strength of the received signal. One
question of a rather general nature is the extent to which the elec-
trical properties of the ground, represented by its permittivity and
conductivity, control the behaviour of the field. A comparatively
simple idealized problem, whose solution goes some way to an-
swering this question, at least when the distances involvedare not so
great that earth curvature has to be taken into account, is that in
which the source is situated in a vacuum above the plane boundary
of a semi-infinite, homogeneous medium.

The main interest of the problem is certainly covered by consider-
ing distances from the source greater than a wavelength or so,
and it might be thought that the answer would be trivially obtained
from a straightforward "ray" treatment, in which allowance is
made for the earth's reflection coefficient. That this is by no means
always the case is mainly because, for a certain polarization, the
reflection coefficientis very sensitive to the angle of incidence when
the incidence is near grazing, and, since the distance between
transmitter and receiver is commonly much greater than the sum
of their heights above the earth's surface, the effective angle of
incidence is likely to be small. It is instructive, therefore, before
proceeding with the full analysis, to recall briefly the properties
of the Fresnel reflection coefficients.

As explained in § 1.2, for a given angular frequency co, the
permittivity s' and conductivity C1 of the medium appear in the

98
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analysis only in the combination B' - iako. It is convenient now
to denote this parameter, the complex permittivity, by the symbol
B. The permeability of the medium is assumed not to differ from
the vacuum permeability /Jo, -and the symbol p, is reserved for the
complex refractive index (called pc in § 2.1.3), namely

p, = fB/Bo. (5.1)

It is assumed, as would be the case for any earth constituent, that
s' and (1 are positive. Then s lies somewhere in the fourth quadrant
of the complex plane, and the convention for the radical in (5.1) is
that it is the branch that is positive when B is real; thus", has argu-
ment between 0 and -In. The characteristic impedance of the
medium Z = -VPo/s and admittance Y = I/Z are, in general,
complex; they are related to the corresponding vacuum quantities
through

Z = Zo/p, y = pYo. (5.2)

The propagation coefficient k = ()) f8po is likewise complex;
evidently

k = kop. (5.3)

Suppose now that a homogeneous plane wave in the vacuum
falls on the plane face of the semi-infinite medium at angle of in-
cidence (X (normal incidence being (X = -in). There are, in general,
reflected and transmitted waves, and the reflection and transmission
coefficients depend on the polarization. For an E-polarized in-
cident wave the calculation is virtually that given in § 2.1.5; the
reflection coefficient is

Yo sin (X, - Y sin fJ
(!s = Yo + Ysinp , (5.4)

where
k o cos (X, = k cos fJ • (5.5)

For an H-polarized wave the reflection coefficient is

Zo sin oc - Z sin fJ
(!n = Zo sin + Z sin P · (5.6).

In the former case E is perpendicular to the plane of incidence, in
the latter case parallel to it. In the context of propagation over the
earth these cases are sometimes referred to as horizontal and ver-
tical polarization respectively. The formulae as written are quite
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general; but if the particular relations (5.2), (5.3) appropriate to
vacuum permeability are used, they appear as

sin (X - "" sin p
f!E = sin IX + P sin {J • (5.7)

p sin (X - sin p
en = p sin IX + sin {J • (5.8)

where
cos (X = "" cos p. (5.9)

When a source is represented as a plane wave spectrum it is
necessary to understand the behaviour of (5.7) and (5.8) as func-
tions of a, Since

• {J VI cos" IXsIn = - 2 '

""
both these functions have branch-points at

cos tX = ±"".

(5.10)

(5.11)

As regards the possession of poles or zeros they are, however,
quite different in character.

Consider, first, (5.7). If it has any poles or zeros they must be at
values of (X that satisfy

(5.12)

but since, from (5.10),

",,2 sin" (3 = ",,2 - cos" LX,

the satisfaction of (5.12) is impossible, save for the trivial case
p, = 1. Thus l!B has no poles. Furthermore, for the earth at radio
frequencies it can be taken that ',ttl » 1. In this case, for all real
values of tX, sin Pis close to unity, from (5.10), and (l B is close to
- 1. The reflection coefficient is in no way sensitive to the angle of
incidence.

It is another matter, however, with (5.8). Here possible poles
or zeros occur at values of LX that satisfy

p,2 sin" IX = sin2 p, (5.13)
which gives

sin (X = + 1
- Vp,2 + 1

(5.14)
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If the convention is adopted that the radical in (5.14) is positive
when p is real, a glance back at (5.10) and (5.8) is sufficient to
establish that (}H is zero when

and has poles at

1
sin tX =

YJJ2 + 1 '
(5.15)

sin eX = - y",/+ 1 • (5.16)

If IJ is real, (5.15) shows that there is a real angle of incidence
for which there is no reflected wave. This is the familiar Brewster
angle, and is easily seen to be that angle for which the directions
of reflected wave (were there one) and transmitted wave are
orthogonal. For 1, the transmitted wave travels almost at
right angles to the interface, and Brewster incidence is near grazing.

When '" is not real, the counterpart to the Brewster angle is
complex. If it is denoted by tXB' with 0 < Re ()(,B < tn, then (5.16).
states that eR has poles at the values of a for which

sin x = -sin (XB. (5.17)

Since p, has argument between 0 and -in, it appears that these
poles lie somewhere in the regions of the complex ee-plane shown
shaded in Fig. 5.1; it should be noted, in particular, that these
regions are outside the strip 0 < Re o: < n, and that the tangents
to their curved boundaries at tX = 0 and ()(, = n make angles in
with the axes. A consequence of ,,"( 1 is that I()(,BI 1, and there
is a pole close to tX = O. The effect of this is to make en vary rapidly

/ I
I

.... x ,ZX

I
Complex cx-plane

FIG. 5.1.
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with tx when o: becomes small; indeed, it is apparent from (5.8)
that whereas (lH is -1 at ()(, = 0, it swings over to a value close to
+ I as soon as a increases much beyond Iflpl. It is just this beha-
viour of the reflection coefficient which gives the problem of a
vertically polarized source above the earth's surface its special
interest.

5.1.2. Solution for a Localized Source: E-polarization

The problem now treated explicitly is that in which a line-source
is situated above the semi-infinite homogeneous medium. However,
the solution is put into a form that applies also to the case of a
point-source.

Consider the case in which the source is E-polarized, and speci-
fied by

e-'Ic·R
E l = ''1; e-i-'1I H(2)(k R) ,...., (5.18)

z f1:n 0 0 YkoR '

where R denotes distance from the location of the source at ro, 00

(0 < 00 < n). Then, just as in § 4.2.5, the plane wave spectrum
representation of (5.18) is introduced; namely, the right-hand side
of (4.91). Each plane wave of the spectrum gives rise to a reflected
wave, with reflection coefficient (5.7). Hence, in y > 0, there must
be superposed on (5.18) the reflected field

e-!bl JEr - __ e'k.S cos (tp+tX) da
Z - f2n ,

C

(5.19)

where S, 1p(O < 1p < tn, say) are polar coordinates of the point of
observation measured from the source's image point '0' -00

(see Fig. 5.2).

Image point
FIG. 5.2.
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From (5.7),
1 2 sin lX

eE = - + sin l¥ + /l sin fJ '
so that the total field in y > 0 can be written

s, = n; e-1'n [H:,">(koR) - + E1% ,

where

(5.20)

(5.21)

El%=V2e-ilnf 0 sinl¥ 0 pelkoScoICtp+<l)dtxo (5.22)
l' sm (X + P, sm

c

In (5.21) the field is expressed as the superposition of a field E1%

on that which would exist were the medium a perfect conductor.
The natural step to take next, particularly with the condition

koS 1 in mind, is to distort the path of integration C in (5.22)
into the path of steepest descents Sen - 1p). But in doing this
attention must be paid to the branch-points. Recalling that the
argument of '" is between 0 and -in, it is seen that with 'pl > 1
the branch-points are located somewhat as indicated in Fig. 5.3.
Apart, then, from the exceptional case when 1p is close to in, one
of the branch-points cos a = - p does indeed lie between C and
S(n - 1p). Strictly, therefore, an integral round the corresponding
branch-cut should be included in the solution. However, it can
be argued that this branch-cut contribution is negligible in the com-
mon case when the conductivity of the medium is sufficient to

� O I X I e
I I
I I
I I

0 x lxl
I I
I I

x I e I
Complex lX-pJdhe

cos a;-,..,
x cos

Flo. 5.3.
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give p an appreciable imaginary part; for its order of magnitude
is evidently determined by the factor exp [ikoS cos (1p + IX)] evaluat-
ed at the branch-point, which factor is, for example, exp (-ikoSp,)
when 1p = O. A closer look at the branch-cut contribution is
postponed until a little later, and for the moment it is neglected
without more ado. The leading term in the asymptotic approxima-
tion to (5.22) when koS 1 then appears as

2sin v e-'keS
E1z = -:r:===7: • (5.23)

sin 1p + f1'2 - cos" 1p rkoS

It is convenient to express the total field in the form

s, = LJE:. (5.24)

L1 is the factor by which the vacuum field of the isolated source
must be multiplied in order to obtain the actual field. With allow-
ance, if necessary, for the angular dependence of the radiation
field of the source, the expressions to be given for LI when koR 1
are equally applicable to the case of a point-source.

Evidently (5.21) and (5.23) give, for koR > 1,
LI = 1 + (!s(1p) e-U,o(S - R). (5.25)

This is nothing other than the result of a simple-minded "ray"
theory, and is, indeed, the main formula for E-polarization.

If both source and point of observation are at ground level,
distance d apart, S = R = d and 1p = O. Then (5.25) is zero, and
a better approximation is required. This can be obtained by pro-
ceeding to the next inverse power of kod in the asymptotic develop-
ment of (5.22). On the other hand, when 1p = 0 it happens that
(5.22) can be expressed exactly in terms of a Hankel function. The
latter form proves useful subsequently, and is now derived.

Multiply both numerator and denominator of the integrand in
(5.22) by sin (¥ - p sin p, and discard that part which is odd in (¥

and therefore integrates to zero over the path S(n). Thus, with the
help of (5.10),

E = E -- - V2
e-1br 1 fSin 2 (X e,tedcOS(¥ do: (5.26)

% 1% -- 2 1 ·n p-
S(n)

From the corresponding integral form of (kod) it follows that

fiir,e-11n

Es = - 1'2 _ 1 In:>(kod) + HIf"(kod)], (5.27)
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a dash denoting differentiation with respect to the argument; and
then, from Bessel's equation, that

-y'2; e-i 1n Hff'(kod)
= p'J. _ 1 kod • (5.28)

The first term of the asymptotic development for kod 1 is there-
fore

2i e-'lce4
= - p'J. _ 1 (kod)3/'J.' (5.29)

and correspondingly
2i 1

L1 = - p'J. _ 1 kod· (5.30)

Under certain conditions the forms (5.30) and (5.25) can be
reconciled by means of the so-called height-gain function. For a
plane wave near glancing incidence it is easy to confirm that the
field in the vicinity of the surface is given in terms of the field at
the surface, for the same value of x, by the formula

Ez(y) = [1 + iko Vp,2 - 1y] Ez(O) , for y > O. (5.31)

Since (5.31) is independent of the angle of incidence it may be
expected to apply also to the line-source field. This is so. The
detailed derivation is given later for the analogous result for H-
polarization, and here it is merely noted that (5.31) is in effect the
same as the often quoted "impedance" boundary condition

es, ·k E 0oy = I op at y = ,

valid, approximately, when ',ul 1. The factor

1 + iko Yp,2 - 1y (5.33)

is called the height-gain function. With ',al 1 it represents a
rapid increase of field strength as the point of observation is raised
from the surface. If kod is sufficiently large (5.31) remains applic-
able when k o fp 2 - 1 Y 1, so that in these circumstances the
value of LI corresponding to (5.30) for an elevated receiver is

LI = 2 1: · (5 34)fp 2 - 1 d ' ·

and this is just the approximation given by (5.25) when S = Rand
sinV' = ytd 1.
8 EF
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By reciprocity, the height-gain factor (5.33), with Yoreplacingy,
applies equally to the elevation of the transmitter. With Yo as
well as y sufficiently large, (5.34) is modified to

L1 = 2ikoYoyjd, (5.35)

which is the "ray" theory result with reflection coefficient - I.
In conclusion, it is noted that, when Yo = Y = 0, a complete

exact solution, on the lines of (5.28), can be obtained. This is of
particular value in showing explicitly the branch-cut contribution.
To get the solution it is only necessary to follow the derivation of
(5.26) from (5.22), but with C retained as the path of integration.
The price paid for keeping the branch-cut contribution is that the
odd part of the integrand no longer integrates to zero, and so

E = - V2 1
z n p,2 - 1

x J[sin 2 IX - sin IX -V",2 - cos" IX] efl:.,dcosIS dec: (5.36)
c

Now the substitution cos ()(. = It cos {J gives

Jsin IX f",2 - cos'' IX e'k.,dcoslS da = ",2 Jsin2 (J e'k.,dl'cosP d{J, (5.37)

where the paths of integration can be chosen to ensure conver-
gence, and need not be particularized. But the integral on the
right-hand side of (5.37) is just that in (5.26), with kod,u.replacing
kod. An exact expression for the total field, corresponding to the
approximation (5.28), is therefore

E = fj; e-1ln m"(kod) - ",H/f'(ko",d) (5.38)
% (p,2 - 1) kod ·

When kod 1 the leading term gives
. 1 - fP, e- ,,,-,,(,,.-1)

L1 = -21 (p2 _ 1) kod · (5.39)

The difference between (5.39) and (5.30) is precisely the branch-cut
contribution. As anticipated, it does, indeed, contain the factor
exp( - ikop,d), and is therefore likely to be negligible in practice.
However, in the ideal case in whichp is real (and greater than unity),
the branch-cut contribution is dominant by virtue of the factor fP.
For an H-polarized line-source, considered next, no simple exact
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solution is available, but the present information is sufficient to
demonstrate that the analogous branch-cut contribution is negli-
gible provided only·that IIlI 1.

5.1.3. Solution for a Localized Source: H-polarization

The problem now considered is the same as that of § 5.1.2,
except that the line-source is H-polarized, being specified by

: e-'lceR
H: = n;e-i 1n H:f(koR) '" ,rr.:-;; . (5.40)

rkoR

The associated reflected field in y > 0 is

e-1'nfH; ="& l?n(lX) e"coSCOS(IJI+<S) doc,

c

From (5.8),
= 1 _ 2sinp

eH It sin lX + sin fJ '

so that the total field in y > 0 can be written

Hz = n; e-11n [Htr>(koR) + H:r>(koS)] + H I % ,

where

H 1% = - V2 e- 1ln r .sinP. e'k.scos('I'+<s)dlX.
1t • P, SIn lX + SID (J

c

(5.41)

(5.42)

(5.43)

(5.44)

In (5.43) the field is expressed as the superposition of a field H I %

on that which would exist were the medium a perfect conductor.
To evaluate (5.44) for koS 1 the aim is to distort the path

of integration into the steepest descents path S(n -1p). The inte-
grand now has poles at sin (¥ = - sin tXB' as well as branch-points
at cos tX = ±p,. The configuration in the complex lX plane for
',al 1 is sketched in Fig. 5.4.

Just as in the treatment of E-polarization, a branch-point at
cos (X = -p, lies between C and S(n - 1p) for the values of 1p of
most interest. Again, however, the contribution of the associated
branch-cut integral is legitimately neglected. The grounds for this
are, indeed, stronger in the present case; for not only is there equal
force in the argument for ignoring the contribution when p, has an
appreciable imaginary part, but there is also an alternative
8*
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argument that applies even if p, is allowed to be real. The latter
relies on the inequality ',ul 1, and can be based on the analysis
given towards the end of § 5.1.2. The case 1p = 0 no longer yields
an exact solution, such as (5.38), but a parallel treatment shows that
the branch-cut contribution is down by a factor of the order 1/1,u12
on the previous result. That is to say, from (5.39), it is of order
p,_7/2/(kod)3/2 when '" is real. This is negligible compared with
the main field, now to be obtained, which turns out to be at least
of order ,u2/(kod)3/2.

• 0

c
I
I
I

x I
FIG. 5.4.

Complex ce-ptone

Branch -points
o cos (X -!J.
x COS lX

Poles

With the branch-points disposed of, what about the poles? The
first thing to notice is that, for the problem in hand, they cannot
lie between C and S(n - 1p). This is clear from Fig. 5.1; for since
Sen - 1p) has least slope, unity, where it passes through n - 1p,

it cannot enter the region to which the poles are confined. On the
other hand, with ',al 1, one of the poles is close to at, and hence
close to the saddle-point when 1p is small. This must be taken into
accountin the integration by steepest descents, and the method of
§ 3.3.3 applied.

The procedure can therefore be detailed as follows. In (5.44),
distort C to S(n - 1p), ignoring the branch-cut integral, and then
remove from under the integral sign at lX = X - 1p the non-expo-
nential part of the integrand, with the exception of the factor
secft(lX - lXB)] that contains the relevant pole. The resulting
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approximation for koS 1 is (cf. (3.71), (3.72»)

H1% = - 21"2 iel(V') sec (V' ) e- lkoS F [1'2koS sin (V' )] ,

(5.45)
where

1 V cos" 1p sin 1p + sin txB
f!l("P) = - 1 - 2

It p,. 1V COS
2 'f/J ·

sIn 11' + - 1It p,2

An algebraically simpler version of this result can be obtained
by using the fact that 1p and ItxBI are small. Both sin txB, given by
(5.15), and (1/1') VI - cos2 1p1p,2 can be approximated by (lIp,)
x VI - 1/p,2; so that (5.46) reads simply

f!l('P) = sin txB·

Also sin[-!(v-r + can be replaced by t(sin 1p + sin (XB), and
sec[t(1p - (XB)] by unity; for even when these approximations are
not in themselves very accurate, they remain adequate when taken
together. Thus

H 1% = - 2 1/2 i sin e- l koS F[ytkoS (sin 1p + sin txB)] • (5.47)

Summing up, for koR 1 the total field in y > 0 is given by

Hz = LtH:, (5.48)
where

with
L1 = 1 + [1 - 4i,,0 F(y)] e-lk.<S-R) , (5.49)

I' = YtkoS (sin 1p + sin (XB), (5.50)

Yo = l"tkoSsintxB. (5.51)

These formulae are equally applicable to the case of a point-source.

5.1.4. Special Cases

It is convenient to begin by considering the case when both
source and point of observation lie on the surface; 1p = 0 and
S = R = d. Then (5.49) is

t.1 = 2[1 - 2iI'0£(1'0)] (5.52)

with Yo = Vfkod sin CXB.
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(5.57)

In general, Yo is complex. It is real when the conductivity is
zero; and, at the other extreme, it has argument effectively in
when the complex permittivity is dominated by the conductivity,
as, for example, with sea water at comparatively low frequencies.
In this latter case (3.46) shows that (5.52) can be written in terms
of an integral with real limits, thus

L1 = 2 [1 - IYol e-I".II(i Y; + dil)]. (5.53)

The result is often quoted in this form, with Yo exp( -lin) replacing
Irol, even when arg"o is less than in.

Traditionally, 1"01 is called the "numerical distance", the point
being that the nature of (5.52) is quite different according to
whether IYol is small or large, and that IYol may be small even though

1.
When 11'01 1,

L1 = 2(1 - + (5.54)

The field is therefore not very different from what it would be were
the medium a perfect conductor.

When IYol 1, the asymptotic expansion (3.56) can be used for
the Fresnel integral. The first term alone would give the approxi-
mation zero for (5.52). The first two terms give

i 2;
LI = - 2"" = - · 2. (5.55)

Yo kod sm O(.B

Revert now to a consideration of the general formula (5.49).
When 1,,1 1, which of course implies 1"01 1,

L1 = 1 + (1 - 2ei 1nyo) e-1ko(S-R) , (5.56)

again close to the result for a perfect conductor.
When 1,,1 1, use of the first term alone of the asymptotic

expansion of the Fresnel integral gives

A-I sin 1p - sin (X,B -11ce(S-R)
LJ- +. . e .

sin 1p + sm (X,B

This is evidently what would be obtained from "ray" theory, with
the appropriate approximate form of the reflection coefficient. As
1p approaches zero, the reflected wave more nearly cancels the
incident, and the second term of the asymptotic expansion must be
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brought in. Then

L1 = 1 + {Sin tp - sin (X,B _ 2i sin lXs _l_} e-1k,<S-R)

sin 11' + sin tXB (sin tp +sin (XB)3 koS '
(5.58)

from which (5.55) is recovered when 1p = o.
To get some idea of when (5.57) alone is adequate, consider the

case Yo = 0, so that S = R. Then with sin 1p written as ylS, and
assumed small compared to IsinlXBI (for if not, (5.57) is certainly
satisfactory), the extra term in (5.58) is negligible if and only if

koY [sin IXBI 1. (5.59)

When Yo =1= 0 the corresponding condition

ko(yo + y) [sin IXBI 1

is certainly sufficient, but may demand more than is strictly ne-
cessary, since with Yo = y, for example, the condition ensures
that it is the difference between exp[- iko(S - R)] and unity that
dominates (5.58).

Itis also possible, as for E-polarization, to derive the field for
limited elevations of transmitter and receiver from the application
of a height-gain function to (5.55). This is now established directly
from the plane wave spectrum representation of the field.

With Yo and y introduced explicitly, the integral representation
of the incident field, taken over the steepest descents path, can be
written

and, discarding the odd part of the integrand, this is

e-
l 1n JH: = -r;;; cos[ko(yo - y)sinIX] e-'ke'lCOSllmx.

8(0)

The corresponding form for the reflected field is

e-
11n JH; = 2-y2; {£eR(IX) + eRe-IX)] cos [ko(yo + y) sin IX]

S(O)

(5.61)

(5.62)

- i[eH(tX) - ell( - (X)] sin [ko(yo + y) sin lX]} e-lkedcostJ&dec, (5.63)
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(5.65)

With the expression (5.8) inserted for (!H, (5.62) and (5.63) in com-
bination give the total field

-lin f 2 · 2H = _e_ r(tX) sIn tX e-'ke4cOSt¥d«
z • 2 1 ( cos" <X ) ,

8(0) sm fX - p2 1 - p2
(5.64)

where

r(tX) = cos(koyo sin tX) cos(koY sin eX)

__1_ (1 _ cos2 fX) sin(koyo sin eX) sin(koy sin eX)
11'2 11'2 sin 2 tX

i VI cos" tX sin[ko(yo + y) sin eX]+ - -
11' p2 sin tX •

An asymptotic approximation to (5.64) for kod 1 is now
obtained by putting tX = 0 in the factor T(tX) in the integrand. Thus

Hz = reO) (HZ)71-7-0, (5.66)

and the height-gain factor reo) is

(1 + ikoyo sin tXB) (1 + ikoY sin eXB), (5.67)

where, as before, sin tXB takes its approximate value VI - 1/",2/",.
The approximation (5.66) implies, of course, the "impedance"

boundary condition

a:;z = ikoHz/p, for Ipl» 1. (5.68)

A rough criterion for the validity of the derivation of (5.66) is

+ y2) «kod. (5.69)

This states that the vertical excursions of source and point ofobser-
vation must be so confined that both Rand S differ from d by much
less than a wavelength.

By taking d sufficiently large it is evidently possible to satisfy
(5.69)and have at the same time koylsin {)(,BI 1. Then, with Yo = 0,
application of the height-gain factor to (5.55) gives

LI = d fXs ' (5.70)
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which is in effect the same as (5.57) with S = R and sin 1p = yld
[sin cXBI. On the other hand if also koYofsin cXBI 1, the corre-
sponding formula is

LI = 2iYoy/d, (5.71)

which is implicit in (5.57) when the reflection coefficient is taken
as -1.

One further observation is helpful in giving a vivid picture of
the nature of the field. It can hardly be overlooked that the analysis
of § 5.1.3, and the Fresnel integral form of the solution, are strong-
ly reminiscent of the theory of diffraction by a black half-plane
(§ 4.1.2). The present problem can, in fact, be expressed in terms
of diffraction at an edge in the following way. In (4.16) replace
lXo by 1n - lXB, and (J by "p + 31'&/2, and compare the result with
(5.45). Ignoring factors which are essentially unity when 1p and IlXBI
are small, it appears that the two are identical apart from a con-
stant factor. The field specified by (5.49) can therefore be described
as the superposition on the field for a perfectly conducting half-
space of the (vacuum) field due to the diffraction of the plane wave

(5.72)

by a black screen extending upwards from the image point of the
line-source. The situation is illustrated in Fig. 5.5.

Incident

<,
<,

Black screen

"-
Image"
point " '- Shadow

<,
<,

<,
FIG. S.S.

Earthls surface

The plane wave (5.72) is incident at the Brewster angle, and the
points of observation on or above the earth's surface are in the
"shadow" of the screen, so that the plane wave is not seen directly.
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The picture is the more readily envisaged when lXB is real, but the
analysis has shown that no significant change takes place when lXB

is complex, provided, as here, arg ()(,B < in. A new feature in the
behaviour of the solution would arise if it were possible to have
arg (X,B > in; and the way in which this can, in effect, be achieved
is the next subject for discussion.

5.2. SURFACE WAVBS

5.2.1. Reactive Surfaces

Consider the H-polarized plane wave specified by

H: = e'Ic,cos(8-(¥)

incident from the vacuum half-space y >0 on the plane y = 0,
below which is a medium whose properties are independent of x
and z, Then in general the reflection coefficient will have poles at
certain, possibly complex, values of ()(,; suppose that they are deter-
mined by sin ()(, = - sin "'B. Now it has been seen that ifthe properties
of the medium are also independent of y, then, with 0 < Re lXB <
tn, the argument of lXB can only lie between 0 and in. On the other
hand, for stratified media this is by no means necessarily the case,
as the following example shows.

Suppose the region between y = 0 and y = - a is occupied by
a homogeneous medium, and the plane y = -a is perfectly con-
ducting. Then an elementary calculation shows that the reflection
coefficient is

Zo sin a - iZ sin fJ tan (ka sin (J)
(!H = Zo sin (X + iZ sin ptan (ka sin P> ' (5.73)

where
k o cos lX = k cos (J , (5.74)

Z and k being respectively the impedance and propagation coeffi-
cient of the medium. Evidently (5.73) reduces correctly to unity
when a = 0, and to (5.6) when a -+ 00 and k is complex, since in
the latter case tan(ka sin fJ) -+ - i.

To simplify the analysis, consider the quite practical case in
which the coating on the perfectly conducting sheet is so thinthat
lk)a 1; and let its specific. permeability be unity, so that the
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relations (5.1), (5.2) and (5.3) hold. Then (5.73) is approximately

sin '" - ikoQ sin2 p
(!H = sin tX + ikoa sin2 (J , (5.75)

and (5.74) is
cos (X = p,cos (J. (5.76)

The zeros and poles of f!H are therefore .given respectively by the
relations sin lX = sin "'B' sin (X = -sin "'B, where

· 2
sin" IXs + k'P, sin IXB + ,.,,2 - 1 = O. (5.77)

oQ

Of the two solutions of (5.77), one tends to infinity as a -+ 0, and
is not important, and the other is approximately

sin lXs = ikoa(l - 1/,.,,2). (5.78)
Since

1'2 = (s' - ;(//0))/so,

where e' and o are the permittivity and conductivity of the medium,
(5.78) gives

S'(S' - e ) + (12/002
tan [arg (sin a )] = 0 • (5.79)

B 80(1/00

Thus the argument of sin txs lies between some positive minimum
value and tn, being equal to -in when (J = O.

A further simplifying approximation is afforded by the case
J,ul 1. Then for most purposes, as indicated for example by the
analysis of § 5.1.3, it is legitimate to replace sin {J by unity in (5.75);
thus

sin lX - ikoa
(lH = sin IX + ikoa ' (5.80)

which, of course, demands the neglect of 1/,.,,2 compared with unity
in (5.78). It is an implication of (5.80) that it is permissible to treat
the plane y_ = 0 as an impedance surface, in the sense that the
field in y > 0 can be obtained simply by applying the boundary
condition

Ex = ZsHz at y = 0, (5.81)

without need to refer to the field in y < 0 (cf. (5.32) and (5.68).
For (5.81) leads to

Zo sintX - ZS
(}H = Zo sin a + Zs ' (5.82)
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and comparison with (5.80) gives the identification

z, = ikoaZo. (5.83)

Here, then, the surface impedance Zs is moreover purely reactive.
The dielectric coated perfectly conducting sheet has been given

as a particularly simple illustration, but there are also other
methods of producing impedance surfaces which can be regarded
as purely reactive, with reactance independent of the incident
field. It is therefore not unrealistic to investigate the implications
of a reflection coefficient of the form

sin ()(, - sin txB

eH = sin ()(, + sin txB '
(5.84)

where txB = iy is on the positive imaginary axis. The problem is of
special interest, because the surface can evidently support the pure
surface wave

(5.85)

The way in which such a wave appears as an important constituent
of the total field generated by a source is now investigated by the
method of § 5.1.3.

5.2.2. Generation of a Surface Wave

In this section the problem treated in § 5.1.3 is re-examined for
the case when (lH is specified not by (5.42) but rather by (5.84),
with txB = iI', where" is real and positive; that is

( ) _ 1 - 2i sinh I' (S 86)
(!H tx - sin ()(, + i sinh y · ·

The incident field (5.40) thus gives rise to the total field (5.43),
where now

H = - V2
el i ll sinh"J. 1. . e'k,Scos('P+"') dO'. (5.87)

1% n sm ()(, + I sinh y
c

As before, the path C in (5.87) is distorted into the path of steepest
descents, Sen - 'P). The only singularities of the integrand are
simple poles where sin tx = - i sinh y; those at - tr and n + iy lie
in principle just outside the strip 0 Re tx n, and it is clear that
the latter is captured when 1p is sufficiently close to zero. More
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precisely, the pole is captured when 'f/J < "Ps, where tps is determined
by the condition that S(n - 'Ps) passes through 11; + iy, and for
present purposes need not be particularized further. Thus

H = - V2
e!l,. sinh" J . 1.. eU:oScoa (1J'+'¥) da

1Z n sm a + I sinh "
S(n-tp)

+ 2fm e-i br tanh" e-k.()'+1.)slnhy e-1k,xcosh" U("P - "Ps), (5.88)

where U is the step-function that is zero or unity according to
whether its argument is positive or negative. In this expression
the integral term is simply (5.87) with C replaced by Sen - 1jJ), and
the surface wave term is the contribution from the residue of the
pole at a = 11: + iy; Yo and yare the heights of source and point
of observation, respectively, above the reactive surface, and x is
distance along the surface between source and point of observation.

If desired, the integral term in (5.88) can be approximated by
a Fresnel integral in much the same manner as was the correspond-
ing expression in § 5.1.3; it need only be noted that the sign of the
argument of the Fresnel integral depends on whether 1p is greater
or less than 'Ps, as indicated in (3.65), the resulting discontinuity
at 1p = 'Ips of course counterbalancing that associated with the
appearance of the surface wave term. Here, however, the main
interest is in the contrasting character of the two parts of the field,
and this is shown most clearly by letting S become very large. Then
the surface wave term in (5.88) persists to very large values of y,
and the integral term is of order I/ts. In this sense the total field
can be regarded as the superposition of a "space" wave and a
surface wave. For a fixed value of y and indefinitely increasing x,
the former, as has been seen, is of order l/x3

/
2

, whereas the latter
suffers no reduction in amplitude. At points close to the surface
the contribution of the surface wave therefore dominates that of
the "space" wave.

In practice the surface wave must exhibit some attenuation in
the x-direction resulting from the fact that the surface is not a
pure reactance. Nevertheless it remains true in application -that
power can be usefully transmitted by surface waves, and it is of
interest to examine the efficiency of the technique in the ideal case.
To this end some further development of the theory is given in the
next section.
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5.1.3. Launching Efficiency

On the assumption that a purely reactive, infinite, plane surface
is available, the question arises as to what fraction of the power
emitted by a source goes into the surface wave. The fraction is
known as the launching efficiency, and depends on the nature of
the source. Perhaps the commonest situation envisaged, in the
context of a two-dimensional plane geometry, is that in which the
source is represented by a prescribed distribution of vertical elec-
tric field, Ey , over a vertical plane, say x = o. The special case for
which the distribution is a delta function, the voltage slot (see
(2.99) and (2.101», is indeed just that given in § 5.2.2. The general
case, the "voltage aperture", is equivalent to .the superposition
of voltage slots; but rather than integrate the previous solution over
Yo it is more convenient once again to begin by representing the
undisturbed field of the aperture distribution as an angular spec-
trum of plane waves.

Only one point prevents the nature of the generalization from
being entirely trivial; namely that the aperture distribution is at
right angles to the reactive plane. Whereas the most natural re-
presentation of the undisturbed source field is in terms of plane
waves fanning into the entire half-space x > 0, it is necessary, in
order immediately to write down correctly the corresponding
reflected field, to use a representation for the half-space y < 0;
this ensures that each plane wave of the spectrum is indeed inci-
dent on the surface, and leaves no room for doubt about whether
or not conditions at infinity have been properly taken into account.

Once the requirement is understood it is easy to put into effect.
Suppose that the voltage aperture in the plane x = 0 extends from
y = 0 up to some finite height y = h; then y) (where affix i,
as before, denotes the undisturbed source field) is prescribed, and
in particular is zero for both y < 0 and for y > h. If it is imagined
that this is achieved by the aperture carrying the appropriate sur-
face magnetic current distribution, as discussed in the two para-
graphs following (2.84), then the source currents are all above
y = 0, and the undisturbed source field can therefore be repre-
sented analytically throughout the half-space y < o.

Before setting out the mathematical expressions it is worth
making one further observation. For the magnetic current aper-
ture, y) is antisymmetric in x; the corresponding component
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of the reflected field, E;(x, y), is likewise antisymmetric in x, and
therefore zero on the plane x = o. Thus the total field is such that
E7(0, y) = E:(O,y), and the solution to be given is in effect the
H-polarized field in the quarter space x > 0, Y > 0 that satisfies
the impedance boundary condition on y = 0 and has prescribed
behaviour of Ey on x = o.

y

h

Aperture

Reactive surface

x

(5.90)

FIG. 5.6.

It is perhaps simplest to introduce explicitly the two angles
0, qJ, as shown in Fig. 5.6, with qJ = in + 8. Then our conventional
representation of the undisturbed field of the aperture distribution
in x = 0 can be written

H: = JP(cosfJ) e-1t.I' COl (rp-/l) dfJ, (5.89)
c

valid for 0 < q; < st: The corresponding expression for E: merely
has the extra factor Zo sin Pin the integrand; putting x = 0 and
cos fJ = A, inverting the Fourier transform, and recalling' that
E:(O, y) is zero unless 0 < y < h, gives

h

peA) = k;:o f E:(O, y) e- 1t.A7 dy .
o

These formulae are nothing other than (2.77) and (2.84) with appro-
priate changes of notation. pel) is determined by the prescription
of E;(O, y), and is free of singularities by virtue of the finite range
of integration.

If now the substitutions qJ = in + 8, (J = tX - in are made in
(5.89), it reads

H: = J P(sin lX) da ,
C+in

(5.91)
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valid for - in < () < tn, where the path C + in is the path C
translated a distance -in parallel to the real axis. The analytic
continuation of this field into the entire half-space -n < () < 0 is
now obvious, being simply (5.91) with C + -in replaced by C, and
the analysis can proceed as a trivial generalization of that in
§5.2.2.

The field reflected into 0 < () < tn is
H; = f eR(tx) P(sin tx) e'ko"cos(8+/X) doc, (5.92)

c

with en given by (5.86). The path C can be distorted into the
steepest descents path Sen - 0), with allowance necessary only for
the pole of f!H at lX = n + iy when () < Os, where Os is the angle for
which Sen - Os) passes through the pole. Thus

H: - Jsin lX - i sinh 'Y P(· ) Ikercos(8+tX)
z - • • • h sIn lX e ulXsm lX + l sin y

S(n-8)

+ 4n tanh y P( - i sinh r) e-ktYsinhy e-'koxcosh" U(O - Os), (5.93)

where U is the step-function that is zero or unity according to
whether its argument is positive or negative, and, from (5.90),

h

P( -isinhy) = J£XO, y) e-Ict7s1nby dy. (5.94)
o

These formulae put in evidence the separation of the total field
into "space" wave and surface wave components in the manner
already described in § 5.2.2. The discussion is now completed by
considering the power associated with each component. The con-
cept can be made quite definite by imagining r to tend to infinity.
The surface wave then extends upwards to an unlimited height,
and its time-averaged power flux in the x-direction, per unit length
in the z-direction, is (cf. (2.24» 00

16n2 tanh" r IP(- i sinh 71)12 1'zo cosh 71 J e-21ct7slnh" dy

4 2 0

= tanhylP(-i sinhY)12
• (5.95)

The magnetic field of the space wave, which is the superposition,
in 0 < () < tn, of H: and the integral term of (5.93), can be written

f [ · sin tX - i sinhv.]P( - sm lX) +. ..' P(sln tX) e-f"ercos(8-0&) da .
sin tX + I sinh y

S(6) (5.96)
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This is precisely the form discussed in § 3.2. The corresponding
radiation field is

-n;; el ln [PC -sin 0) + - P(sin 0)] (5.97)
SIn + I SID i' rkor

and the power radiated into 0 < () < -in is
in

nZo f Ip(- · 0) sin 6 - i sinh" P(· 0)12

k sIn + · () .. h SIn uu •
o SIn + I sm "

o

It may be questioned whether the total power flux across the
aperture plane is the sum of (5.95) and (5.98). One way of proving
that this is so is to calculate the former directly. The change of
variable tX = 3n/2 - fJ in (5.92), followed by translation of the fJ
path of integration, which is initially C + tn, back to C, thus
crossing the pole, gives the total field as

f [ COS fJ + i sinh 'V ]H = P(cos fJ) + .. r P( - cosfJ) e-Ilc.rcos(tp-{J> dfJ
Z cos (J - I sinh i'

c
+ 4n tanh y P( - i sinh y) e-ttYslnh" e-1k,xcoshy. (5.99)

With x = 0, the conjugate complex of this expression is now multi-
plied by y), the product integrated over y from 0 to h, and
the real part taken. It follows at once from (5.94) that the contribu-
tion associated with the last term of (5.99) is precisely (5.95). The
contribution from the integral in (5.99), after the y integration has
been identified with (5.90), appears as

«z; f [ cos fJ - i sinh y ]Re-k P(cos fJ) P*(cos fJ) + {J .' h P*( - cos (J) d{J.
o cos + I sin ". c

If from this expression an equivalent one is derived by replacing fJ
by n - {J, and half the sum of the two taken, the result is

11

nZo rIp(cos (J) + cos {J + P( - cos {J)\2 d{J.
2ko ., cos {J - I sinh y

o

(5.100)

where the parts of Coif the real axis are discarded when the real
part is taken since on them dP is purely imaginary. Evidently (5.100)
is equivalent to (5.98).

9 BF



CHAPTER VI

PROPAGATION OVER A TWO-PART
PLANE SURFACE

6.1. PERFECTLY CONDUCTING HALF-PLANE ON SURFACE
OF SEMI-INFINITE HOMOGENEOUS MEDIUM

6.1.1. Genesis and Nature of the Problem

In Chapter 5 the problem of propagation over a uniform surface
was treated. A generalization, of both physical and mathematical
interest, is that in which the surface consists of two semi-infinite
sections with differing electrical properties. This model, for example,
reproduces some of the effects associated with a path for radio
propagation which is, say, partly over land and partly over sea;
at sufficiently long wavelengths the dominant effects can be those
from the high conductivity of the sea compared with land, the
detailed nature of the coastline being relatively unimportant.
Again, in the transmission of surface waves over a reactive surface,
the model can be used to investigate the amount of reflection and
radiation associated with an abrupt change in the reactance.

The problem is evidently likely to be rather more complicated
than those already treated, and it is helpful first to consider a
form which brings out particularly clearly the relation to the work
presented both in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5. Imagine, then, that as
in § 5.1 the half-space y > 0 is vacuum and the half-space y < 0
is occupied by some homogeneous medium; and further, that in
the interface y = 0 there lies a perfectly conducting half-plane x > 0
(see Fig. 6.1). Although in the ensuing investigation of this boun-
dary value problem emphasis is on the propagation aspects just
outlined, which represent its main field of application, nevertheless
it may also fairly be regarded as a direct generalization of the haIf-
plane diffraction problems of §§4.2.2 and 4.2.5, to which it reverts
if the medium in y < 0 is itself vacuum. Indeed, the isolated, per-
fectly conducting half-plane typifies most simply the "two-part"

122
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problem; as has been seen, it can be described in terms of a func-
tion tp{x, y), say, that satisfies the two-dimensional time-harmonic
wave equation, and has boundary conditions on y = 0, ep = tpo(x)
(given) for x > 0, and orploy = 0 for x < O. The solutions now
to be developed, first for an .incident plane wave, and then for a
line-source, follow precisely the methods of §§ 4.2.2, 4.2.5; the
complication arises from the presence in the plane wave spectrum
function of factors accounting for the reflection properties of the
medium that occupies y < o.

FIG. 6.1.

Before proceeding with the mathematics it is desirable briefly
to make explicit a prominent feature of the problem, which is used
ultimately as the main illustration of the character of the solution.
Suppose, for definiteness, that a vertically polarized transmitter
is situated at sea-level on flat, dry ground of poor conductivity,
and that its distance from the coast is many U numerical distances"
(§ 5.1.4). Imagine the vertical component of electric field measured
at sea-level by a receiver which proceeds in a straight line away
from the transmitter, first over land and subsequently over the sea.
What might be expected in a plot of field-strength against distance
from the transmitter? It is to be expected, for points not very close
to the coast, that the field-strength over land will be unaffected
by the presence of the sea, so that formula (5.55) is for the most
part applicable. It might further be thought that, with the neglect
of some secondary local disturbance in the vicinity of the coastline,
the field-strength would continue to decrease with distance as the
9*
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receiver crossed over to the sea, albeit possibly at a reduced rate
because of the greatly improved conductivity. However, the latter
supposition is quite false. This can be surmised by envisaging the
interchange of transmitter and receiver, so that the transmitter is
out to sea and the receiver on land. Then the above naive argument
suggests that the field-strength would be much enhanced, whereas it
is known from the general reciprocity theorem that it is unaffected
by the interchange. The point is made graphically in Fig. 6.2;

Distance

FIG. 6.2.

the full-line curves are the plots of field-strength, against distance
from a given transmitter, that would be obtained were the propaga-
tion path all sea or all land, respectively, and the dashed curves
represent the assumption that there is a continued decrease beyond
the coastline at the rate appropriate to the new medium; the values
indicated by P and Q could in practice be quite 20 decibels apart.

In fact, with the transmitter on land, the plot ofthe field-strength
as the receiver moves away across the coastline shows an initial
marked rise; it reaches a maximum appreciably above its value at
the coastline, and only subsequently falls off at a rate appropriate
to transmission over sea, ultimately settling down to a curve some-
where between the "all sea" and "all land" curves. It is especially
this field-strength "recovery effect" that will be made explicit in
the examination of the solution in § 6.1.5.
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6.1.2. Solution for Incident Plane Wave: H-polarization

The two-dimensional problem with an H-polarized field is
treated. To begin with, a solution is obtained for the case of the
plane wave H: = eik,rCos(8-a), 0 lX s n , (6.1)

incident from y > 0, the coordinate system being shown in Fig. 6.1.
The solution for a line-source is derived in § 6.1.3 by an integration
over (X.

If the perfectly conducting sheet were absent, (6.1) would give
rise to the reflected wave

= eHe'k.,. cos

in y > 0, and the transmitted wave

in y < 0, where the reflection coefficient is

sin lX - sin (X'IIJ
en = sin (X + sin (XIIIJ '

the transmission coefficient is

2sin (X
Tn = sin tx + sin (XIIIJ '

and
cos (X = p,cos (X' •

(6.2)

(6.3)

(6.4)

(6.5)

(6.6)

The notation is the same as that used in § 5.1.1, with IJ = klko
denoting the refractive index of the medium, except that {J (being
required elsewhere) has been replaced by (X/.

With the perfectly conducting sheet present there will be, in
addition to the above fields, a scattered field generated by the
surface currents in the sheet. This scattered field is, as usual,
expressed as a spectrum of plane waves. For y > 0, the now fami-
liar form

H; = JP(cos (3) e-'''.,.cos(8-!J> df3, (6.7)
c

with correspondingly

E; = - z; Jsin f3 P(cos (3) e-'lcercos(8-!J> dp, (6.8)
c
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(6.12)

(6.13)

(6.14)

(6.16)

is appropriate. For y < 0, account can be straightway taken of the
fact that E; is continuous across x = 0 by writing

H;= -p. (6.9)
c

E;= -e, (6.10)
c

where
cos fJ = it cos {J'. (6.11)

Thus although the scattered field has no simple symmetry about
y = 0 comparable to that in the isolated half-plane problem, it is
readily expressed in terms of a single spectrum function P(cos (J),
which function is to be determined from the remaining boundary
conditions at y = O. For the total field E, H specified by

{
H: + H: + H;, for y 0,

Hz = H: + H;, for y 0,

these are, first, continuity of Hz at y = 0, x < 0, since there is, of
course, no surface current apart from that on the perfectlyconduct-
ing sheet; and secondly, vanishing of Ex at y = 0, x > O. But at
y = 0, H: + H: = H; and + E; = the boundary condi-
tions are therefore equivalent to

H; is continuous at y = 0, x < 0,
E; = - at y = 0, x > o.

From the representations (6.7) and (6.9) with y = 0, writing
Ao = cos a and making the change of integration variable

A = cos (J, (6.15)
(6.13) becomes

00

J 'VI - A
2 + 'VI - A

2
/1-'2/1-' peA) dA = 0 for x < 0;VI - ).2 -Vi _ ).2/p2 '

-00

and similarly the representations (6.8) and (6.10) give (6.14) as
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Evidently (6.16), (6.17) are dual integral equations for peA). In
the case p, = I, they revert to the equations for the corresponding
isolated half-plane problem, being then quite similar to the E-
polarization equations (4.48), (4.49); and the method of solution
is, in principle, no different from that described in § 4.2.2. The
A path of integration avoids the branch-points at ± 1 in the way
shown in Fig. 2.2, and the objective is to close the path with in-
finite semicircles, above the real axis in (6.16), since x < 0, and
below the real axis in (6.17), since x > O. As before, the concept
of U and L functions is introduced, and solutions of (6.16) and
(6.17), respectively, are written in the form

VI - .P + VI - peA) = U(A) (6.18)
l'1 - A2 1"1 - A2/p,2 '

peA) = __1_ 3- VI - VI - L(A) ,
2ni p, VI - + VI - L(-Ao) (l + Ao)

(6.19)

where the path of integration is indented above the pole at l = - Ao.
From the elimination of peA) between (6.18) and (6.19) it is

clear that the solution of the equations requires the expression of

-VI - ,t2 + VI - l2/p,2/p (6.20)

as the product of a U function and an L function. Now it is known
that any function can be "split" in this way, but the explicit fac-
tors are liable to be complicated, especially if branch-points are
present; the example VI - l2 arising in the isolated half-plane
problem is exceptional in its simplicity. Here we shall be content
merely to accept that the factorization is possible in principle,
because this proves sufficient to give the main results. Moreover,
as shown in § 5, in the common case ',u, 1 it is permissible to
replace the second term in (6.20) by the constant VI - l/p2/p.
The split of the resulting simpler function, though by no means
trivial, can be achieved by comparatively elementary methods, and
this is done in § 6.2.2 in connection with an analogous surface wave
problem.

As a formal expression of the factorization, write

(6.21)
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Note that L t( -A) must be a constant multiple of Ut(A), which
constant it is obviously permissible and convenient to take to be
unity; and that U1(A) = L 1(A) = 1 if IJ = 1. Then from (6.18) and
(6.19),

1 y'l + Ao -vt+1
P(A) = - L (A ) L (A)

1 0 1

1
(6.22)

Of, equivalently,

P( 0 fJ) i 1 cos (tlX) cos HP) (6.23)
c s r : L 1(cos at.)Lt(cos fJ) cos lX + cos fJ •

Reciprocity is manifested by the symmetry of (6.23) in at. and fJ
(cf. the remarks at the end of § 4.2.5).

From now on only the field in y 0 is considered. The substitu-
tion of (6.23) into (6.7) gives the field generated by the currents in
the perfectly conducting half-plane, so the total field is given by

H = ellt... cos(8-cx> + e elltorcos(8+cx> +.!.- cos HIX)
z H 1'C L 1(cos lX)

x f cos HP) e-lltorcos(8-{J> dP (6.24)
L 1(cos (J) (cos fJ + cos lX) •

c

The aim is not to examine this solution in detail, but rather to
use it to find the solution for a line-source by integrating over lX

precisely in the manner of § 4.2.5. To this end the expression of
(6.24) in the form of the superposition of the" geometrical optics"
field and the "diffraction" field is required, which means analyti-
cally the distortion of the path C into the path of steepest descents
S«(J), with due allowance for the singularities of the integrand.

Now it is recalled from § 5.1 that (6.21), regarded as a function
of {J, has the singularities shown in Fig. 5.4 (now reading Pfor lX).

Thus L 1(cos{J) has branch-points at cosfJ = -p" and a pole at
fJ = n + lXB, where (XB is the (complex) Brewster angle defined in
§ 5.1.1; the branch-points at cos fJ = p, and the pole at fJ = -()(.B

belong to Ut(cos fJ). The implication is that if (J is near n the sin-
gularities of Lt(cos fJ) have a relevance to the evaluation of (6.24)
quite analogous to that of the singularities of the integrand in the
problem of a line-source over a homogeneous earth discussed in
§ 5.1.3; whereas if 8 is near zero the singularities are of little sig-
nificance. This is to be expected, since in the former case the dis-
turbance associated with the edge x = y = 0 of the half-plane
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has travelled over the medium, whereas in the latter case it has
travelled over a perfect conductor. In any event, the only pole of
the integrand of (6.24) that can be captured by the path distortion
is that at fJ = n - lX, and the branch-cut contribution that might
strictly have to be included will be neglected on the basis of the
arguments given in § 5.1.3. It is then readily seen that, for y 0,

where
Hz = H: + H:, (6.25)

for 0 () n - o:

for 1t - ()(, () n,
(6.26)

and

Hzd =
_i cos (!tX) f cos (tP)

---------- e-1k,rcos«(J-{J) d{3.
n L 1(cos lX) L 1(cos fJ) (cos P+ cos lX)

S(8)

(6.27)

6.1.3. Solution for Line-source: H-polarization

Consider a line-source situated at (To, ( 0) and specified by (4.90).
As in § 4.2.5 the solution is obtained by multipling (6.25) by (4.93)
and integrating over lX along the path S(Oo). The results analogous
to (4.96), (4.97) and (4.98) can evidently be written

where
Hz = H: + Hf, (6.28)

n; + Hf">(koS)] , for 0 0 n - °0 ,

e--l-
1n JH: = + fi.;c en e'k.Scos('P+Il<) doc,

S(in)

for 7t - 00 0 n, (6.29)
and

Htl _ ell,., f t- cos (t£¥) cos (tfJ)
6 - 11: fi.;c J Lt(cos ex) Lt(cos P)(cos ex + cos P)

S(8.> 8(8)

X e-1k,[r,cos(8,-(¥)+rcol(8-P)] d{J dec, (6.30)

The symbols R, Sand tp have the same meaning as in § 5.1, and the
"geometrical optics" field (6.29) can be expressed ill terms of (5.44)
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n; + H:,'->(koS)] , for 0 () n - °0 ,

H: = + H:;>(koS)] + HI:,

for 11: - 00 0 :r&. (6.31)

The "diffraction" field (6.30) must counterbalance the dis-
continuity in (6.31), and is obviously of importance in the vicinity
of the line 0 = n - 00 • Since in practical situations () + (Jo may
well be close to n, it is evident that the crux of the problem is the
reduction of the double integral in (6.30) to a tractable form.

It is assumed that both koTo and koT are large, and, by virtue of
the exponential factor, the integrand of (6.30) then contributes
significantly to the value of the integral only when tx and pare
near 00 and 8 respectively. A now familiar type of asymptotic
approximation can therefore be obtained by leaving under the
integral sign no more of the non-exponential part of the integrand
than is necessary to retain the poles that may lie close to '" = (Jo
or (J = O. A suitable form for the approximation is

e1 1n 1
H d =-- -------

Z n"& L2(cos ( 0 ) L 2(cos 0)

ff cos (!£x) cos (!{J)

x cos (0% o%B) cos (P o%B) (cos 0% + cosp)

S(6o) S(8)

X e-1k,[r, cos(6,-(¥)+rcos (6-P)] dfJ dec (6.32)

where

where

(£X - ex. )L 2(cos 0%) = sec 2 B L 1(cos 0%);

and (6.32) can in turn conveniently be written (cf. (4.99»
H d = e!br 11 + 12

• 4n"& L 2(cos (0) L 2(cos 0) ,

(6.33)

(6.34)

/1 = J J
S(O) S(O)

e - 'to(r, cos (¥+rcos fJ)

x -(tx-+-OO---(X,B-)-(fJ-+-O--(X,-B)-(-O(,--fJ-+-80-- ----O)
cos 2 cos 2 cos 2

X doc dfJ, (6.35)
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12 = J J
S(O) S(O)

e - It.(r. cos lJ' ...r cos /J)

X --tx-B)-(-----P -( -0)
cos 2 cos 2 cos 2

x do: d{J. (6.36)

It is 12 alone that contributes the discontinuity across 0 = n - (Jo.
From (6.33) and (6.21)

L ( ) L ( )
/-'sin a + VI - cos! IXI/-,2 1

2 cos tx 2 - cos tx = .. ,VI - cos" tX/p,2 sm eX + sin txB
(6.37)

so that the factor containing the £2 functions in (6.34) is at least
readily evaluated when 8 = n - 80 , which includes the case when
transmitter and receiver are at ground level on opposite sides ofthe
boundary line. Aside from this factor, it remains to consider (6.35)
and (6.36), and these integrals can be approximated in terms of a
comparatively simple single integral, as is shown in the next section.

6.1.4. Reduction of the Solution

To treat the case when transmitter and receiver are on opposite
sides of the boundary line it is assumed that 00 is close to nand 0
close to zero; because of reciprocity the reverse situation does not
require separate calculation. Then 18 - tXBI is small, and (6.36) is
approximated by

(
8 - (XB) If e-lt.(r.cos(Jt,+rcos/J>

/2 = sec
2 (tx + (Jo - lXB) (tx + (J + 00 + 0)cos 2 cos 2

X da d{J. S(O) S(O) (6.38)

The change of variables (4.103) gives, approximately,

-00 -00
e -k.(r,fl +"1 1)

i2e-i fn cot (00 ; lX
B

) ] + rJ _ J!2e-ifncot(O 00)]

x dE dn , (6.39)
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with R1 = '0 + r as before. Certain non-linear terms in E, 'YJ have
been neglected, legitimately since the integrand is only appreciable
near E= 'YJ = o.

The further change of variable (4.105) yields
00

4 y-;:-rif e-lkoRl f
12 = (0 _ lX ) • (0 8 1_ IX ) . (0 + (J) (!K«(!) e-koR1QI de,

cos B sm 0 B sm 0
2·22

o (6.40)
where

2n

K(e) = f {[e cos 97 - e- i 1nV cot (0 -;IX
S

) ]

o

x [e(V;l cos 97 +V Sin97) - e- i ' n 80 )]}-1
X dip . (6.41)

Now, albeit with rather more algebra, (6.41) can be evaluated
explicitly in precisely the same way as (4.107). When the result is
substituted into (6.40) it appears that

8ni e-'koR l

12 = I, (6.42)

( () - ()(,s) . (00 - ()(,s) · (0 + (0 )cos 2 sm 2 sin 2

where

(6.43)

with

a = e-i 1nV cot ( 80
; IXs ) , b - -lin f2T To (0 + 00 )- e R

1
cot 2 '

(6.44)

and upper sign for () + 00 < 1'C, lower sign for 0 + 00 > st:
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In the first and second integrals of (6.43) make the respective
changes of variable (!2 = A,2 + b", f!2 = A,2 + a2• Then apply to
each integral the transformation

The final result is

with upper sign for () + 00 < n, lower sign for () + 00 > n,
The expression (6.45) gives, with (6.42), the reduced form of 12 ,

and simpler versions are available only under more special con-
ditions.

The corresponding form for II is easily derived from that for 12 -

By taking the approximation analogous to (6.38), and replacing
{J by - p, it appears that

( () - (XB) (() + lXB)cos 2 I t(O) = cos 2 12( -0). (6.46)

It must be remembered that 12«() is discontinuous at (J = n - 80'
but /1(8) is not. Since 00 - 8 < 3t, (6.46) holds if 12 ( -8) is obtained
by substituting -(J for () in the expression for /2(8) given by the
upper sign in (6.45).

To sum up, the diffraction field is given .by (6.34), with 12 given
by (6.42), (6.45), and II by (6.46).

Finally, a brief comment is made on the case when source and
point of observation are on the same side of the boundary line. In
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(6.48)

the evaluation of (6.32), it is then permissible to remove the factor

cos (flX) cos (tfJ)
cos lX + cos {J

from under the integral sign at lX = 0e, fi = 0. For both 60 and 0
close to n the result is negligible by virtue of the smallness of this
factor; whereas for both 60 and 0 close to zero the remaining non-
exponential factors in the integrand can also be replaced by their
values at lX = 80 , {J = 0, and the integral is then easily evaluated
explicitly.

6.1.5. Special Cases

Perhaps the most informative way of illustrating the preceding
formulae is to consider the case in which the source and point of
observation are both in the plane y = 0, and take

o= 0, 80 = n, R = S = R 1 = d. (6.47)

Then from (6.44)

a = e-!In 1'2rold tan (!lXB) , b = O.

It is convenient to make use of the parameter

"0 = f!kodsinlXB (6.49)

introduced in (5.51), and write, to an adequate approximation for
IlXBI 1,

(6.50)

In view of the remarks immediately following (6.46) it is simplest
to take the formulae applicable when (} + 80 is (albeit infinitesi-
mally) less than n. Then the asymptotic form of the geometrical
optics term (6.31) is

2e-'t e4H:=. (6.51)
Ykod

Moreover, (6.37), (6.42) and (6.46) give, respectively,

L 2(l ) L 2( -1) == . 1 ,12 == 8ni sec" (llXB)e- 'le'" I, /1 == /2.
sm (XB
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Hence the asymptotic form of the diffraction field (6.34) is

H: = -4Y21n e-i 'n tan (!LXB) e-1k04 I, (6.52)

where I is given by (6.45) with b = 0 and the value (6.50) for Q.

The change of integration variable to T = fkod A yields

00

x J T2 dt .

"tin".

(6.53)

Now the first term in (6.53) can be replaced by a Fresnel integral
(see (3.51». The combination of (6.51) and (6.52) therefore gives

4 V7 , fOO -IT'L! = 2[1 - 2i;'oF(;,0)] + -' ei 1n - e'Y. rId e dt-y; d 1"2 + YorJd

". (6.54)

as the factor by which the undisturbed source field must be multi-
plied to obtain the actual field. Note that Yo froId = l'!koro sin {XB.

If (6.54) is compared with (5.52) it is seen that the difference is in
the final term of the former, which is therefore precisely the scat-
tered field generated by the currents in the perfectly conducting
half-plane. This term can be further simplified when 11'01 1,
since the non-exponential part of the integrand can then be replaced
by its value at the lower limit of integration. Thus, for 11'01 1,

L1 = - + et 1nVF["o V:; ]; (6.55)

and if also iyo froldJ > 1,

A = - 4i + ir/ro . (6.56)
Yo 1'0

These formulae predict a recovery of field-strength as r increases
from zero, since the second term in (6.56), for example, soon
dominates the first. A numerical example is shown in Fig. 6.3.
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Curves (a) and (b) are plots of field-strength in decibels against
distance in -wavelengths from a point-source located respectively
above a homogeneous dielectric with sin lXB = t and above an
infinite plane perfect conductor. Curve (c) is the corresponding
plot for the mixed path, when koro/(2n) = 300; it follows curve (a)
up to the boundary, and is subsequently determined by (6.56).

60

j.g
'0

.s 40
.c=co
e....
f(J

20'0
'U
(I:l

o 200 400 600
Distance inwavelengths

Flo. 6.3.
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Finally, it is worth mentioning briefly the other relatively simple
approximate solution, corresponding to what was called "ray"
theory in § 5.1, and represented there by (5.57). The approximation
depends on the heights of source and point of observation being
not too small, and consists in putting lX = 80 , P= 8 in the argu-
ments ofL 1 in the integrand of (6.30). Now ifIt, the refractive index
of the medium, were unity, L 1 would be unity, and the solution
would be just that obtained in § 4.2.5; namely, for koR 1, that
given by (4.99) and (4.115). Thus in the present case

Y2/n ei 1n
H d = -

z Lt(cos80)Lt(cosO)

x {Fryko(R1 - R)] + Fry ko(R1 - S)]} e-1k,R, (6.57)
-v ko(R l + R) - -v ko(R l + S) ·
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Evidently (6.57) is easily evaluated when () + 80 = n, and in
certain circumstances it is possible to verify that the results of this
"ray" theory formula agree with those obtained by the applica-
tion of height-gain functions (see § 5.1.4) to, say, (6.56).

6.2. TWO-PART IMPEDANCE SURFACE

6.2.1. Solution for Incident Plane Wave: H-polarization

A problem very similar to that discussed in § 6.1 arises when
the surface y = 0 can be treated as an impedance surface in the
manner of § 5.2, so that the field need be considered only in the
region y o.

The general two-part impedance surface presents no more diffi-
culty than that in which one section is perfectly conducting, and
gives rise to a factorization into U and L functions which can be
achieved by comparatively elementary methods. The problem
can be developed for a line-source just as in §§ 6.1.3-6.1.5, and,
of course, has similar application. Here, however, attention is
confined to the solution for an incident H-polarized plane wave,
with the special object of investigating what happens when a sur-
face wave, supposed launched on a purely reactive surface, en-
counters a discontinuity in the reactance.

For the purpose of comparison with the preceding analysis the
boundary conditions at y = 0 are taken as

Ex = Zo sin ex! Hz, for x <
Ex = Zo sin ex2 Hz, for x > 0;

and the field associated with the incident wave H:, given by (6.1),
is conceived as the superposition of H;given by (6.2), where, now,

sin ex - sin exl
eH = sin ex + sin ex1 '

and H; represented by (6.7), with P(cos (3) to be found.
The total field is

(6.58)

Hz = H: + + H;, (6.59)

and the boundary conditions at y = 0 can be written as
E; = Zo sin ext H;, for x < 0,

E; = Zo{sinlX2H; + (sinlX2 - sinlXl) (H: + H;)}, for x > o.
10 FB
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From (6.7) and (6.8) these lead respectively to the dual integral
equations

00J[1 + -V ] peA) e-1k
•
d d). = 0, for x < 0, (6.60)

-00

00

J[1 + sin 1X2 ] peA) e-1ke%Ad). = 2 -VI - (sin IXt - sin 1X2)

y1 - A2 l'1 - + sin lX 1
-00

X eflc,xA., for x > 0, (6.61)

where Ao = cos a,
Equation (6.60) is satisfied if

{ I + sin IXt } peA) = U(A) (6.62)
l'1-A2 '

and equation (6.61) if

{
I + sin 1X2 }peA) =..!.. -VI - (sin IXt - sin 1X2)

VI - A2 1'& -VI - + sin «,

L(A) (6.63)
x L( -Ao)(A + Ao) •

Write

-VI - A
2 + sinlXt = Ut(A)Lt(A), (6.64)

l'1 - A2 + sin lX2

where U1(l ) = L I ( -A). Then

peA) = ..!.. sin IXt - sin 1X2
n [1 + sin lX2/l'I - [1 + sin lX2/V 1 - ,l2]

X 1 (6.65)
L 1(AO) LI(,l) (A + Ao) ,

and the total field is given by
Hz = e,tercos(8-t¥) + en e-'tercos(8+t¥) + H:, (6.66)

where
H# = ..!.. (sin lXI - sin lX2) sin lX

Z n (sin lX + sin lX2) L 1(cos lX)

f sin pe-'ker coa (8- fJ)

x (sin P+ sin 1X2) Lt(cos P)(cos P+ cos IX) dp.
c

This solution is analogous to (6.24).

(6.67)
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Consider now specifically the surface wave problem. For purely
reactive surfaces

(6.68)

where ')'1 and ')'2 are taken as real and positive, except in so far as
any ambiguity to which this gives rise is resolved by according
them small negative imaginary parts. Then with

(6.69)

the incident wave is

(6.70)

(6.71)

(6.72)

representing a surface wave supported by the surface y = 0, x < °
and travelling in the positive x-direction. Also, of course, (6.69)
implies (lH = 0, so the additional field is simply (6.67), which can
now be written

H; = - (sinh v, - sinh "2) L 1(cosh "1)

f
sin fI e-1k,rcos (8-fJ)

x (sinp + isinh"2)L1(cosP)(cosP - COSh"l)dp.
c

As discussed in § 5.2.2, the resolution of (6.71) into a "space"
wave and surface waves is effected by distorting the path of inte-
gration into that of steepest descents 8(0). Now (6.64) is equivalent
to

1 _ sin (J + i sinh Y2

U1(cos{J)L1(cos{J) - sinfJ + isinhYl '

so that I/L t (cos (J) has a pole at fJ = n + i/'1 and a zero at 11: + iY2
(the pole -i/'1 and zero -i')'2 of (6.72) belong to I/U1(cos(J». The
relevant poles of the integrand of (6.71) are therefore at -i/'2'

10·

o

Flo. 6.4.

complex p-plane
• poles
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11: + iYl and ±iY1' as depicted in Fig. 6.4. Evidently, then, in the
path distortion, only the poles at -iY1' -i1'2 are crossed when (J
is close to zero; and only that at n + iY1 is crossed when (J is close
to 11:.

The anticipated physical picture is clear: for (J 0 a transmitted
surface wave is contributed by the pole at - iY2' whereas the
incident surface wave (6.70) is annulled by the pole at -;1'1; for
() n a reflected surface wave is contributed by the pole at a + iy1.

The cancellation of the incident wave, for () 0, is easily verified;
the pole at -i"l is encircled anticlockwise, and 2ni times the pro-
duct of the residue of the integrand of(6.71) with the factor outside
the integral can be written down immediately. It should be remarked
that this bit of the analysis does make use of the fact that L 1(cos fJ)
is an even function of(J, a feature that has not previously required
explicit recognition. As was pointed out at the very end of § 2.2.2,
no such implication is to be read into the notation; and evidently,
from (6.72), U1(cos (3) cannot also be even in fl. The point is
explained more thoroughly in the next section, where the "split"
in (6.72) is actually effected. It is, of course, necessary to know L 1

in order to obtain the amplitudes and phases of the reflected and
transmitted surface waves.

6.2.2. The Split or sin P+ i sinh "

The original statement of the required factorization is (6.64),
and in the case specified by (6.68) this means, in effect, splitting
the function r1 - A2 + i sinh y , (6.73)

where the constant 'Y has a positive real part and a very small
negative imaginary part. The conventional method would be to
take the logarithm of the function and express this as the sum of
functions regular in the upper and lower half-planes respectively,
these latter being given by certain contour integrals in the complex
A-plane. For present purposes, however, it is simpler to continue
to use the complex {J-plane, and to consider the analogous factori-
zation of

sinfJ+isinhy; (6.74)

it happens that in this way the general contour integration proce-
dure can be avoided.
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It is first necessary to appreciate that a A integral round the
branch-cut associated with the branch-point A = 1 corresponds to
a fJ integral along the imaginary axis, so that the absence of the
branch-point A = 1 in a function of A is equivalent to the corre-
sponding function of {J being even in p. Likewise the absence of the
branch-point A = -1 is.equivalent to evenness in n - fJ. That the
L factor of a function of A has no branch-point at ;., = 1, and the
U factor none at A = -1, is therefore equivalent to the L factor
of the corresponding function of p being an even function of {J,
and the U factor being an even function ofn - (J.

Now revert to specific consideration of (6.74). Basically, the
aim is. to express the logarithm of the function as the sum of
appropriate functions. The logarithm itself is not tractable, but
can be handled when differentiated, though this, ofcourse, means a
subsequent integration. Differentiation with respect to (J is a
possible technique, but rather neater is differentiation with respect
to y. It is convenient for the subsequent integration to have the
logarithm vanish at r = 0, so consider

f= 1 + isinhy/sinp, (6.75)

which differs from (6.74) only by the factor sin fJ with the known
split 2 sin(tP) cos(tfJ).

Since
d i cosh r . h sin fJ - i sinh i'

dr (logf) = sin P+ i sinh" = I cos "cosh2 " - cos2 P ,
(6.76)

the objective can be achieved by expressing sin fJ in the numerator
as the sum of functions even in n - {J and {J, respectively, through
the formula

n sin {J = (n - (J) sin {J + Psin (J •

For in this way (6.76) can be written

d
dy (logj") = g(n - P,,,) + g(p, ,,),

where
1 sinh" t

g(fJ,,,) ="2 cosh" + cos p + 2n

(Psin {J + " sinh" psin (J - r sinh i')
x cosh" - cos P + cosh j1 + cos P ·

(6.77)

(6.78)

(6.79)
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Evidently (6.79) is an even function of {J, free of singularities in the
semi-infinite strip 0 Re {J n, 1m p 0 (which region maps
into the lower half of the complex Aplane). Also it tends to zero as
fJ tends to infinity in the semi-infinite strip, as the form

g(fJ v) = .!- sinh" + fJ sin P cosh r
, I 2 cosh r + cos {:J n cosh" r - cos- {:J

+ .!..- cos {J i' sinh i' (6 80)
n cosh- r - cos 2 fJ ·

makes plain.
Now integrate (6.78) with respect to " from 0 up to y, take the

exponential, and multiply by sin {J. This yields the split

sin (J + i sinh" = U:z(cos (J,,,)L 2(cos (J, y), (6.81)
with

L2(cosP,,,) = fi cos HP) exp {!g(fJ, or) dr} . (6.82)

It only remains, therefore, to consider the integration of g(fJ, y).
The first two terms of (6.80) can be integrated explicitly, the

third cannot. If {J is real, and 0 < fJ < 11;,

"J sinh or dt = 10 (COSh" + cos fJ ) ,
cosh T + cos fJ g 1 + cos fJ

o

"· pJ cosh T A- -1 ( sinh y )mo 1. 2 a-, = tan · {J ,. cosh T - cos {J sin
o

(6.83)

(6.84)

and

L 2(cos (J, y) = l'cosh r + cos fJ

{
i -1 ( sinh" ) i J" or sinh T Ix exp -ptan · P + -cos P h2 2 [J dt ·n SIn n cos T - cos

o
(6.85)

If cos fJ is real, but [cosPI > 1, then sin fJ is purely imaginary
and (6.84) is preferably written

_ -!. ·I ( i sin p - sinh r )
2 l og · · {J • h 'I SIn + sin y
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(6.86)

and

(
t sin fJ - sinh" )/l/Qfc)

L 2(cosp,1') = l'coshy + COSp • • p+ · h
J sin sIn"

{
i J" or sinh or ..L.}x exp -cosfJ '" .n 0 cosh- or - cos"P

Such expressions for L 2( cos fJ) are quite complicated, but it may
be noted that, when cos fJ is real, IL2(cos fJ)1 is a simple function.
If cos fJ is real and greater than -1,

IL2(cos fJ, ,,)12 = cosh r + cos p. (6.87)

This result follows by inspection of (6.85) for -1 < cos fJ < 1
(0 < fJ < n) or of(6.86) for cos fJ > cosh r(f1 = - ifJ', (J' > ,,); and
there can be no discontinuity at cos fJ = 1 (fJ = 0) or at cos fJ
= cosh,,(fJ = -il'). If cos fJ is real and less than -1 the corre-
sponding result can easily be derived from (6.86) by taking {J = n
+ ifJ', where fJ' > 1'; it is

2 i sin P- sinh"IL2(cos P, y)1 = -(coshy + cosfJ) · · {J + · h · (6.88)
J sm sin r

6.2.3. Surface Wave Re8ectioD and TraasmlssioD

The reflected and transmitted surface waves mentioned near the
end of § 6.2.1 are now examined more closely.

The magnetic field of the transmitted surface wave is given by
2ni times the product of the residue of the integrand of (6.71) at
the pole (J = - iy2 with the factor outside the integral. It is

sinh1'2 sinh 1'1 - sinh 1'2 L1(cosh 1'1) e-t.,llnh1'1 e-'kex COlh1'1

cosh 1'2 cosh 1'1 - cosh y, L1(cosh 1'2) ·
(6.89)

Note that the incident wave is recovered by letting "2 -+ i'1.
The magnetic field of the reflected surface wave is given by - 'lni

times the product of the residue of the integrand of (6.71) at the
pole {J = n + iy! with the factor outside the integral. It is

1 sinh "1 (sinh _ sinh v ) L2(cosh '\J ) e-#ce7 l l nh "le"'.xCOSb"l.2" cosh2 1'1 F 1 F 2 , 1

(6.90)
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(6.92)

(6.91)

(6.94)

(6.93)

In the derivation of (6.90) the residue of I/L1(cos fJ) at (J = :It + iYl
is obtained by writting (6.72) as

1 = sin{J+isinhl'2 U( (J)
L1(cos {J) sinfJ + i sinh Yl 1 cos ·

Now from (6.72) and (6.81),

L1(cos fJ) = L 2(cos {J, ')'1)/L2(cos (J, ')'2),

so (6.87) gives

1£ ( h )12 2 cosh 1'1
1 COS 1'1 = cosh 1'1 + cosh 1'2 '

(L ( h )12 _ cosh 1'1 + cosh ')'2
1 cos 1'2 - 2 h ·cos 1'2

At least, then, the expressions for the powers carried by the surface
waves are simple.

Let p be the ratio of the surface wave power to that carried by
the incident wave. Then p for the transmitted surface wave is
tanh v, coth y, times the square of the modulus of the non-expo-
nential factor in (6.89). Thus, with the help of (6.92),

. 4 sinh 1'1 sinh y,
p transmitted = ( · h · h )2·SIn /'1 + sm 1'2

Again, p for the reflected surface wave is the square of the modulus
of the non-exponential factor in (6.90); hence

(
Sinh " 1 - sinh v, )2

p reflected = h h tanh 'Y1 •
cos 1'1 + cos "2

The lack of balance in the overall surface wave power is, of
course, accounted for by the radiated power associated with the
space wave part of (6.71).



CHAPTER VII

THE FIELD OF A MOVING
POINT CHARGE

7.1. MOTION IN A PLANE

7.1.1. General Formulation

The derivation of the field due to the motion of individual
electrons or protons is a problem of some importance, particularly
in the interpretation of various natural processes of radiation. To a
first approximation it is usually legitimate to ignore the effect on
the particle's motion of the energy lost in radiation, so that the
motion can be regarded as specified. The problem is then essentially
one of finding the field of a given current distribution, but the
solution assumes a characteristic form associated with the fact
that the direct information is how the position of a point charge
varies with time, rather than how a time-harmonic current density
varies in space.

To treat the problem in terms of the plane wave spectrum re-
presentation it is assumed that the trajectory is confined to the
plane z = O. If the particle has charge e and, at time t, cartesian
coordinates

[E(t), '1}(t), 0], (7.1)

then the suface charge density in z = 0 is

(J = - E)deY - 17). (7.2)

The corresponding surface current density is therefore

j = - E) - 'TJ), (7.3)
where

v = 'i, 0) (7.4)

is the velocity or the particle, the dot denoting differentiation with
respect to t.
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The current density must now be expressed in terms of its
frequency components. With

00

j(t) = J JCD(oo) e'CDt do»,
-00

the frequency spectrum JCU is given by
00

)'0 = Jje-'CDt dt,
-00

(7.5)

(7.6)

It should be noted that, since j(t) is of necessity real,
jcu*(ro) = jCU( -co); (7.7)

thus

1)'0(00) e'CDt dos = j )'O( -(0) e-'tDt dos = [j jtD(oo) e'tDt dOO]:
0 0

and (7.5) can be written
00

j = Re 2 J jtD e'tDt doi,
o

a representation that introduces only positive values of os.
The substitution of (7.3) into (7.6) gives

00

(7.8)

j'" = f (E. i]. O)l5(x - - 1]) e- fol t dt, (7.9)
-00

and this result can be used in the formulae presented in § 2.2.4. In
particular (2.111) and (2.112) yield

00

ek
2 f·rf .[?"(/. m). (20)(1. m)] = 16;3 J. (i]. - E) l5(x - l5(y - 1])

-00

x e- ltOt e-·k,(JJC+my ) dx dy dt, (7.10)

for the plane wave spectrum functions of each frequency compo-
nent; and if the trivial x- and y-integrations are carried out this
leads to

00

(P"'. (20)) = le:;3 f (i]. e-'t.(lhm'l) e-''''' dt, (7.11)
--00
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The frequency spectral resolution of the field vectors is

00

(E, II) = f (Eat, Hm) e'm, do»,
-00

(7.12)

corresponding to (7.5); and r, HOJ are given by the appro-
priate substitution of (7.11) into (2.108), (2.107). Caution is re-
quired, however, because the statement in § 2.2.4 that the radical
il - 12 - m2 in (2.107), (2.108) is negative pure imaginary when
12 + m"> 1 assumes implicitly that (J) is positive. If (7.12) is used
as it stands, the radical must be taken thus for the part of the range
ofintegration of co from 0 to 00, but must be given the reverse sign,
when 12 + m2 > 1, for the remainder of the range of integration
of Ct) from - 00 to O. Alternatively, (7.12) can be written (cf. (7.8»

00

(E, II) = Re 2 f (Ecu, HW) e' mt do»,
o

(7.13)

and with this prescription the formulae of § 2.2.4 of course require
no modification.

One standard expression for the. field vectors is obtained by
substituting (7.11) into (2.107), (2.108) and then effecting the
integration with respect to I and m by means of (2.120). For
example, substitution into (2.107) gives

H- = e14 ffco! [±. liJ - ]
1M3 'fJ" VI _ P _ m1

-00

(7.14)

in which the I, m double integrals are seen to be expressible in
terms of the respective z, x and y differentials of (2.120). Hence

00

Hat = _e_ J[iJz - £z -iJ(x - + - 1'J)]'! (iko + .!)8n2 , , e e
-00

x e- Im('+Q/C) dt ,

where e is the magnitude of

Q = (x - E, y - 17, z),

(7.15)

(7.16)
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the radius vector to the point of observation from the position of
the particle at time t. Evidently (7.16) can be written

00

HW = _e_ J(ik +.!.) v A Q e-1w(t+Q/C) dt
8n2 0 (! (!2 ,

-00

(7.17)

where v is the velocity of the particl, (7.4). This, in conjunction
with (7.12), is the standard form referred to; it is, in fact, also
applicable to general three-dimensional motion, and corresponds
closely to the expression (3.77) for the magnetic field of a time-
harmonic current distribution.

The radiation field of the moving charge can, of course, be
written down directly from (7.11), as explained in § 3.2.1. Thus,
from (3.22),

· k -,t",
(R OJ HfI»

8, fJ 8n2 r
00

x J£?icosq; - - cos8(?isinq; +
-00

(7.18)

where r, 8, rp are spherical polar coordinates related to x, y, z in
the usual way.

If it is asked what power is radiated, it is necessary to be clear
about the type of motion postulated. When the time interval during
which the particle is in motion, or at least in accelerated motion,
is limited, the total energy crossing an elementary area dS is finite,
and of amount W. dS, where

00

W = JE A Hdt,
-00

(7.19)

the field vectors being evaluated at dS. In view of (7.12) this gives
00

W = JJJEW(ro) A HCU(w') elCw+w'>t dco dOJ' dt .
-00

(7.20)

In (7.20) the t integration introduces (j(w + 00'), and when the ro'
integration is then done the result appears as

00

W = 2n JECU(w) A HW( -co) dos .
-00

(7.21)
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Since (cr. (7.7»
Ecu*(co) = ECD( -ro), H·.(ro) = HCU( -co),

(7.21) can be written
00

W = Re 4n f Etu A Htu. doi,
o
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(7.22)

(7.23)

The total energy flux density is therefore 8n times the superposition
for all positive frequencies of the time-averaged power flux density
associated with each frequency component.

A somewhat different situation is that in which the motion of the
point charge is periodic. The formulae then appropriate are set out
in the next section, and given explicitly in the important case of
uniform circular motion.

7.1.2. Periodic Motion: Uniform Circular Motion

Let the motion of the point charge in z = 0 be periodic, with
period D. Then in plane of (7.5), (7.6) the surface current density
is written

with

00 00

jet) = 2 J"e'"Dt = io + Re 22 Jlle,,.Dt,
-00 1

2nIDDIJill = j!1I = 2n j(t) e-'IIDt dt ·
o

(7.24)

(7.25)

Ignoring the steady current density Jo, the formula for the har-
monic components of the plane wave spectrum functions is evi-
dently

2ft/D

(PII, Q,.) = e J (11, - e-,,,f-m+1MJ) e-,,,Dtdt , (7.26)
o

The harmonic components of the radiation field are given by
ienfJ2 e- lnDr/c

(HII8, H,.,,) = 8n2c r

kiD

x J [11 cos 'I' - sin '1', -cos (J (11 sin 'I' + cos '1')]
o

D
X e'''c·lae(Icol9'+'1lla.) e-·"Dt dt, (7.27)
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As regards the radiated power, the quantity now of interest is
the average over a period 2n/Q. If w.dS is the average rate at
which energy crosses an elementary area dS,

2nID

W = f E"Hdt. (7.28)
o

In terms of the harmonic components of the field this is
00 00

w = En AHn = AH:,
-00 1

(7.29)

again ignoring any steady field components, which are of no sig-
nificance in this context.

The case in which the point charge travels with constant speed
v round a circular orbit is of particular interest, since this is the
basic motion induced by an imposed magnetic field. With

= cos(.Qt), 'YJ = sin(.Qt) , (7.30)

(7.31)

and qJ taken zero without loss of generality, the radiation field
(7.27) is seen to be expressible in terms of the integrals

2nJ(cos T, sin T) e-I"T dx.
o

Now a standard Bessel function representation is
2n

e- t
'
lln fJ,,(C) = 2n eI(CcoST-IIT) dt ,

o

so that the integrals in (7.31) are respectively

- :miet '''" (n : sin 8) , - J" (n : sin 8) .
-sIn
c

In the radiation field, therefore,

en v (V ) e-lnDr/c
H = - ei""rn - J' n - sin 0

nO 4n e" c r'

en (V) e-,,,Qr/c
H"" = -i 4n ei 'M n cot 8 J" n c sin 8 r '

(7.32)

(7.33)

(7.34)

(7.35)
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and the time-averaged power radiated per unit solid angle in the
direction 8 (for any '1') is

z; f n2
[:: (n : sin 0) + cot" 0 (n : sin 0)]. (7.36)

These formulae can be elucidated with the help of various Bessel
function properties. The main point to notice is that if vIc 1 the
argument of the Bessel functions is much smaller than the order,
and the first term of the series (7.36) is predominant. Whereas for
a particle of such high energy that vIc 1 argument and order
are almost equal in or near the plane of revolution (J = tn, and
then the dominant terms are those for which It is about

- v2Ic 2) - 3/2.

7.2. UNIFORM RECTILINEAR MOTION

7.2.1. Motion in a Vacuum

One of the few cases in which the details of the analysis can be
pursued with comparative ease is that in which the point charge
travels with constant speed along a straight line. At first sight this
is not a problem of much physical interest, but proves otherwise
when the charge is allowed to move in a dielectric medium rather
than a vacuum.

From the mathematical aspect it is instructive to begin with
the vacuum case. Even though its speed is constant, the moving
charge constitutes a time-varying current density, and it is perti-
nent to ask why it does not radiate. From the present point of
view the reason is that, at every angular frequency co, the wave-
lengths of all the spatial Fourier components of the current density
are less than the wavelength 2nc/ro of vacuum radiation, and the
plane waves of the spectrum representation of the field are there-
fore all evanescent.

To see this explicitly, let the cartesian coordinates of the point
charge e be

(vt, 0, 0), (7.37)

where v is the constant speed of the charge. In the notation of
§ 7.1.1,

E= vt, '1J = 0, (7.38)
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so (7.9) gives

APPLICATION

-co e -,!!x -(I) 0Jx = m u e:»>, JJ1 = · (7.39)

It is seen at once that all the spatial wavelengths implicit in (7.39)
are less than mc/ro by virtue of the fact that v < c.

The substitution of (7.39) into (2.111) and (2.112) gives
00

eld r coP" = 0 QW = 0_ e-';x e-'kolxdx
, 16n3

& '

-00

(7.40)

in agreement, of course, with (7.11). Thus

po = 0, QO> = - [W(l + : I)]. (7.41)

If now expressions (7.41) are fed into (2.107), the 1 integration
can be done, and it appears that

00

n- = - ...!!!!- e-';x r(0 + 1!!!..) ftlZ) dm (7.42)
8n2c __' - , nl '

-00

where
nl = VI - C2/V2

- m", (7.43)

With clo > 1, nl is pure imaginary for all real values of m and the
plane waves in the representation (7.42) are all evanescent. The
entire field is therefore simply a storage field in the vicinity of the
plane z = 0, and no energy is lost in radiation.

In a frame of reference moving with the particle there is solely
the electrostatic coulomb field of a point charge at rest. A Lorentz
transformation will therefore yield an explicit solution to the
problem just considered, in terms of simple algebraic functions.
How can this solution be derived from (7.42) and (7.13)1 The inte-
grals in (7.42) can be expressed in terms of Bessel functions, but
these can be avoided by doing first the (0 integration of (7.13). The
magnetic field lines are clearly circles normal to and centred on the
x-axis, so it is sufficient to find - H, at y = 0, Z = e > 0, since
this will give the magnitude of H at distance e from the line of
motion of the charge. It is

00

H = Re 4 e2 f dm 2' (7.44)
:It C [; 'YC2/V2 _ 1 + m2 - i(t - x/v)]

-00
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leading to
00

H = _e_ f «(l/c2
) (C2/V2

- I + m2
) - (t - X/V)2 dm.

4n 2c [(e2 / C2) (C 2/V2 - 1 + m2) + (t - X/V)2]2
-00

(7.45)

The only singularities of the integrand in (7.45) are two poles on
the imaginary axis, on either side of the origin, and the integral is
easily evaluated by the residue theorem after closing the path of
integration with an infinite semicircle. A little algebra yields the
standard result

(7.46)

It has been shown that in a sense there is no radiation from the
charge only because its speed is less than c. This restriction can
in effect be overcome in practice by allowing the charge to travel
through a dielectric. that has refractive index p > c]» for at least
some range of frequencies. Before considering, in the next section,
the analysis for this situation, which gives rise to so-called Cerenkov
radiation, it is worth examining briefly the hypothetical vacuum
case with v > c.

With cl» < 1, (7.43) is real for some values of m, and these
values correspond to homogeneous plane waves which carry energy
away to infinity. On the other hand it would seem that there must
be a simple explicit solution corresponding to (7.46), and it is
instructive to see in what sense this can represent a radiating
solution.

The solution can be obtained in the same sort of way as before.
The c.o integration, with permissible path distortion to ensure
convergence, gives

00

e J dmH=Re-42 2'

n c [; VI _ C2/V2 _ m2 - (t - x/v)]
-00

(7.47)
corresponding to (7.44). Put

m= cfJ cos oc, fJ = VV2/C2 - 1.
v

11 BP
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Then

APPLICATION

H = Re - ev f sintXdtX
4n2(}2 {1 ( • vt - X)2 ,

sin tX - fJ(}
c

(7.48)

where C is again the path of Fig. 2.1.
It is now observed that it is permissible to distort the path so

that it lies entirely along the imaginary axis, allowing only for any
poles that may be crossed in the process; and, furthermore, that
when the path is along the imaginary axis the real part of the inte-
gral is zero, a result easily established by writing a = iy and noting
that the real part of the integrand is then an odd function of". Thus
(7.48) is evaluated merely in terms of the residues of the poles
that lie in the semi-infinite strip of the complex tX plane 0 < Re tX

< n, IllltX > O.
Consider, then the various possible positions of the poles,

remembering that (} > O. If vt - x < 0 the poles are outside the
strip 0 < Re tX < n. If fJ(} > vt - x > 0 there are two poles on the
real axis inside the strip; the way in which C is to be indented round
these poles is determined by the condition that any imaginary part
of nl = (cfJlv) sin tX must be negative, but the details are irrele-
vant, since the residues of the poles are clearly real and so cannot
contribute to (7.48). Finally, if vt - x > fJe there are poles at

(X = in ± itXo,
where

vt - x
cosh lXo = Pe ;

and the residue of the integrand at the pole with positive imaginary
part is found to be

i
sinh" (xo

Thus

{

O' for vt - x < fJ(},
H = e V(V2/C2 - 1) (}

- 2n [(VI - X)2 _ (V2/C2 _ 1)e2]3/2' for vi - x > Pe·
(7.49)

The result in this form is a standard one whose broad interpreta-
tion is clear. It represents an electromagnetic shock wave, arising
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from the fact that the particle travels at a speed exceeding that of
wave propagation. The shock front is the cone

(7.50)

which travels with its vertex at the particle. The generators of
the cone make the angle sin-l(c/v) with the particle's track, and
the cone can be regarded as the envelope, at any time I, of distur-
ances emitted by the particle at times prior to t, and subsequently
travelling outwards with speed c. The electromagnetic field exists
only behind the cone, and becomes infinite as the cone is appro-
ached; the factor 2 by which the non-zero part of (7.49) differs in
functional form from (7.46) is accounted for by the existence of
two instants on the particle's track at which emitted disturbances
contribute to the field at a given time at a given point behind the
cone. For a point in front of the cone, at a given time, there are no
such instants.

The singular behaviour of the field accounts for its ability to
radiate without conforming to the conventional type of radiation
field. But a non-infinite result for the rate of radiation is only
obtained with a more realistic model, such as that considered in
the next section.

7.1.2. Motion in a Dielectric: Cerenkol' Radiation

The present problem is that initially considered in § 7.2.1, except
that it is supposed that all space is filled with a homogeneous,
lossless, isotropic dielectric of refractive index p,. It is important to
recognize that !J is a function of the angular frequency OJ; it is
taken to tend to unity when co tends to infinity, as it would on any
reasonable model, and the case of interest is that in which p, > cl»
for some, necessarily finite, range of values of t».

The plane wave spectrum representation for the field in the
dielectric medium is only slightly different from (2.107), (2.108).
The required modifications are noted at the end of § 2.2.4, but for
convenience of reference the explicit statement is now given,
namely

00

H= !!(±P, ±Q, lp:mQ)e.".U%+1II7n%>dldm, (7.51)
-00
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and

E = Zo
1'2

APPLICATION

00

x JJ{ ImP + ";,2 - 12) Q , _ (p,2 - + mlQ , =F(mP -lQ)}

-00

x e'k,Ux+my =f liZ) dl dm ,

where

(7.52)

(7.53)

and, as usual, the upper/lower sign is for z 0.
Since (2.111) and (2.112) continue to hold, the frequency com-

ponents ofthe spectrum function are given by (7.41) as before. Thus
the expression (7.42) for HtD is altered only in that now

nl = fp,2 - C2/V2 - m". (7.54)

The two field components specifically required for the power cal-
culation are

00

HtD = +- .sz: J dm
y 8n2c '

-00

(7.55)

(7.56)

Consider the total energy that crosses the surface of an infinitely
long strip of unit width that lies in some plane z = constant and
whose edges are parallel to the y-axis. Allowing for equal radiation
on either side of the plane z = 0, this quantity is one half the
energy, U say, radiated by the point charge per unit length of its
path. Thus, using (7.23), and noting that H% = 0,

00 00

U = Re 8n f f E:H:* dco dy
-000

(7.57)

evaluated at any value of x and any positive value of z, Of course,
U is independent of x and z, which will therefore drop out before
the end of the calculations.
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The insertion of (7.55) and (7.56) into (7.57) gives

x dy dm dm' dar,

where is simply the expression (7.54) for nl with m replaced by

m', The y integration introduces (m - m')], so can be followed

at once by the m' integration, leaving

(7.58)

(7.59)

It is now observed that, since 1'2is real, no contribution is made
to (7.58) when nl is pure imaginary. Consequently the os inte-
gration can be confined to that range of (J) for which p, > clu, and
for any w in this range the m integration can be confined between
the limits ± yp2 - c2/v'J.; this is simply analytic confirmation
that radiation occurs only because there are some homogeneous
waves in the plane wave spectrum. Moreover, when nl is real
the exponential factor in the integrand is unity and the m integral
is then n. Hence the energy radiated per unit length of path is

Z e
2 I[ C

2]

u = . 1"- V2p2(W) (jJ doi,

taken over all positive values of (J) for which p, > c]», This is the
standard formula for Cerenkov radiation.

It may be noted that, since
00

Ex = Re 2 J E: e'wr do»,
o

(7.60)

withE: given by (7.56), the formal expression for -eEx evaluated
at the particle (x = vt, Y = z = 0) is the same as (7.59). This is to
be expected, in the sense that the work done against the field in
maintaining the motion of the particle must balance the rate of
loss of energy by radiation. The difficulties inherent in introducing
the concept of the field at the location of a point charge are here
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disguised, in that only the imaginary part of the integral in (7.60)
is divergent at x = vi, Y = z = o.

Consider, finally, what can be said about the directivity of the
radiation. Clearly (7.41) states that, for each angular frequency w
for which there is radiation, the plane waves of the spectrum make
the specific angle cos-1[c/(v,u)] with the particle's track. Thus the
directions 0 in which there is radiation are those for which

for some value of to.

p,(w) cos.O = clo (7.61)



CHAPTER VIII

SOURCES IN ANISOTROPIC MEDIA

8.1. UNIAXIAL MEDIUM

8.1.1. The Dieleetrlc TeDSOr

This chapter offers some comparatively introductory material
on the complicated problems that arise when anisotropic media
are involved.

In the notation of § 1.2, the medium considered is supposed to
have vacuum permeability and to be characterized, for a time-
harmonic field, by a dielectric tensor ze" with components "Ii

(i, j = 1, 2, 3); moreover the medium is assumed to be lossless, so
that xJ' = Two fields of study in which this type of medium is
encountered are crystal optics and magneto-ionic theory; in the
latter the medium is a gas of free electrons (with a "neutralizing
background t, of positiveions, often supposed immobile) permeated
by an imposed magnetostatic field.

In crystal optics the simplest case of anisotropy is afforded by
the uniaxial crystal for which, with appropriate choice of coordi-
nate axes,

(" 0 0)
.7'= 0 " 0 ,

o 0 ,,'
(8.1)

and x, 'X' are real and positive. This form also arises in magneto-
ionic theory when the magnetostatic field Bo is so strong that the
angular frequency of free gyration of an electron in the field
(eBolm) is very high compared with both the wave angular fre-
quency (J) and the so-called plasma frequency ro", the latter being

•
= Ne 2/(som),

159

(8.2)
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where - e, m are the electron charge and mass, and N is the number
of electrons per unit volume. Then, with the a-axis directed along
Do, the dielectric tensor is, on the simplest theory, approximately

(

1 0
= 0 1

o 0
(8.3)

It is easy to see how the form (8.3) arises. If E is in the z-direc-
tion, that is, along Do, the electrons tend to oscillate parallel to
that direction, and such motion is unaffected by Do; the equivalent
dielectric constant is therefore the same as that of a free electron
gas without a magnetostatic field, and since on the simplest theory
the current density is J = -Hev = Ne 2E/(irom), this latter is
1 - 00:/002. If, on the other hand, E is transverse to the z-direc-
tion, the electrons tend to oscillate only in planes normal to Do;
but then the amplitudes of the oscillations are negligible owing
to the high value of Do. The equivalent dielectric constant is
therefore the same as that in the absence of the electrons, namely
unity.

Formally, of course, (8.3) is obtained from (8.1) on writing

= 1, 1 -

but in this identification it is necessary to admit the possibility thats'
may be negative; this case arises when co < wp' and is of interest
as a model which can be used to illustrate the generation of Ceren-
kov radiation in a magneto-ionic medium, in the way shown in
§ 8.1.6.

8.1.2. Surface Currents in Plane Normal to Axis

Consider the field, in a uniaxial medium, generated by adistribu-
tion of surface current density in a plane that is normal to the
direction of symmetry of the medium. The dielectric tensor of the
medium is supposed given by (8.1), and z = 0 is taken as the current
carrying plane.

The intention is to apply the plane wave spectrum representation
introduced in § 2.2.6. To this end it is necessary to confirm that
the symmetry about z = 0 assumed in (2.124) holds for the present
case, and to find nt, n2 , Pt/Qt, P2/Q2 as functions of I and m.
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From a trivial generalization of the analysis given in § 2.1.4,
plane waves with space factor

(8.5)

(8.6)
(8.7)

can be supported by the medium under one or other of the condi-
tions (cf. (2.42), (2.43»

12 + m'" + n2 == x,
I'" +. m2 + (x'/x) n2 = x'.

Thus n2 as a function of 1and m must take one of the two forms

== x - I'" - m2
,

== x - ('X/'X') (I'" + m"').

The corresponding refractive indices are

== x,
== x + (1 - 'XI'X') (12 + m"').

(8.8)
(8.9)

(8.10)

(8.11)

To establish the validity of (2.124) consider first the general
expression

H == 1: (p,z, Qt, ± IPt + mQt )eftoux+m'lf"'Z) (8.12)
1-1.2 n,

for the magnetic field of the pair of plane waves emitted into the
respective half-spaces z > 0 (upper sign), z < 0 (lower sign) by a
space-harmonic surface current density in the plane z == O. Then
the components of

curl H == iro8o.fi == iro8o(xEx, xEy , 'X'Ez)

yield the associated electric field

E == Zo 1: [± ImP,· + ("q - 12) Q,. , =+= - m2
) Pt + mIQ,· ,

1-1.2 xn, xn,

_ mP: ;; IQ,· ] e'ie(lJl+m".",z). (8.13)

Furthermore, as explained, in effect, in § 2.1.4, a plane wave with
refractive indexjs, has the structure of a plane wave in an isotropic
dielectric of dielectric constant 'X, and its polarization is such that
E. == 0 (eqn. (2.44»; hence

mP: - lQ: = O. (8.14)
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Again, it is easy to verify, for example from (2.37), that a plane
wave with refractive index P2 has polarization such that Hs = 0;
hence

IP: + mQ: = o. (8.15)

But Ex and E7 must be continuous across z = 0, and this evidently
demands

Pi" = -Pt, Qi = -Qt, (i = 1, 2). (8.16)

The representation (2.124) is therefore vindicated, with (8.8),
(8.9), (8.14), (8.15) giving the information required for its applica-
tion.

8.1.3. Dipole Normal to Axis

A simple illustration of the analysis of § 8.1.2 is afforded by the
electric dipole. If this is located at the origin and directed along the
x axis, say, the surface current density components are, as in
(2.114),

i, i, = O. (8.17)

Then, from (2.126),

PI + P2 = 0, Qt + Q2 = - 8n 2 , (8.18)

analogous, of course, to (2.115); and (8.14), (8.15), (8.18) give

ir.; e., P2' Q2) = - 12 1 2 (1m, m", -1m, 12). (8.19)
n +m

The representation (2.123), (2.124) is therefore

(8.20)
where

ffoo( 1m m
2

m)
Hi = - 8,,;2 ± 12 + m2 , ± 12 + m2 , n-;

-00

(8.21)
00

H= - pki ff( +- 1m ± 12 0) e'Ic,Ux+my=t=nl%) d/ dm
2 8n2 12 + m2 , 12 + m 2 , ,

-00

(8.22)
with nt, n2 given by (8.8) and (8.9).
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Evidently

(
a2M iJ2M 82M a2M )

H 1 = ox oz' oy oz' - ox2 - oy2 ,

. (all all)
H 2 = 'ko Yo oy' - ox ' 0 ,

where
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(8.23)

(8.24)

00

M = - --L if m e'keUx+my =F ll l Z ) dl dm (8.25)
8n1 nl(12 + m2) ,

-00

00

II = =1= pZo If I e'k"<t,um,.",,,zz) dl tim. (8.26)
8n2 12 + m2

-00

Reference to (8.8), (8.9) shows that, if for the present both x
and ,,' are assumed positive, (8.25), (8.26) can be written

00

M = - --L If m e,t,Yi'(lx+mY=FIlZ) dl dm (8.27)
8n2 n(/2 + m2) ,

-00

00

II = + pZo R If 1 e'koUYX' x+myH',=FIIYKz) dl dm
8n 2 12 + m2 '

-00

where
(8.28)

(8.29)

Hence it is only necessary to evaluate
00

/I(x y z) = If I e'k,,(J,uml' 'I'IIz) dl dm, , n(/1 + m2) ,
-00

since

(8.30)

(8.31)

(8.32)

The evaluation of I can be effected by much the same analysis as
that used at the end of § 2.2.5. The transformations leading from
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(2.120) to (2.121) give, for z > 0,

00 e-'tezt'T=i'
1 = 2ni cos Z I J1(k o(!T) f 2 s«, (8.33)

o 1 - T

and this integral can in turn be derived from (2.121) as follows. If
the familiar relation

is multiplied by t'J and then integrated over t'J from 0 to t'Jo there
results

'I.I '1 Jo('fJ) dr} = 'fJOJ1('fJO),
o

from which
It til

T I EJo(ET) dE = kO(!J 1(ko(!T) .
o

Now, in both sides of (2.121), first replace kof! by E, next multiply
by E, and then integrate over Efrom 0 to ko'! to get

Hence (8.33) is
e-'lct% _ e-lktl'

I = 2ni cos X k '
of!

where

(8.34)

(8.35)

The substitution of (8.35) into (8.31), (8.32) gives

M = - ip - 2 Y 2 (e-·t1y;<'; - e-1kIYH'), (8.37)
4nkoY'J(, x + Y

ik Y: II = ..L. x (e-UC.fH% - y; e-.k•R) (8.38)
o 0 4n x 2 + y2 R'

where
(8.39)
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(8.42)

To get the components of H it only remains to carry out the differ-
entiation specified in (8.23), (8.24). The result is

pJ4 6e koxyz [ 2 ( e-'ieA e-'i.Yw )
H1& = 4:n: "x2 + y2 Tc:<x2 + y2) koR - k o i:,
- (1 - k

o
k,) e-'t.r;;r + (1- k:R) e-'kellJ (8.40)

pJ4 - Z [X2
- y2 (e-,telt e-.ter;;.)

H7 = - 4:n: j" k O(x
2 + y2) x2 + y2 koR - k o i;,

y2( i) x
2( i) ]+ i2 1 - = e-'t.yHr + 1 - -- e-lteR, (8.41)

r kofxr R koR

k
2

( .)Hz = Li6e...L,; 1 - I e-,t.fi r •
4n kor ko6er

Two points may be noted. First, that the expression exp(- iko-V;;z)
only makes an interim appearance, in (8.37) and (8.38). When M
and II are combined to form the field components the terms in-
volving this expression cancel one another, as would be antici-
pated, and there is ultimately no restriction onthe sign ofz, Secondly,
that although the final formulae were derived on the assumption
that ,,' > 0, they must also apply to the physically attainable case
')(,' < 0 (noted at the end of § 8.1.1), provided that R is taken to be
negative pure imaginary for those field-points for which (8.39)
is negative. In this case, then, the factor exp( - ikoR) characterizes
either a propagated or an evanescent field according to whether
the field-point lies inside or outside the double conical surface
whose generators pass through the origin and make the angle

tan -1 fix/x'I (8.43)

with the z-axis. The field components become indefinitely large as
the surface of the cone is approached.

In spherical polar coordinates r, 6, rp, with the dipole as origin,
direction of dipole as axis (x = r cos 0), and cp measured from the
xz-plane it is found that

H = pJ4 6e sin2 (Jsin qJcos qJ 1 (e-,t.r'Mr _ e-,telt ) (8.44)
r 4n 1 - sin2 8 cos2 rp kor k o 6e r koR'
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and

H _ · -r: sin 8 cos 8 sin q; cos lfJ [1 + sin2 (J cos" rp i
8-- I,X -

4n 1 - sin2 8 cos" lfJ 1 - sin 2 8 cos" rp kor

x _ e-'Il.R) __1_ (1 _ i ) e-UC.yHr
k o Yx r koR kor k oY;r

+ 'X' -'- (1 - _i_) e-'k.R] (8.45)
k oR2 koR '

H = i -y; sin 0 [ cot2
(J - sin2 cp .L:

tp 4n tan" q; + cos" (J cot" (J + sin" cp k o'

(
e-'k,YXr e-,,,.R) tan" m ( i) -x - -- + T 1 _ _ e-,t,y'!r
k o -y;, koR kor k o V'X r

+ X' cos" 8-'- (1 - _i-) e-'ie R] (8.46)
k oR 2 koR •

When ,,' = X, (8.44) and (8.45) vanish, and the familiar form
of the field of a dipole in an isotropic dielectric is recovered.

8.1.4. Surface Currents in Plane Parallel to Axis

Here the case is considered in which the plane of the surface
current distribution is parallel to the direction of symmetry of the
uniaxial medium. It is convenient to retain z = 0 as the current
carrying plane, and the dielectric tensor of the medium is conse-
quently taken to be

('" 00)
= 0 " o.

00"
(8.47)

(8.48)

(8.49)

The validity of the representation (2.123), (2.124) can be esta-
blished just as in § 8.1.2, with now

= " - /2 _ m",
= X' - ("'/") /2 - m".

The plane wave characterized by (8.48) has E" = 0, so that

ImP! + (" - /2) Ql = 0; (8.50)

and that characterized by (8.49) has H" = 0, so that

P2 = o. (8.51)
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8.1.5. Dipole Parallel to Axis

When the surface current density is (8.17), specifying a dipole
parallel to the direction of symmetry ofthe medium whose dielectric
tensor is (8.47), the results are particularly simple. They can, of
course, be used to supplement those of § 8.1.3 to yield, by super-
position, the solution for an arbitrarily oriented dipole.

Equations (8.18), (8.50) and (8.51) imply
)PI = P2 = Ql = 0, Q2 = - 1m2 • (8.52

Hence, from (2.124), HI = 0, and the components of H 2 can be
written

where
00

II = - pZo ff-l-eu,.ux+m7:W:1I2.r> dl dm,
8n2 n2

-00

Since n2 is given by (8.49) it is evident that
ipZo -r: e-1t.Jl

II = - -- f"--4n koR '
where

(8.53)

(8.54)

(8.55)

(8.57)

R2 = + + Z2). (8.56)

The physical variables (8.56) and (8.39) are identical when the
present dipole and that in §8.1.3 are placed orthogonally to one
another at the same point in a common medium.

The cartesian components of H are obtained by differentiation
of (8.55) as indicated In (8.53), and those of E can then be derived
by forming curl H. If spherical polar cordinates T, 8, tp are intro-
duced, with the dipole as origin and direction of dipole as axis
(x = r cos 8), it is found that the non-zero components are

., -. r ( i) e-'keRs; = 4n IX l'''SIn OR 1 - koR koR'

E Z .v: · 8 r
2

8 = 0 4n 'H f" sm R2

x {I - [1 + 2(1 - :,)COS2 0] k:R (1 - k:R)} (8.58)

p14 1 ( i) e-'teK

s, = Zo 4n 2 Y; cos°koR 1 - koR koR' (8.59)
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(8.60)

When ,,' = x the familiar form of the field of a dipole in an isotro-
pic dielectric is recovered.

If ,,' < 0 the field is propagated or evanescent, respectively, in
the regions inside or outside the conical surface

tan20 = l"lx'l, (8.61)

and the field components become indefinitely large as the surface
of the cone is approached. This behaviour is, ofcourse, conditioned
by the properties of the medium in much the same way as that of
the field described in § 8.1.3.

8.1.6. Point Charge in Uniform Motion Parallel to Axis

A second simple illustration of the analysis of § 8.1.4 is the case
in which a point charge travels with constant speed v along a line
parallel to the direction of symmetry of the medium. If the medium
is an electron gas in a strong magnetostatic field,

x = 1, 'X' = 1 -

as in (8.4), and the occurrence of Cerenkov radiation may be anti-
cipated for the following reason. The plane wave characterized
by (8.49) has refractive index !J2' where (cf. (2.47»

'X'
-
- sin20 + 'X' cos" 0 ' (8.62)

() being the angle which the direction of phase propagation makes
with the magnetostatic field. The (plane) radial plot of ""2 against
0, sketched in Fig. 8.1, is an ellipse when ,,' > 0 (ro > ro,,) and a
hyperbola when x' < 0 (co < co,,). Thus the condition (7.61) for
Cerenkov radiation,

!J2cos 0 = c]»,

can be satisfied at angular frequency co for every value of en less
than co"' but for no value greater than OJ".

Figure 8.1 also provides important information about the diffe-
rent directions of phase and energy propagation. For a direction
of phase propagation 0, represented by the point P on the 142(8)
curve, the corresponding direction of energy propagation is known
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to be along the normal to the curve at P. When 'X' < 0 the z-com-
ponents of these directions are therefore of opposite sign, a fact
which is confirmed by the finding that if the direction of phase
propagation is (-I, -m, n2) that ofE 1\ H* is ('X'I, m, -n2). This
means that in the plane wave spectrum representation (2.124) the
real values of n2 must be taken to be negative.

Direction of
mognetostatic field

Direction of
propagation

0.---...---+---.."...---

FIG. 8.1.

To obtain the frequency components of the plane wave spectrum
functions it is only necessary to combine the appropriate version
of (7.41), that is

PT + Pf = 0, QT + Q;' = - t5 (I + J (8.63)

with (8.50) and (8.51); the result is

PT = Pf = QT = 0, Q;' = - t5(1 + (8.64)

The representation (2.124) therefore gives
00

RCU = - f (0 ±l m)e'7<m7 =F n l 'Z) dnJ. (8.65)
8n 2c " ,

-00

here
(8.66)

and, for real m, is either negative real or negative pure imaginary.
12 EF
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As explained at the end of § 7.2.2 the energy U radiated per unit
length of the particle's track can be found most quickly by identi-
fying it with - eEx evaluated at the particle. Since, corresponding
to (8.65),

(8.67)

it follows that

e2Z (C 2
) j-I'U = __0_ -- - 1 os dos:

4nc v2 ,
o

that is

(8.68)

8.1.7. TE and TM Resolution

In this section it is shown how the problem of the field of sources
in a uniaxial medium can be expressed in terms of a corresponding
vacuum field problem.

Attention is drawn to two features of the preceding discussion;
first, the nature of the polarization of the plane waves supported
by the uniaxial medium, and secondly, the coordinate scaling
implicit, for example, in the arguments of I in (8.31) and (8.32).

For a medium with dielectric tensor (8.1) the two characteristic
plane waves have, respectively, Ef: = 0 and H; = 0, no matter what
their common direction ofpropagation may be. They are therefore
conveniently called TE (transverse electric) and TM (transverse
magnetic), and any time-harmonic field formed by an angular
spectrum of such waves is likewise the superposition of a TE field
and a TM field. Explicitly, the field with suffix 1 in § 8.1.3, expressed
in terms of M through (8.23), is a TE field; that with suffix 2,
expressed in terms of II through (8.24), is a TM field. Referring
now to (8.30), (8.31) and (8.32), there is a forcible suggestion that
the TE and TM fields can each be related to corresponding vacuum
fields by respective simple scaling procedures. It is proposed to
examine the general basis of this assertion by reference to Max-
well's equations.

Suppose that the vacuum field of a given current density is
expressed as the superposition of TE and TM fields with respective
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current densities J. and J m• Then the field of the given current
density in the uniaxial medium with dielectric tensor (8.1) can be
obtained by considering in tum the fields of J. and J m•

When is everywhere zero, Maxwell's equations for the uniaxial
medium are identical with those for an isotropic dielectric with
dielectric constant ". Plainly, therefore, the field ofJ e in the uniaxial
medium is obtained from the vacuum field of J e merely by replac-
ing 60 by 60".

When is everywhere zero the situation is not quite so trivial.
But by writing down Maxwell's equations it is a straightforward
matter to confirm the following statement: if EO, HO, JO are the
vectors of a TM vacuum field (H: = 0), then

E(r) = [.!.E2(R), .!.E:(R), -.,1 E:(R)] , (8.69)
" r ",,'

H(r) = [;; m(R), ;; H:(R), 0], (8.70)

J(r) = [/2(R), J:(R), (8.71)
where

r = (x,Y, z), R = (l";;x, -(;iy, V;;z), (8.72)

are the vectors of a TM field in the uniaxial medium. The TM field
in the uniaxial medium due to the given current density Jm(r) can
therefore be obtained by scaling, in the manner indicated, the
vacuum field due to current density

[J",x(R'), J"'7(R'), -Y'H'X' Jmz(R')], (8.73)
where

(8.74)

For an electric dipole parallel to the z-axis the entire field is TM,

Jm(r) = (0, O,p)

and (8.73) is simply ,,-Y;;JIfI(r). The field in the uniaxial medium can
be written down by appropriately scaling the vacuum dipole field,
and the results (8.57)-(8.60) confirmed.

Where the current distribution is a surface density in the plane
z = 0, as in § 8.1.2,

.Jm(r) = UIfIX(X, y), imy(x, y), 0] d(z).
12a EF
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(8.75)

Hence (8.73) is

(R' j;), im, (l':" R)' 0] d(z) ,

so that anisotropy is not directly evident in the scaling of the origi-
nal surface current density.

In the present statement of the problem the burden of the analy-
sis devolves on the resolution of the vacuum field of a given current
density into TE and TM fields. This is apparent, for example, in
the case of the dipole perpendicular to the a-axis. One way of
effecting the resolution is to introduce the plane wave spectrum
representation of the vacuum field, and then write each plane wave
as the superposition of a TE and a TM plane wave. This procedure
leads to sensibly the same analysis as that which starts directly
from the plane wave spectrum of the field in the uniaxial medium.

8.2. MAGNETO-IONIC MEDIUM

8.2.1. Surface Currents in Plane Normal to Magnetostatic Field

For the description of time-harmonic fields in a plasma with
an imposed magnetostatic field the dielectric tensor takes the form

(

X -;,," 0)
x: = ix" x 0,

o 0 x'

where x, x' and 'X" are real if the medium is lossless. The s-axis
is taken along the magnetostatic field.

For plane waves with space factor (8.5) the determinantal equa-
tion (2.38), when transformed by the operations described after
(2.40), is

" _ 11'2 -i'X"
ix" " - p,2
I m

1(" - x') - imx'
m(" - 'X') + ilx" = 0,

'X'

which yields
X'(p2 _ ,,)2 + ('X _ 'X') (/ 2 + m2) (p2 - x) + (/2 + m2 - X')X"2 = o.

(8.76)

This quadratic equation for p,2 - x gives two values for p,2 (or n2)

as a function of I and m.
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On the simplest form of magneto-ionic theory

1 X , 1 X " Xy
x = - 1 _ y2' = - , = 1 _ y2'

where

173

(8.77)

x = ro:/ro2
, Y= D/ro,

D being the angular frequency (eBolm) of free gyration of an elec-
tron in the magnetostatic field. Then with

,,1 = 1 - y2 (p2 _ x), (8.78)
X
y2

E = 1 _ X • (8.79)

equation (8.76) becomes
Ll2 - £(/2 + m2 ) LI + £(/2 + m2 - 1 + X) = o.

The solution is

where
" = 1 - t £(/2 + m2

) ;

and if this is written
,,1=1+ y2-1

" ± f,,2 + y2 - 1
it gives

X
p,2 = 1 - .

1 - t£(/2 + m2) ± Yt£2(12 + m2)2 - £(/2 + m2) + y2
(8.80)

Consider, now, the plane wave spectrum representation of the
field of a surface current density in z = O. It is convenient to
introduce the inverse of (8.75), say

f-t = (8.81)

Then if the expression (8.12) is prescribed for the magnetic field,
the associated electric field can be written

E = 2
0

2 [± plmP,* + (1 - p[2) Q,* ,
'-1,2 n,

:+ (1 - pm
2

) p,* + plmQ: , -p(mP,* _ IQ,*>] e't,(lx +m7.".S),

n, (8.82)
12a*
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in the derivation ofwhich, first Es is obtained from the z-component
of ;%-lcurl H = ikoYoE, and subsequently EJU E; from the x and y
components of curl E = - ikoZoH. Furthermore, the Ph Q, rela-
tions can be put in the form

- 1) - Pt + - 1) + = 0,
(i = 1,2), (8.83)

a result which follows from a combination of the x- and y-compo-
nents of ;f-l curl H = ikoYoE. Therefore the continuity of Ex
and E, across z = 0 again requires (8.16) to hold, and the re-
presentation (2.123), (2.124) is applicable.

When y = 0, (8.83) reduces either to (8.15) or to = l/tX = ",
and it can be verified that the analysis of § 8.1.2 is recovered.

8.2.2. Surface Currents in Plane Parallel to Magnetostatic Field

In order to retain z = 0 as the plane of the surface currents the
dielectric tensor is now taken to be

with inverse

('"
;% =

ix" '"
(8.84)

;%-1 = i:). (8.85)

The equation which replaces (8.76) is evidently
'X'(p,2 _ ,,)2 + (" _ x') (m2 + n2) (p,2 _ ,,) + (m2 + n2 _ x')

X ,,"2 = 0,

and with m2 + n2 = p,2 - 12 this takes the form
'X(p2 _ ,,)2 + [(" _ x') (" _ 12) + ,,"2] (p,2 _ ,,) + (" _ ,,' _ /2)

X ,,"2 = 0, (8.86)

again giving two values of p,2. The dependence of JJ on I only is,
of course, a consequence of the axial symmetry of the medium.

In the case (8.77), equation (8.86) is

L12 2 [ex (1 12)]L1 e(1 - e) (12 XY2) - 0+ 1 - y2 - -z£ - - 1 _ y2 + 1 _ y2 - ,

(8.87)
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where now

L1 = 1 - S 1 ..2 _ x) = 1 - S 1 ..2 _ 1) + 1 - s
X \fA' X \}AI 1 _ y2'

and B is still given by (8.79). The solution is
l-e ,----

L1 = - v+ 1 _ y2 ± Yv2 + 8 - 1,

(8.88)

where now
v = 1 - !B(l - 12) .

Thus
1 - 8 (JJ2 _ 1) = _ 1 - 8 ;

X 'V ± y,,2 + e - 1
that is

p,2 = 1 - 1 _ 18(1 _ 12) ± _ 12)2 + 812· (8.89)

In the present case the magnetic field (8.12) has associated
electric field

E = Zo 2 {±fJ ImPt' + (,r, - 12) Qt' ,
1-1.2 n,

- [± - m2) + iym] P: - 1(±tX: - iY) Q: ,
[± i - m2) - tXm] P: + 1( ± iy: + o:) Q:}

x e'k,(lx + mY=FII,%), (8.90)

this form being obtained directly from ;%-1 curl H = ikoYoE. The
p" Q, relations, taken from the x-component of curl E = - ikoZoH,
are

(
2 _. 1

2
m 1) r: +. I (,,2 12 ) Q:I: (8.91)()(,ft, + 'I' -- - I = - II' - \JA'I - I •n, n,

Evidently the continuity of Ex and E; across z = 0 by no means
implies (8.16), and the plane wave spectrum representation must
be set up by the procedure outlined at the end of § 2.2.6.

At this stage it is probably simplest to substitute for Qt in (8.12)
and (8.90) the multiple ofP,* given by (8.91). After a little algebra
this gives
H = 2 e: {I - 1) - iy12m - 1) ±iyJ2n,}

i-l.2 I, - 12 ) , - /2)
X e'k,(lx+m)'=F lIi%) , (8.92)
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and
Z {(1 m[(lX2 - ,,2) - lX] ± iyn,

E = -:2- 2 P: -I - 1). 2 [2
'I' '-1,2 P, -

±n,[(l¥2 - '1:) l¥] - rym} e'keUx+m7=fIl,Z). (8.93)
p,-

The continuity of Ex across z = 0 requires

2 - 1) D, = 0, (8.94)
1-1,2

that of £7'

2 2 1 [2 {m[(l¥2 - '12) - l¥] D, + i'1n,A,} = O. (8.95)
'-I,2/J, -

where
A, = Pt + P" D, = Pt - P,. (i = 1,2). (8.96)

And the match of the discontinuities in H; and H, .to the surface
current density, say

requires
D 1 + D 2 <l,

2 2 1 2 - 1) A, - lmD,] = -jx.
1- 1,2 P, - 1 Ii'l

(8.97)

(8.98)

(8.99)

8.2.3. Point Charge in Uniform Motion Parallel to Magnetostatic
Field

The integrals in §§8.2.1, 8.2.2 are complicated, and even for
dipole sources have not been evaluated explicitly. However, the
radiation field can be found by the standard method of stationary
phase. The phase

iko(lx + my =+= nz) (8.100)

is stationary with respect to variations of / and m when
an an

x :+ arZ = O. Y:+ am Z = O. (8.101)

and the problem in essence reduces to an examination of these
equations.

As a simple illustration, when
n2 = _ (/2 + m2)
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the solution of (8.101) is easily seen to be
xz

l==-T' m=-R' n=±R'
where

177

R2 = X'(X2 + y2) + xz2 ,

as in (8.39). The phase (8.100) is then just -ikoR.
For the functions n2 appearing in §§ 8.2.1, 8.2.2 the investigation

of (8.101) is quite elaborate, and the results depend materially on
the values of the parameters x, x' and x", The development is not
pursued here.

The problem of Cerenkov radiation in a magneto-ionic medium
is of considerable interest. This was discussed in § 8.1.6 for the
special case of infinite magnetostatic field, and remains compara-
tively tractable because of the delta function behaviour of the fre-
quency components of the plane wave spectrum functions.

Suppose the position of the point charge e at time t is (VI, 0, 0),
and that the frequency components of the field it generates are
represented by (8.92), (8.93) (with affixes (J) where appropriate)
integrated over all real values of I and m. Then the right-hand sides
of (8.98) and (8.99) must be identified thus,

i, = + clv), i, = 0,nc
(8.102)

these being the space-harmonic components of the frequency com-
ponents of the current density associated with the moving point
charge (see § 7.2.1). Hence, from (8.98),

Df + u: = 0, (8.103)
which with (8.94) implies

Dr = Dr: = 0; (8.104)
that is

Ptt» = Pit» (i = 1, 2). (8.105)

Then = 2P't (dropping the ± affixes), and the remaining equa-
tions, (8.95) and (8.99), give

e . i' I (PJ - 12 - /2)(Pr, P:) = - -82 '(1)-14 2 , - + clv).
n c '" 1 - /-&i nl n2

(8.106)

To get the frequency components of the field vectors the ex-
pressions (8.106) are substituted into (8.92), (8.93), and integrations
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taken over I and m. The I integration is trivial because of the delta
function, and it is found that E:, from which the rate of radiation
can be calculated, appears as

EOJ = _ Zoe pm e-1OJx!fI - 1) - C
2/V2) roo _I_

x 8n2c tX - .,
-00

(8.107)

(8.108)

In (8.107) the dashes indicate that u, and n, (i = 1, 2) are evaluated
at 1= - c]o. It is recalled that Pi are independent of m; for
a conventional magneto-ionic medium they are given by (8.89).

The energy U radiated per unit length of the particle's track is
now obtained by identifying it with - eEx evaluated at (vt, 0, 0).
Thus, from (7.60) and (8.107),

U = Zoe
2 {If pro - (P? ,-; C

2/V2
) dw I

4nc lX ,ut - P2

If
Pco - 1) (p,;.2 - C

2/V2) II+ '12 12 dro.
lX P2 - PI

In this expression the first and second integrals are carried over
only those positive ranges of co for which > clo and > clo,
respectively: for if is real, but less than c2/v2, then is
pure imaginary; and if is not real, then = and the ex-
pression in curly brackets in (8.107) is pure imaginary when
y = z = 0, because the second term is the negative conjugate
complex of the first. The modulus signs in (8.108) are included to
allow for the fact that the signs of the real values of and in
(8.107) are not determined until it has been .ascertained, in any
particular case, whether the z-componenta of the directions of
phase propagation and time-averaged energy flow associated with
the plane wave of the spectrum have common or opposite signs.

The integrands in (8.108) represent, in effect, the frequency
spectrum of the radiated power, and this in turn is intimately
related to the directional characteristics of the radiation through
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the condition p,cos 0 = c]o. Here () is the angle made with the
magnetostatic field, and for each value of «o the condition assigns
a value to O.

In conclusion it is worth confirming that the results for the two
special cases previously considered, in §§ 7.2.2 and 8.1.6, can be
recovered from (8.108). In the former case the medium is isotropic,
and

y = 0, = 14 = lIP = 1/ex;

moreover, with the modulus signs discarded and a common io

range of integration, (8.108) is simply

U = JP: [lX(P? + - (1 + IX;2)] do»,

in evident agreement with (7.59). In the latter case

y = 0, ex = 1, = 1, = lIP + (1 - 1/{J) 12
;

hence
_ c21v2) = 1 - C2/V2

and (8.108) leads to (8.68).
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offar field in forward direction 80,
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Angular spectrum of plane waves

in anisotropic medium 37, 168
in isotropic medium 35, ISS
three-dimensional 33
two-dimensional 25
with pole S5
See also Plane wave spectrum and

Spectrum function
Anisotropy 18, 159

See also Medium, anisotropic
Antenna 60
Aperture

distribution, 28, 61
bounded 45

in black screen 69
in conducting screen 78
plane 28

Aperture, voltage 118
Asymptotic expansion 48

of Fresnel integral 54
Attenuation IS, 117

Babinet's principle
for black screen 70, 72
for conducting screen 77, 84

Bessel function 4, 36, 91, 150, 164
See also Hankel function

Bessel's equation 30
Boundary
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impedance lOS, 112, lIS, 137
at surface current 22

values 69, 78
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Cauchy 9
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Cerenkov radiation 153, 160, 168,

177
Charge

conservation 4
surface density 22
volume density 4

Charge, point 145, 168, 177
Complex representation 4, 7
Conductivity 6, IS, 98
Cone,

radiation 16S, 168
shock ISS

Constitutive relations 6, 7
Cross-section,

scattering 79
transmission,

of narrow slit 92
of wide slit 89, 90

Cross-section theorem 77, 79
Crystal optics IS9
Crystal, uniaxial 1S9
Current 5

distribution 3, 22, 61
surface density 22, 24, 33, 37, 71,

160, 170, 173
Fourier analysis 27
of moving point charge 145,

149
volume density 4

of electron gas 160
Current,

conduction 6
impressed 6, 8
induced 77
line 30
magnetic 28, 71, 118
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Dielectric
coating 116
constant 161, 171
tensor 7, 16, 171

Hermitian 7, 19, 159, 172
Dielectric, lossless 20, 155

See also Medium
Diffraction 3, 52, 69, 113
Dipole 3, 35, 42, 162, 167, 171

line 32
Dual integral equations 82, 127, 138

Earth 98
Edge-wave 75
Electromagnetic field, 3, 4

average 5
diffraction 75, 128, 133
E- and H-polarized 6, 24
evanescent 165, 168
geometrical optics 75, 128
incident 77
one-dimensional 11
propagated 165, 168
reflected 102
scattered 77, 81
symmetry of 23
TE and TM 170
two-dimensional 6
unique 23
See also Plane wave and Wave

Electron 145, 159, 168
Energy 25

balance 7
emitted in Cerenkov radiation

157, 170, 178
flux density 148

Energy, direction of flow 19, 168,
178

Equi-amplitude planes 12
Equi-phase planes 12, 18
Error integral 52

Far field 43, 80
See also Radiation field

Field, see Electromagnetic field, Far
field, Magnetostatic field,
Radiation field and Random
field

Fourier
analysis 3
integral 8, 25
theorem 8

28, 73
double 34
triple 59

Frequency
components 169, 177
spectrum 146

Frequency,
electron gyration 159, 173
plasma 159

Fresnel 3
integral 52

complex 51, 75, 83, 97, 109,
113, 135

reflection coefficient 98
Fringes 75

Gain, 60
normal and super 62

Growth 20

Half-plane,
black 72
perfectly conducting 82, 92, 122

Half-space 20, 22, 25
Hankel function 30, SO, 92, 102,

104, 129 '.
Height-gain 105, 112, 137
Hermitian tensor 7, 19, 159, 172
Homogeneous

equations 17
medium, see Medium
plane wave, see Plane wave

Impedance
boundary condition lOS, 112, lIS,

137
surface, 11S

two-part 137
Impedance,

characteristic 99, 114
reactive surface 116
vacuum 1-4

Inhomogeneous
medium, see Medium
plane wave, see Plane wave
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Integral equations, dual 82, 127,
138

L function 83, 127, 138, 142
Laplace 8
Launching efficiency 118
Line-source 30, 92, 102, 107, 129
Lorentz transformation 152

Magneto-ionic
medium 172
theory 159, 173

Magnetostatic field 159, 168, 172
Maxwell's equations, 3, 4, 7

invariant transformation of 5, 28,
32

one-dimensional 11
scaling of 171
transform of 59
two-dimensional 6

Medium, 5
anisotropic 7, 16, 37, 159
conducting 16
homogeneous 15, 98, 122
isotropic 6, 15, 34
lossless 7, 19, 20
lossy 12
magneto-ionic 172
uniaxial 160, 170

Numerical distance 110, 123

Optics,
crystal 159
geometrical 75, 128

Permeability, 6
vacuum 5

Permittivity, 6, 15, 20, 98,
complex 7, IS, 99
vacuum 5

Phase 15, 93, 176
interference 43
propagation, direction of 15, 19,

38, 168, 178
stationary 43, 176

Plane wave, 3
homogeneous 12, 24
in anisotropic medium 16, 161
incident 20, 72, 79, 80, 85, 93, 114,

125
inhomogeneous 12, 14, 20, 2S
in isotropic medium 15
reflected 20, 125
TE and TM 170
transmitted 21, 125

Plane wave spectrum 3, 4, 45, 60, 69,
72, 82, 85, 92, 102, 125, 145,
157, 160, 169, 173

See also Angular spectrum and
Spectrum function

Plasma 172
frequency 159

Point-source 35, 102, 104
Polar diagram 44, 60
Polarization, 18, 161, 170

E- and H- 6
horizontal and vertical 99
linear 12

Potential, retarded 3
Power, 117

radiated 148, 178
Power, time-averaged 21, 118

radiated by
line current 40
line dipole 41
point charge in uniform circular

motion 150
space wave 121
two-dimensional field 39, 44, 62
voltage slot 41

scattered 79
transmitted 79, 80

Power flux, time-averaged 25, 139
across aperture plane 121
in surface wave 120

Power flux density, time-averaged 7,
19, 2S, 38, 44

homogeneous plane wave 12, 79
inhomogeneous plane wave 14

Poynting vector 7, 14
Propagation 3, 98, 122

coefficient 99, 114
also Phase

Proton 145
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Radiation field 39, 43
in forward direction 77, 80
See also Far field

Radiation field,
line current 40
moving point charge 148
slit in black screen 76
space wave 121
three-dimensional 45
two-dimensional 44, 50

Random field 4
Ray theory 104, 110, 136
Rayleigh distance 77

116, 137
Reactive surface 118, 137

97, 124, 128, 131
Recovery effect 124, 135
Rectangular pulse 9, 10
Reftectioncoefficient 21,99,114, 116
Reflection, total internal 21
Refraction 21
Refractive index 18, 153, IS5, 161, 168

complex IS, 99
Residue theorem 9

Saddle-point 48
near pole S6

Scaling 170
Screen,

black 69, 113
complementary 72, 78
perfectly conducting 77

Secondary source 71
Shadow 7S, 113
Shock

front ISS
wave IS4

Slit,
black screen 76, 79
conducting screen,

narrow 91
wide 84

Slot, vohage 32, 41, 118
Snells' law 21
Spectrum function 8, 26, 34, 38,45, 79

black half-plane 73
conducting half-plane 83
dipole 35

in anisotropic medium 162, 167

line-source 30
point charge 146

in uniform rectilinear motion
152
in anisotropic medium 169, 177

slit,
black screen 76
conducting screen 88, 90, 92

with pole 51, SS
Split 127, 140
Stationary phase 43, 176
Steepest descents 46, 56, 64
Step function 9, 117, 120
Stokes lines S4
Supergain 62
Superposition of

delta functions 10
E- and H-polarized fields 6, 11,

14, 15
plane waves 3, 20, 22, 24
scattered fields 85
TE and TM fields 170

Taylor series 49, 57
Time-factor 4
Transmission coefficient 21, 99
Two-part

problem 123
surface 122

U function 83, 86, 127, 138, 142
Uniaxial

crystal 159
medium 160, 170

Voltage
aperture 118
slot 32, 41, 118

Wave,
cylindrical 44
evanescent 21, 151
shock 154
space 117, 120, 139
spherical 36
surface 21, 116, 117, 120, 137,

143
See a/so Plane waves
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The two-dimensional plane wave spectrum of fields due to aperture
antennas seems to originate with

Woodward, P. M. and Lawson, J. D. (1948). The theoretical precision
with which an arbitrary radiation-pattern may be obtained from a source
of finite size. Proc. lEE, 9SID, 363-70.

and
Booker, H. G. and Clemmow, P. C. (1950). The concept of an angular
spectrum of plane waves, and its relation to that of polar diagram and
aperture distribution. Proc. lEE, 97III, 11-17.

The former paper deals with the approximate synthesis of specified radia-
tion patterns by suitable distributions of field over either a given aperture
or a given linear array. The latter paper links the concept of an angular
plane wave spectrum with those of a polar diagram and the Fourier trans-
form of an aperture field distribution, showing that the angular spectrum is
more general; when introducting the concept of an angular spectrum of
plane waves references is made to the earlier work

Ratcliffe, J. A. (1946). Journal lEE, 93m(A), 28.
The technique of using an angular plane wave spectrum field representation
was applied initially to study ionospheric scattering and diffraction. Of
particular note are

Booker, H. G., Ratcliffe, J. R. and Shinn, D. H. (1950). Diffraction from
an irregular screen with applications to ionospheric problems. Phil.
Trans. Roy. Soc. A, 242, 579--&J7,

and the review article
Ratcliffe, J. A. (1956). Some aspects of diffraction theory and their appli-
cations to the ionosphere. Rep. Prog. Phys., 19, 188-267.

In both of these the scattering from statistically rough surfaces is investi-
gated. The plane wave spectrum representation method was extended to
three-dimensional fields in

Brown, J. (1958). A theoretical analysis of some errors in aerial measure-
ments. Proc. lEE, resc, 472-5.

The half-plane diffraction problem was first solved by
Sommerfeld, A. (1896). Mathematische theorie der diffraction. Math.
Ann., 47, 317-74.

An account written in English is given in
Sommerfeld, A. (1954). Optics, 245-65. Academic Press, New York.
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The curious reader will also be interested in the thorough review article
Bouwkamp, C. J. (1954). Diffraction theory. Rep. Prog. Phys., 17,
35-100,

and in Chapter XI, entitled 'Rigorous diffraction theory', which Phillip
Clemmow wrote for the classic

Born, M. and Wolf, E. (1980). Principles of optics (6th edn). Pergamon
Press, Oxford.

In this chapter Phillip Clemmow discusses the concepts of angular spectra
of plane waves and the dual integral equation formulation of diffraction
problems, and then goes on to solve the problems of both two- and three-
dimensional diffraction of a plane wave by a half-plane. The half-plane
diffraction of a line source field is also discussed, as are the problems of
scattering from two parallel half-planes, an infinite stack of parallel, stag-
gered half-planes, and from a strip. Phillip Clemmow also provided, in
Appendix III of the book, a lucid presentation of the methods of stationary
phase and steepest descent.
There is a vast literature connected with the so-called 'mixed path' problem
and its applications. Clemmow's solution for a two-part plane surface was
first presented in

Clemmow, P. C. (1954). Radio propagation over a flat earth across a
boundary separating two different media. Phil. Trans. Roy. Soc. Lond. A,
246,1-55.

This paper, a masterpiece of erudition, contains an extensive list of related
publications, including the seminal one by Weyl, H. (1919) Annal. Physik
(Leipzig), 60, 481.
Alternative approaches to this problem may be found, the first one being

Feinberg, E. (1946). On the propagation of radio waves along an imper-
fect surface. J. Phys. (Moscow), 10,410--40.

Applying the rationale of operational calculus, and starting from Green's
integral theorem, we have also

Bremmer, H. (1954). The extension of Sommerfeld's formula for the
propagation of radio waves over a fiat earth, to different conductivities of
the soil. Physica's Grav., 20, 441-@.

The paper
Wait, J. R. (1956). Mixed path ground wave propagation, 1. Short dis-
tances. J. Res. Nat. Bur. Stand., 57, 1-15.

makes nice use of the compensation theorem of Montcath to solve the
problem. Clemmow's approach was taken in

Millar, R. F. (1967). Propagation of electromagnetic waves near a coast-
line on a flat earth. Radio Sci., 2(3), 261-86.

A different method of solving the mixed-path problem is given in
Walsh, J. and Donnelly, R. (1987). A new technique for studying propa-
gation and scattering for mixed paths with discontinuities. Proc. Roy.
Soc. Lond. A, 412,125-67.
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The field of a moving point charge was traditionally solved by the introduc-
tion of intermediate vector and scalar potentials. The Lienard-Wiechert
potentials are usually used to give the electric field for, say, an electron
moving with constant velocity; an alternative approach in this case is to
apply a Lorentz transformation to the fields of a static charge. This is dis-
cussed in

Panofsky, W. K. H. and Philips, M. (1962). Classical electricity and mag-
netism (2nd edn), 119.2. Addison Wesley, Reading, MA.

The field of an arbitrarily moving charge can also be found by the method
of 'normal variables' and Fourier transformation, as is described in

Cohen-Tannoudji, C., Dupont-Roc, J. and Grynberg, G. (1989) Photons
and atoms, pp. 66-8. Wiley Interscience, New York.

An approach that bypasses the use of potentials is given in
Donnelly, R. and Ziolkowski, R. W. (1994). Electromagnetic field gener-
ated by a moving point charge: a fields-only approach. Am. J. Phys.,
52(10), 916-22.

Two excellent books where the angular plane wave spectrum representa-
tion method and its use in diffraction and antenna problems have been
clearly presented are

Clarke, R. H. and Brown, J. (1980). Diffraction theory and antennas. Ellis
Horwood Ltd, Chichester.

and
Jull, E. V. (1981). Aperture antennas and diffraction theory. Peter
Peregrinus Ltd, Stevenage.
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